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HON. EDITOR’S NOTE
The Annual is smaller this year, yet continues to present a representative cross-section
of members’ activities, including two articles on Fastnets, past and present; it is good to see
half-a-dozen new names in the list overleaf. The reduction in size is perhaps exceptionally
due to the C.C.A. cruise, in which many regular contributors took part, and individual
accounts of which were discouraged. It was also suggested that descriptions of cruises should
be restricted to an average of 250 words per day and several member,i have shown that a
comprehensive and interesting account can be written within this limit. The thanks of the
Club are due to all members - and their friends - who have gone to the trouble of making
time to write articles for the Annual, not forgetting the modest anonymous member who
undertook the difficult task of composing an account of the Cruise-in-Company. The Hon.
Editor is particularly grateful for the high standard of typing and double-spacing which
makes his job much easier. He apologises for any errors which he has failed to correct or
allowed to creep in. Members are requested to report to the Hon. Secretary any mistakes
in the list of names and addresses including any ambiguity regarding telephone exchanges.
R.P.C.
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HON. SECRETARY’S REPORT 1969
Committee Meetings Five Committee meetings were held during the year with an average attendance of
60%. We particularly thank those members who travel long distances to meetings for their unfailing loyalty.
The Annual General Meeting, held in March was attended by a mere 8%% of the members. This was an
improvement on last year, but must still be considered a disappointing turnout, even allowing for the
number of overseas members.
The Annual Dinner, held at Dublin, attracted 165 members and their guests, the guest of honour being
Mr. Erskine Childers, T.D.
Transatlantic Race. Perry Greer and the crew of Helen of Howth are to be congratulated on the ambitious
challenge they undertook in entering for this race. They put up a creditable performance, and proved to be
very worthy ambassadors of the Club,
Cruise in Company. A truly mammoth, memorable and historical event on the shores of Cork and Kerry°
We are indeed grateful to the organisers under the direction of Bob Berridge, to the R.C.Y.Co and not least
to our guests from the R.C,C. and the C :C.A. New friendships were made, old friendships werecemented,
and time alone can demonstrate the merits of such a gathering of like-minded people.
Admirals Cup. The team manager, Denis Doyle felt obliged to withdraw the Irish entry through lack of
a suitable eligible team.
Membership. With great regret we record the death of Lyall G. Smith, who became a member in 1960o
During the year the following were admitted to membership:-
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Barr, Robert
Bassett, Major C.S.
Biaikie, James A.
Bramwell, Dr. B. R.
Bryce, Robert G.
Bunting, Mrs. E.A_M.
Burnes, Robert
Burnham, Lt. Cdr. E~A.
Davey, D.W.H.
deQuincey, Roger
Dickinson, L.B.

duPont, Pierre
Farrell, Thomas V.
Faulkner, Mrs. JJC
Fisher, J.D.F.
Foley, Brig. P.F.
Foley, Mrs. Bar b~a
Fowler, Robert L
Fryer, Patrick J.
Harte, Edward D.
Hutchinson, William R.
Kelly, Malcolm

Kensett, David I.
Kiley, lock
Lappin, Peter A.
Lennox, George A.
Lyness, David
McGuire, Edward D.
McA. Curry, John S.
McNeill, John C.
Mollard, Robert E.
O’Brien Kennedy, George
O’Hanlon, Andrew

O’Reilly, Bernard C.
Osborne, J.A.
Park, Dr. David
Patton, Henry A.
Rogerson, Frederick
Sewell, Richard G.
Simms, R.J.A.
Tughan, D.
White, Michael L.
Wingfield, Robert T.

Honorary Membership. Your Hon. Editor was unanimously elected to Honorary membership by the
Committee during the year as a token of the appreciation of the members for all that he has done, and
continues to do for the Club, particularly in the field of Club publications.
Club Musters. 21 boats attended the Club Rally at Strangford, while 24 ventured to Arklow.
The Committee have decided that the end-of-season Muster will in future be held bi-annually, and that on
the alternate years there will be local rallies at the three centres. 1970 will be a local Rally year.
Local Meetings were held in the autumn at the three centres, with attendances: Belfast 32, Cork 15 and
Dublin 13. Discussions were constructive, the topic commanding most attention being the ever-increasing
number of applications for membership.
Challenge Cups. These are the subject of a separate report. Our congratulations go to the winners:Jonathan Virden, Robert Mollard and Cecil Hall.
Race Results
Island Race
Waterfoid Harbour S.C. Cup
Cork/Baltimore
Cork/Fasmet/Castlehaven
Wright Salver
Cr osshaven/Castlehaven
Class B
Dun-Laoghaire/Port St. Mary
Wybrants Cup

1st
2nd
3rd
1st
2nd
3rd

Setanta
Gigha
Daleassian
Jap
Sonata
Dalcassian

F. Cudmore
R. Fielding
H. Coveney
W. Walsh
T.F. Doyle
H. Coveney

1st
2nd
3rd

Moonduster
Dalcassian
Sonata

D.N. Doyle
H. Coveney
T.F. Doyle

1st
2nd
3rd

Ann Again
Querida
Jap

B. Cudmore
W. Walsh
W. Walsh

1st
2rid
3rd

Quetida
Misty
Noelita

R.I. Mortison
G. Kavanagh
N. O’Hare

Morecambe Bay Race
Donegan Memorial Cup
- Wirier - Moonduster D.N. Doyle
Greer Trophy. Rockabill Txophy.
Not Awazded:It only remains for me to say a word of thanks to Billy Mooney for acting as judge in the Log competition,
and to express the sincere thanks of all the members to our Hon. Editor, Paul Campbell for all the time and
effort he has expended in producing such an excellent Annual.
A idan Dunn
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JUDGE’S AWARD. CHALLENGE CUPS - 1969.
Only eight logs were submitted this year. I would point out that in five of these no
description of the yacht or her rig were given, thus making it difficult for anyone who does
not know the boats in question to evaluate their performance.
ROUND IRELAND CUP.
Sule Skerry, 18 tons. John Guinness. Leaving Howth on June 18th Sule Skerry took
part in the 249th anniversary celebrations of the Royal Cork Y.C. as far as Sneem, leaving
there on July 25th with a crew of five for Valentia. After a marvellous downhill run all
along the west, north and east coasts at an average of 6 knots all the way from Valentia, and
which includes a stop for two hours in Ballycastle bay, she arrived in Howth on July 29th,
41 days altogether, but out of this she was left three weeks at Kinsale. A very interesting
and chatty account of the cruise, but no description of the ship.
Osina, 3 tons. Robert Mollard. This account of Osina’s circumnavigation is mostly
written by the crew Dermot Hegarty and the Skipper gives a good description of the ship.
Altogether the cruise took 29 days, for 13 of which the yacht was left at Lame and Cultra.
Six nights were spent at sea and 15 ports visited. Taking into consideration that the yacht
is only 18 ft. on the waterline, the crew of two, the number of places visited and the
consequent careful navigation required I feel justified in awarding the Cup to Robert Mollard.
FAULKNER CUP.
Helen of Howth, 29 tons. Perry Greer. I have rarely read anything with more enjoyment
than the most interesting account of preparing Helen for her Transatlantic race and all the
care and forethought which it entailed, including the transport across to America, the
catering arrangements for eight healthy men for a possible 36 days, the navigational arrangements, the weather charts and all the meticulous care bestowed on every detail. Helen had
quite a fair share of headwinds and a lot of fog, but with her powerful crew and such
adequate arrangements as regards sleep etc. everything was at all times under control.
Although purely a race and not a cruise within the strict reading of the rules for the Cup,
I feel that the whole account of the preparations, arrangements and work done on Helen
are worthy of inclusion as a specimen of perfection in arranging and carrying out an ocean
crossing.
Mayro of Skerries. (35 ft. O.A. Rating 22.4) Ronnie Wayte. Sent in by W. N. Nixon.
This account of the, building, launching, sailing and racing of Mayro, written in Winkle
Nixon’s inimitable and witty style, is exceedingly readable and interesting. Built in
Carrickmacross, launched at Greenore and after taking ten ports on the way raced in the
Fastnet with a strong crew of eight and then sailed back to Strangford, 2280 miles altogether.
Although a splendid performance, undertaken with the sole object of taking part in the
Fastnet race, it is therefore not strictly within the spirit of the rules for the Faulkner Cup,
yet it is worthy of admittance as an account of a very good cruise.
Sharavqge, 5 tons. Jonathan Virden. There is no description of the yacht, which is a
Folkboat. She w~s sailed from Ireland to the Azores by a crew of two. They left Crosshaven
on June 7th., having brought the yacht there from Howth the previous weekend. From the
second day out both skipper and crew were partly incapacitated by sea-sickness for about
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four days and off colour for a further week. They had more than their share of windward
work and fresh weather, with winds between force 5 and 7, but the navigation was very
good indeed and when they sighted Terceira after 1250 miles they were ’dead on’. Their
first port was Velas on June 21 st, then to Horta and back to lay up at VelarS.: This cruise in
generally bad weather for a boat of 19V2 ft. waterline and with only a crew of two, both out
of condition, doing cooking, constant sail changing and navigation seems to me worthy of
the Faulkner Cup and so I award it to Jonathan Virden.
FORTNIGHT CUP.
Rosheen Bawn. (31~ ft. O.A. 24 ft. L.W.L.) J. R. McDowell. This is a cruise of about
700 miles from Ballyholme up the west coast of Scotland as far as Cape Wrath and back
again. The time occupied was 15days and about 10 ports were visited. The weather was
good generally and three nights were spent at sea. Awell written account
Roane. (38 ft. O.A., 31 ft. L.W.L.) R.C.A. Hall. Roane is a Hilliard ketch and this was
her maiden voyage from Littlehampton to Crosshaven calling at Cherbourg, the Channel
Islands and the Scillies. Very few dates are given and there is no summary of times or
distances, but from what I can make out they left the Solent on June 30th with six aboard
and reached Crosshaven on July 13th, having spent four nights at sea and in general experienced pretty good weather, apart from a gale whilst anchored in Treguier. The presentation
made things difficult from a judge’s point of view but it is a very readable account of an
interesting cruise.
Sarita, 11 tons. (39 ft. O.A., 29 ft. L.W.L.) George Lennox. This almost model log is
exceedingly well presented and contains a beautifully coloured track chart and several
excellent photos. The cruise of 610 miles from Strangford to Stornoway and back took 16
days, chiefly in short jumps in mixed weather. Three nights were spent at sea and 16 ports
visited. Sarita was built in 1910.
It was very difficult to decide ttie winner of the Fortnight Cup from the above three
entries. However the cruises of both Rosheen Bawn and Sarita were coastwise whereas
Roane had four longish open sea passages as well as several strange harbours to negotiate.
Therefore I award the Cup to Roane’s owner R. C. A. Hall.
A. IV. Mooney
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DELIVERING GAY GANNET
Told by Frank Tredrey for Rupert Charles
One winter night we were considering malt liquor in the Cowes Corinthian Yacht Club
(the poor man’s Royal Corinthian, and glory be for that), and Rupert said "Jack Wolfe’s
bought this Sterling and we are to deliver it. Gay Gannet, she’s called." There is a description,
with photograph, of Dr. Fielding’s Sterling Gigha in the 1968 Cruising Club Annual, so that
saves describing a Sterling again. ’We’ were Rupert’s regular crew in Franzi, Martin Sargent
and Rod Jones, plus two fellow Corinthians Donald Eggleton (alias Noddy) and F.D.T.
"You’ll be pleased to know, gentlemen, that she’s got an engine and a Roger."
We met again on Friday night, 21 st March 1969, in the Globe Hotel at Chichester, and
when they closed a tough, amiable Glaswegian woman taxi-driver took us to Birdham Pool,
with many cheerful quips on the way. There by torchlight, with snowflakes drifting across
its beam, we had our first sight of Gay Gannet. Except Rupert, that is, for he had spent the
afternoon working on board. After a night filled with manly snores Rupert served us bacon,
eggs, mushrooms and coffee, and we had a walk round the ship. She looked right and felt
right, and that says a lot, because it doesn’t take long to find out when things are otherwise.
’Roger’ was a Brookes and Gatehouse Heron Homer. Rupert regards all D/F sets as black
boxes inhabited by leprechauns named Roger and Wilco. He and his boys do the JOG races
with one large chart of the English Channel covered with well-worn perspex to protect it
from hot mugs and when chopping up mackerel, a blue chinagraph pencil, a pair of dividers,
and a flat iron on a coil of codline for soundings. Likewise Franzi’s engine is lashed in with
stout ropes but is not coupled to the propeller shaft. This has something to do with handicap.
The ropes are to stop it from shifting in a seaway. There is also a bucket on a warp to take
the way off her when coming up under sail into a crowded anchorage. Gay Gannet’s Volvo
wasan orthodox engine, being bolted to the bearers and the propeller shaft.
After Rupert had parleyed with the yard manager about the inventory we went to the
Birdham Yacht Club to get a shipping forecast. E.N.E. 5-6, freshening to 6-7. The bar was
cosy and hospitable, and it needed iron resolution to get under way. But once the decision
was made we were out, and on board, and had bent on genoa and mainsail, cast off and
motored into the lock in ten minutes flat. We cleared Chichester harbour at 1500. By 1550
we were at the Forts; 1655, Cowes; 1800 in darkness, Yarmouth. Sails off and motored in.
A good run that, averaging 7% knots. We cashed a cheque at the Royal Solent Y.C., where
Rupert had friends, and went on to sample the hospitality of the Bugle and King’s Head
Hotels.
A week later we tackled Stage Two. Rupert and Rod couldn’t come, so Martin, Noddy
and I got a Friday night train at Waterloo. The Redstart inflatable Jack had ordered weeks
before hadn’t arrived, so we humped along Franzi’s, complete with paddles and pump. Noddy
staggered up with two huge cardboard boxes of provisions he had bought at Sainsbury’s in
Drury Lane. From Southampton we crossed by Red Funnel ferry to the Island, and slept on
board Gannet. The next morning there were frost patterns on the cabin windows= Noddy
cooked bacon, eggs, mushrooms and tomatoes, and served them with new bread and butter
and hot tea while we prepared for sea. The wind was on the nose after we had cleared
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harbour, so we motored to the Needles Channel, and then hoisted genoa and main and. stood
out on the starboard tack, close hauled, clearing the land all day. Wind W.N.W° 4-5. Portland
Bill light was abeam at 1915, well to the north. The night cloudy, with some moon and
stars. Wind N.W. 3-4. Martin served up a big dinner of casseroled steak, new potatoes and
broad beans, and sponge pudding with raspberry jam as a ribsticker. On the helm he seemed
happy in blue jeans and a pilot jacket. I considered a string vest, flannel shirt, long johns, two
sweaters, seaboot stockings, ski gloves and oilskins more appropriate for the graveyard watch.
At 0230 we took a fix on Start Point, the Roches Douvres and Casquets. At 0410
Martin decided that we could lay Dartmouth, and we tacked. The wind was west, F.5-6, and
she was lee rail under, going like a train. But these racing men hold on to canvas, and we
stood almost vertically in the cockpit, our boots on the leeward locker ledge. The bows were
smashing into the waves, sending sheets of spray flying aft. We did balancing tricks below,
brewing coffee and taking bearings. The Start Point beacon got louder and louder until it
nearly blew out the earphones. Then suddenly the lighthouse appeared from the low cloud
and mist, a mile to port. The seas slowly eased off, and we got up the chart and Channel
Pilot, and eased sheets and made up into Dartmouth estuary° We tied up at the marina jetty
at 1245, Sunday 30th March, and cleaned up made all fast and secure. Then to the Floating
Bridge Tavern for a ’ploughman’s lunch’, bread and cheese and pickled onions, and away by
chain ferry and buses to Brixham and Torquay, and in a train back to London.
The full crew met again four days later, on Maundy Thursday, and stacked the corridor
of a crowded holiday train with kitbags, sleeping bags, ship chandlery, and more cardboard
boxes from Drury Lane. There was no buffet car, so we patiently endured a long and thirsty
journey through sunlit Berkshire, Wiltshire, Somerset and into Devon. From Paignton we
went in a taxicab to Dartmouth, and on a dark night, the lights shining on the river, took
the ferry across to the tavern. They provided drink and pasties, and sold Rupert a halfbottle of Governor-General rum for the night watches. Then we stacked our gear on board,
topped up with fuel at the marina pump, and cast off.
Good Friday, 0005 hrs. A rising, three-quarter moon. Motored clear of the pontoons,
and made sail as she rolled south out of the sound° Wind N.E., F.4; full main and top genoa.
0200, twenty-three miles out, the black-bearded Martin at the helium, Eddystone flashing
on the starboard bow. 0400, Rupert and Rod came on, The light abeam, starboard two
miles. At 0530 a seam began to open up near the peak of the mainsail, some stitching no
doubt having frayed on the cross-treeso During a gybe the split ran smartly down to the boom,
and she was blown out from top to bottom~ We handed and stowed the sail and continued
in the bright moonlight under genoa° Why can’t they put lock stitches in at intervals to
prevent this kind, of thing happening? It would cost more: but it could save lives. Rigging a
trysail and using engine were briefly discussed and dismissed° We altered course and shaped
up for Falmoutho Expert machine stitching would be required to put this right. Wind N.E.,
5-6. Rolling heavily°
We sighted land at 1005, and at 1115 put the thumper on and cruised around in
Falmouth harbour on a cold, misty morning, sizing things upo Near the Royal Cornwall
Yacht Club we picked up a vacant mooring. A trip ashore in the rubber dinghy, visits ~to
various locked sail lofts and questions to the locals made it clear that there would be no
sail-mending until the next day. We opened up the hatches and spread out our clothing to
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dry, and over lunch in the cockpit exchanged courtesies with a French yacht nearby,
similarly engaged. She had come in at dawn from La Rochelle.
Church Party was piped for those so minded, and when "they’ were due to open we set
off down the High Street together. Falmouth was often the last port-of-call for ships sailing
to all parts of the world, and their first port when they returned. Falmouth for orders. In
foul weather there must have been scores of big clippers, bearing famous names, under the
flags of many maritime nations, riding at anchor out there. ’Think of it,’ said Rod. ’Hundreds
of seamen roaming the streets, going from one pub to the next. Teeth busted on hard biscuits
and black with tobacco-chewing, tattoed like cannibals, and with great bent fists like claws.’
The Marine is an old coaching inn on three levels. Its quayside bar faces the small, dryingout fishermen’s harbour, and has good collection of ship photographs, models and mementoes. And a busy row of beer-handles.
Saturday 5th April. Ashore early to the Greenbanks Hotel to do what visiting yachtsmen
always do. It was a swell place, full of Easter guests. Kenneth Grahame began to draft The
Wind in the Willows here. We hope that the hall porter was satisfied with the tip we gave him
for using his telephone box, and that the guests weren’t disturbed. Back on board for grapefruit, bacon, tomatoes, eggs and coffee. Then ashore again, trudging in a cohort down the
pavement with Rupert in our midst, carrying the rolled mainsail over his shoulder. W. Penrose
of 15 Market Strand machined the seam and checked all the other stitching. Foreign papers
please copy, because he did an excellent job at a fair price at a time when most people were
enjoying their Easter holiday. While he worked we repaired to the Marine. A man who had
come in on a Quay Punt said that it was N.E., F.5 at sea and that it would become 6. We
collected the sail and on our way back were invited into the R.C.Y.C., now open for lunchtime drinks. It was splendidly carpeted and pictured, and full of elegant elder brethern and
memsahibs, and dinghy ]eunesse doree. Rupert set up a round and gazed at us appraisingly
over the rim of his tankard. ’I suggest you ragged-assed seamen keep to looward of the
Quality,’ he said. ’I wouldn’t be knowing, but I hope you smell of nothing worse than diesel
oil’. This came well from him in his tight blue jersey, paint-spattered trousers and burst deck
shoes.
On board the radio gave 7s and 8s for Biscay, Lundy, Fastnet and Sole. Rupert spoke
to each of us in turn. ’Will ye go?’ he asked simply. As in the days of country hiring fairs,
when masters engaged farm and house servants, the contract was made between man and men.
We cast off with the No. 2 genoa set and four rolls in the main. Wind N.E.6. At 1630 the
Lizard bore 030°M, three miles. At 2045, in moonlight, we were due south of Land’s End,
three miles off; at 2200 the Longships was abeam to starboard, two miles. We sailed on into
the night. Wind E.N.E. 5-6.
Easter Sunday. Heading 360°M - 010°M, as best we could steer, on the wind all day,
under working jib and four rolls in the main. Big seas, but not as short, or breaking as they
do, in the English Channel. At midday we agreed that it was blowing 7, and that the boat,
full and bye, was going steadily at six knots, although it only felt like three or four on top
of the slopes where we got the full force of the wind on her freeboard. She rode them
beautifully, slicing steadily ahead, and only when an extra big one came up and we hit it
did we get a tubful of Neptune’s bath water into the mainsail and down our necks.
We saw guillemots, shearwaters, gannets and black-backed gulls. Rupert was our expert
on sea birds. And a tiny, feathered brown scrap which we thought might be a linnet came on
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board. It perched in sheltered places, dozing and swaying with the ship. It was far gone, and
would not take bread or water.
Noddy did a fine job with a strip of cold solder and a couple of matches, mending a
broken lead in the D/F earphones, and at 1400 we took a fix on the Tuskar, Lundy and
Round Island beacons, and did some sums. It had been our wish and intention to deliver
Gannet to Jack at Malahide, but the mainsail had cost us a day and we all had to get back to
London on Monday night. There was nothing else for it, and at 1450 Rupert ordered 340°M,
and we altered course for Dunmore East. During the afternoon the wind took off to 6 and
then 5. At dusk Rod was below in his forepeak bunk and he felt something on his chest. It
was the little bird creeping in for warmth. He let it stay there, inside the sleeping bag.
Coningbeg light came up at 2130, bearing 020°M, eleven miles.
Easter Monday. At midnight, while Noddy and I made coffee and tidied up, the Franzi
team consulted the chart and Pilot Book and then gathered in the cockpit. It has been said
that an Irish boat may not start off as a commune, but it always ends up as one. It was
interesting to listen to the three of them quietly exchanging views and opinions about lights
and dim formations and shapes ahead as we felt our way in towards the coast. Wind now
falling light, down to 3. At 0145 we skirted the underwater rocks at the end of the harbour
wall and rounded up below the lighthouse in the calm, protected haven. We tied up alongside a big old wooden fishing boat. Rod found the little bird, dead, in a dark corner of the
forepeak. He brought it up in the palm of his hand, and for a minute stood under the light
of the quayside lamp above us, stroking its feathers softly. Nelson’s sailors were soft-hearted,
and there was a glisten in his eyes. ’Poor little bugger’, he said. Then he cast it over the side
into the water. We made ourselves a supper, and turned in.
At 0800 Rupert and I went up to the village and found a hotel open. A character in a
regimental blazer drove up in a Bentley, or something, climbed out, weaved through the
doorway and passed out in an armchair. The bartender pushed an electric Hoover all
round him while we pressed Button B in the telephone booth as the operator told us to do.
This produced a shower of coins, and we then made a call to Malahide. Jack came down in
his Jaguar, covering the seventy miles in an hour and a bit. Over mugs of coffee on board we
gathered that he and Rupert had known each other since they played Rugby football and
other games together at Trinity College Dublin. We got our gear into the car, and talked
with Capt. Carroll, the quiet, friendly harbourmaster and his wife. They showed us the best
place to moor, alongside the lifeboat, an anchor out for’ard and a stern line to the quay. The
last thing we did before locking up was to strike Rupert’s burgee. At Itchenor we couldn’t
find anything to mount it on, so with some pliers we straightened out Noddy’s wire coathanger and fashioned it into a stick. This did its job throughout the trip.
Two special features in Dunmore East deserve mention. Inthe grocer’s shop, where
there were kids and dogs with the grown-ups around the bar, there were sepia-coloured
photographs of the fishing boats, and a water barometer. A glass jar of water had a glass
funnel resting in it, and on the funnel two levels were marked, Good and Storm. As air
pressure increases, it pushes the water up in the funnel from one level towards the other.
The second feature is a magnificent bog, a ’firs’ I was told. It is built of great hewn, whitewashed stones. Inside is a tree-trunk beam to sit on over the deep dark pit. It smells sweet
and wholesome with all that Guinness, and looks like one of those Viking burial sites they
have unearthed in the Orkneys. I hope it will be kept as a national monument, to show what
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men there were in the local fishing fleet.
After skiing there in apres-ski, and in Ireland after sailing there is apres-sailing. We
covered the seventy miles to Dublin at seventy miles an hour, and the journey took seven
hours. This was because we had to talk frequently about Gay Gannet and her fine accommodation and sailing qualities, and it is not sensible to talk to a man when he is at the driving
wheel. So we had our conversations in various hotels and grocery shops owned by gentlemen
named Ryan, CaUaghan, Murphy, Sweeney, O’Casey, Flaherty, Delaney and Mooney. In
Thomaston we took on more petrol. ’Take a bicket of oil home with you,’ said a notice.
’The bucket is free.’ The grocery store next door was locked, but a side entrance was open,
and we joined the crowd at the bar to watch the Irish National on the television set.
Jack’s house at Malahide is built on the side of a tower made by the Normans to
command the estuary. He now uses it as a wine cellar. In the dining room we found a big
cooked ham, and a cottage loaf and butter and chutney and pickles. The bottled lightning,
corkscrew and glasses were on a sideboard. As they say in The Wind in the Willows, we fell
to. It was then decided that we should visit Jack’s and Rupert’s old sailing master, Tommy
Cobbe. We went to the courtyard at Newbridge House and Jack knocked on the door. A
figure appeared holding a bottle of claret in one hand and a lantern aloft in the other. We
had surprised Tommy returning from his wine cellar. A wide grin spread over his face, and
the wolfhounds barking joyously all round him in the flagged passage leapt out upon us.
We had an hour upstairs at the big round table in the parlour with Tommy and his family,
and it was then time to return to Robb’s Wall. Here we met Paddy Wolfe and the boys, and
had a second supper off the ham, loaf, chutney and pickles. Jack took us to the airport,
booked us in with our mountain of luggage, gave us our tickets, saw us aboard and wished
us bon voyage.
Rod had never flown before, and when we were packed and strapped into the seats he
had a piece of chewing gum working rhythmically and was gazing straight ahead waiting for
the blast off. A Rugby football team that had been on tour crowded in to fill the remaining
empty seats. One of them regarded himself as big laughing boy. ’All out, all out!’ he shouted.
’You’re all dotomed! She’s going to crash.’ Rod’s che~ving gum went into top gear. In a gangway seat was a passenger wearing a black leather motor-cycling jacket. ’Good; we have a
pilot. The Blue Max. You going to fly it from there?’ A bull-size team skipper took the
cheerful party by his coat collar and yanked him aft out of sight. We heard no more from
him.
We landed an hour and a half later at London Airport. No luggage. ’There are two more
planes to come,’ reception toldus. ’Perhaps it will be in one of them.’ It wasn’t. ’Quite decent,
air travel,’ said Rod, ’except for this luggage business.’ ’Don’t you know their motto?’ asked
Rupert. ’Breakfast in London, dinner in Cape’Town, luggage in Berlin.’ We dozed on the
benches, and at seven a.m. went off in taxis (supplied gratis by the airline) to our:offices.
The kits and inflatable dinghy were delivered to us by road and rail at intervals during the
week.
Sea miles sailed ................ 400
Hours under way (including time spent leaving and entering harbours) 78¾
Average speed in knots .............. 5.1
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THE FASTNET
Recollections by Brendan Maguire.
We all know the sort of climate endured by the natives of Warsaw, Omsk, Tomsk, the
Rocky Mountains, Calgary and Labrador and it is often surprising to realise that these places,
with their extremes of hot and especially cold, lie in the same latitude as the British Isles
where, thanks to the Gulf Stream Drift, we enjoy an equable temperature all the year round.
But situated as we are, often in the path of depressions and sometimes within an anticyclone,
we experience a unique variety and unpredictability of climate which adds to the sport of
sailing a spice lacking almost anywhere else in the world. This is one reason why the Fastnet
is such an outstanding offshore race; the only sure thing about the weather is that it will be
varied. Its other big attraction is the challenge presented by the actual course, first downs
Channel past the west country headlands and Land’s End, then across to Ireland, and having
rounded the rock back to a landfall on the Bishop and a final gamble with the Lizard tides,
never a dull moment for the navigator. Another thing about the Fastnet is that there is virtually no spectator participation - it is a race purely for the contestants and for them it is an
enthralling and unforgettable experience.
On each yacht there are highlights which are precious to those who look back after
Completing the course. Everyone has their individual memories. Mine start with a spinnaker
breeze out of the Solent, when all the 100 starters were decked out in the lightest multicoloured canvas. The scene was one of light and colour and animated as the larger yachts of
the later starts overhauled their smaller sisters. The blue sea and sky was broken only by the
high clouds and the sails of the yachts. This idyllic scene and conditions saw us out of the
Solent and through the Needles Channel before the night swallowed~us up and we were
hidden from the other competitors.
Twenty-four hours later found us turning slowly on the tide in a flat calm somewhere
off Lyme Bay. The wind or lack of it was as they say, ’straight up and down the mast’. A jet
black night enveloped us and as we sat in the cockpit dripping in a heavy dew and low mists,
the only distraction was the throb of the propeller of some mercantile monster pushing her
way up channel at the usual 15 knots, no slowing up for them. The radar screen is their
guiding hand and very good it is too, tho’ those of us in small wooden ships often wonder
how clear we appear, and just how careful the watch on duty are in observing any blobs on
their screens. This was the 12 to 4 watch when life is normally at a fairly low ebb and without
some activity to hold one’s attention it is easy to become somewhat comatose. For some
time the low rumbles of a thunder storm had been audible in the distance but nothing to
disturb our peace. Suddenly at abo3t, mast height there was a crack which was the nearest
thing I had heard for 20 years to a A.A. gun going off in one’s ear. This was accompanied
by a blinding flash of blue and white light which left both of us blinking by its intensity, and
certainly quite blind for several seconds after it had passed. In a halting voice I said "We do
not want any more of them for a while" and sure enough whoever had arranged the display
over our heads, decided against a repeat because immediately afterwards a deluge of rain
swamped us for 15 minutes then the wind came and we were on our way again. This was
easily the most devastating clap of thunder I have ever experienced. How the ship was not
damaged I will never know. The closeness of the strike was verified by the fact that the
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crash of thunder and the flash of lightning were simultaneous, with quite startling effects.
Nothing exceptional happened for some time and the next milestone was rounding
Land’s End, which in fact we did not see. We turned the corner in the grey light of dawn
with a Force 3-4 straight on the nose. An ocean swell and small waves with the odd white
cap were producing the motion one would expect on that exposed shore. We found the
Seven Stones Lightship, and had a brief glimpse of the low grey rocks of the Scillies in the
misty half-light as we set the course for the Rock some 180 miles distant. We did have one
cheering sight at this point some 2½ days out, the crack yacht in our class which had to give
us many hours handicap came up to leeward and sailed into the mist as she overtook us. If
the race had ended then we would have been easy winners.
If I had the choice, and of course this just does not occur in ocean racing, I would not
choose to round the Fastnet Rock at 1 a.m., but this is just what we were about to do. After
beating across to the Irish coast the wind freed early that night and midnight found us under
spinnaker and a gusting wind rushing headlbng for the light, whose loom had been appearing
on the horizon for some time. It was at this point that the usual miracle which so often
occurs in these races enacted itself once again. The ocean had been ours for nearly two days,
not a sail was seen of the 100 yachts which left Cowes with us, but now as we approached
this main turning-point in the race suddenly all round on the horizon navigation lights began
to appear in rapid succession. Something like 30 yachts were approaching and it appeared
they were about to round within a few minutes of each other. Of course this was not so,
but in fact they must have done so within the space of half an hour. The tension and excitement grew as the prospect of those manoeuvres aboard grew close.The rounding of the rock
entailed carrying the spinnaker to the last moment, handing it, hauling our wind as we
rounded the rock whilst setting headsails, and generally avoiding obstructions to navigation,
such as outlying rocks. From ’a loom on the horizon the Fastnet light became a swinging
beam across the sky, a circling stab of light which cut through the darkness at regular
intervals. As the yachts approached the beam appeared higher and higher until finally it
towered above the foaming base of the rocks some 176 feet in the air. The scene in this
eerie light had a quality hard to convey. The air was thick with the fall and crash of the
waves on the rock and the rising wind lent its own background to the mounting excitement.
Our spinnaker was quickly handed and the boom stowed and by the time we had rounded
up and were on the wind the headsails were set and drawing; quickly the ship settled to the
new conditions and headed back on a reverse course to the one we had come. The surrounding yachts found their best points of sailing and within minutes each was disappearing into
the night knowing only their own problems and setting out to solve them in their own way.
It is strange how fast a light seems to drop astern in contrast to the apparently interminable
approach period after first sighting it, and so it was this time. Other thoughts were filling our
minds. The wind was backing and had all the appearance of strengthening, so the skipper
reduced sail, a small headsail, well reefed main and no mizen soon had us sailing under less
arduous conditions and making the same if not better speed.
The weather forecast later that day confirmed what we had all expected, the wind
would continue to go round to the north-west increase in force up to ’8’, from that quarter
it would blow hard for 8-10 hours, then slowly returning to the southerly would ease again.
This would take us through the next 24 hours and true to form we were getting our Fastnet
gale.
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That night a further drama occurred when our youngest crew member managed to get
himself overboard, fortunately not losing contact with the ship, but he was up to his neck in
the briny, and gave the skipper and watch on deck a horrible moment or two. There is no
doubt that the No. 1 rule on small yachts for all crew members is that "They must stay on
board." The chances of survival at night, fast reaching as we were on that occasion, when
we were doing seven knots with 12 ft. waves, and in the dark was as good as saying if you
lost contact with the yacht you were a gonner. How this young man managed to slip through
the guard rails we will never know, but slip he did, and there he was trailing alongside holding
on to the rail and a jib sheet. Fortunately, with plenty of man-power at hand in the cockpit
they were able to haul him back on board in no time. This is how the careless can be caught.
A heaving, twisting deck, and an unwary seaman will lose his balance due to an unexpected
twist, and the next thing he is out of the cockpit and into the briny. More and more today
safety harnesses are being worn and absolutely essential they are to the safety of all on
board. The main thing to remember, and it is not always so easy, is to see that the snap lock
is secured to the ship at some strong point.
When midnight came round again we had run nearly 130 miles from the Rock and
were feeling the full impact of the north-westerly which was sending us scudding across the
ocean on our way back to the Isles of Scilly. A force 6-8 blow can in 24 hours build up to
113-12 ft. waves and with their white caps produce a scene of wild fury and this is what met
our watch as we came on deck. The watch below had been as usual, a snack of hot soup,
followed by hefty cheese and onion sandwich and a slab of chocolate. Then heads down to
snatch those few hours before being rudely awakened to don once again the damp clothes
and wet oilskins and out into the draughty cockpit, where noise and damp dominate the
scene. Having caught up with the ship’s news of the previous four hours we took stock of
the situation. The moon had come up at about 22.00 and was riding high in the sky when
we took over. Dark foreboding clouds were racing overhead and massive banks lined the
horizon. In between the clouds the silvery moon cast a brilliant light on the sea and ship. At
one moment all was bathed in light, the light and dark sides of the waves showing up in
contrast with the white creamy foam of their crests as they bore down and broke around
the yacht. Next moment we were plunged into darkness and could only see a black wall
rearing up astern followed by the crash of the foaming top when the wave overtook the
ship. It is hard to say which was the more impressive. A gale at any time is majestic. The
forces of nature are so overpowering that the puny efforts of man seem insignificant. The
sea - at times so quiet and restful - becomes just about the noisiest place in the world.
The whistle and screech of the wind plays on one’s nerves as well as one’s eardrums, and
this combines with the constant roar and crash of the waves as they form themselves in
ever repeating lines. This was the scene which held up spellbound for the first hours of our
watch and formed the background to the hurly-burly of the cockpit and the dollops of
salt water in the face and down the neck.
Half an hour tricks on the wheel were enough under the hard sailing conditions which
obtained. We soon filled in the picture of our watch. Sweat and toil, further reduction of
sail with the usual battle with the headsails on the foredeck as the ship rose and plunged
from wave crest to trough and so on up and down endlessly. Finally the moon went down
and darkness closed in until the first thin line of light appeared in the east, raising hopes of
a rose-fingered dawn. In fact it broke hard and red and we knew from the old seamen’s
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saying that the strong winds and hard weather would be with us for another day, and so it
was.

Having run our distance to the Isles of Scilly, our next problem was the landfall there
and the rounding of the Bishop Rock Lighthouse. There is a passage close inshore, but with
outlying rocks as a hazard, not a course to steer unless you are very sure of your weather
conditions. We were right thankful to make landfall on the western coast of Scillies in visibility of about a mile with low cloud and a sea mist. Later the conditions improved and as the
sun rose it burned up the sea mist and we were once again in a sparkling blue sea and sky, the
white crests of the still considerable sea, contrasting with the small high clouds above us. The
worst of the weather had passed over us and now a clear patch had moved in. The Bishop
came in view in the now pleasant conditions. This high tower stands on the low-lying rocks
of the outlying reefs of the SciUies. The Atlantic swell was breaking on them, and the spray
was being thrown 100 ft. in the air whence it cascaded over the tower. This was another
memorable scene and our last turning point as, hauling round on to the new course, we set
our bows for Plymouth Sound and looked forward to the luxury of a reaching passage.
The course was nearly done and though still very much racing, with no letting up, we
were glad of an easy day. Spirits recovered for a somewhat bedraggled crew who had been
racing now for nearly six days. While morale has its ups and downs, ours was mostly up as
we had in fact had a good race, and with the finishing line in sight our only fear was an ever
dropping wind would leave us becalmed at the entrance of the Plymouth Sound, and unable
to finish until a new breeze filled in. And so our moments of anxiety hung around, fortune
was on our side and that fading breeze kept us going at a fair clip, right up to the end when
we rounded the breakwater at about midnight, fired our recognition light and read the stop
watch to record our elapsed time.
After this it was in the hands of mathematicians to work out our placing. The final
result was seventh over all and second class three. ’If’ and only ’if’ we had saved those few
minutes somewhere in 7 days we would have won our class; on corrected time only some
15 minutes separated us from the winner. We were really delighted with our performance,
we had our breaks and our share of luck. No one has all the luck, that is why good ships with
good crews and skippers generally appear at the top of the lists. The winner usually in a
race of this length is not the team which makes no mistakes, but the one which makes least
mistakes, and so it was with us, we could all go back to some part in the race and say, if only
we had done so and so then we could have saved that 15 minutes.
So ended a memorable six days racing. Strangely enough, of the five crew members who
were aboard with me, I have not seen one of them again from that day. Such are the passing
friendships made in small yachts by those who go to sail our yacht races. All five were outstanding characters and made up a team to work that racing machine, our yacht, to its
highest pitch. Come August every other year, and as the fever rises over the gathering of the
Fastnet fleet, so memories start crowding in of the race in other years. As the Olympic Oath
states "The honour is not in having won the race, but in having taken part." This sentiment
applied most truly to a Fastnet. A course of six days racing is one that will not be easily
completed or quickly forgotten. Those who complete the course join a select group who have
done the Fastnet round and tiv~d to tell the tale.
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OSINA’S CIRCUMNAVIGATION
by Robert Mollard and Dermot Hegarty
Osina is a small modern J.O.G. type boat of the Galion class with a high performance
relative to her 18 ft. waterline. T.M. is 3 tons, displacement 1Y2 tons, sail area 207 sq. ft.
and auxiliary power is provided by a two stroke Vire (provideffit is in the humour). We had
sixteen days available for our circumnavigation and in retrospect this was far too ambitious
for a small boat. We were fortunate in that the weather was very kind and provided us with
near ideal conditions. The crew consisted of Dermot Hegarty (Navigator) and myself as cook.
Unfortunately, Dermot severely injured his ribs while we were at Lame and was unable to
complete the voyage. Rob van Baarsel, a young South African, joined me in Lame to
complete the passage to Dun Laoghaire. The following account is written by Dermot, who
meticulously noted all our movements, and was responsible for the detailed pre-planning on
the navigational side. His preparation was superb and allowed us to save a lot of time by
taking us through such places as Blasket Sound, Iniskea Sound etc., but I must admit my
confidence in him was tested to the full in making Portnoo at midnight without a light in
sight for thirteen miles!
Friday 30th May 1969
Dun Laoghaire to Dunmore East. We were underway with a light N.W. breeze at 1745
and as we cleared the harbour entrance the competitors for the I.C.C. race to the Isle of
Man were jockeying for the start. Once clear of Dalkey Sound the breeze improved considerably and we bowled our way southwards with the genoa boomed out to starboard. With a
fair tide under us andOsina travelling at a steady 6 knots Wicklow Head was abeam at 2315
and Arklow at 0330. Shortly after passing the Arklow L:V. we met a foul tide, and had an
uncomfortable few hours as we worked our way down outside the banks. At 1145 the Tuskar
was abeam and we laid off a course 234°C for the Barrells. Thereafter the wind headed us
and later fell away to nothing. However, as soon as the engine was started it piped up again
and we had a fast sail in to Dunmore East passing through a fleet of National 18’s and
Enterprises. We tied up alongside a trawler at 1610. A very pleasant evening was spent with
John and Aline Finnegan who were down in Dunmore for the week-end.
Sunday 1st June
Dunmore East to Kinsale. At 0800 the forecast was for light to moderate N.W. winds
becoming south and later S.W. moderate to fresh. Underway with engine at 0945 leaving a
Westerly sloop Pinta of Pernbroke alongside the trawler. The engine was dispensed with as
soon as the mainsail and genoa were set but progress was very slow in the light airs.
Brownstown Head was abeam at 1100 but the wind disappeared altogether and we had to
motor for an hour. A breeze set in again from S.W. but a short little sea slowed us down
completely. At 2010 we were some 5 miles off Mine Head and started the engine which
was kept running until midnight when BaUycotton Island was abeam. A breeze made from
W o by N. so we quickly reset full sail and took a long tack offshore to put us in a more
favourable position for the expected south-westerly. As we picked up the loom of the light
on the Old Head of Kinsale the sky started to cloud over and the wind to back. By 0600 on
Monday low clouds were scudding in from the S.W. and the wind freshened but we held on
to all sail as we were laying Kinsale entrance. The Bulman Rock Buoy was abeam at 0800
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and we picked up a mooring off the town half an hour later. There was quite a gathering of
Cork yachts in port en route to Cork following a race to Castletownshend. A pleasant day
was spent ashore replenishing ship and visiting the Kinsale Y.C.
Tuesday 3rd June
Kinsale to Castletownshend. The forecast was reasonable and the glass was rising so that
by 0830 we were well down the river and sailing quickly towards the Old Head. Passed very
close to a number of basking sharks which fortunately did not show too great an interest in
us. There was a horrible popple off the Old Head and we made very slow progress past it. The
engine was started at 1030 and we motored across Courtmacsherry Bay. Shortly after passing
the Seven Heads we turned off the engine and had lunch quietly drifting in Clonakilty Bay.
However, a smart breeze came offshore with quite a roar and suddenly we were tramping
along at 6 knots passing outside Dhulic Rock off Galley Head. The Irish Lights vessel
Atlanta passed us to seaward travelling eastwards. Off High Island sails were handed and we
entered Castletownshend which looked quite beautiful in the evening sunlight. Anchored off
the town in 2 fathoms in absolute peace and quietness. After some shopping ashore and a
leg stretch we watched the local fishing boats discharging their catch at the jetty. We were in
high spirits that evening when the Met forecast was an anti-cyclone with light to moderate
N.E. winds for all Irish Coastal Waters.
Wednesday 4th July
Castletownshend to Crookhaven. The anchor was covered with thick black gluey mud
and took a considerable time to clean as we sailed out of Castletownshend in a light northeasterly. At 1100 Toe Head and the Stags were abeam and with a quartering breeze we were
able to boom out the genoa to starboard and speed on our way. Passed a Nicholson 26
towing a dinghy motoring eastwards. Beacon Point off Baltimore was abeam at 1205 and
the Old lighthouse on Cape Clear Island at 1315. Visibility was disimproving and we experienced great difficulty identifying the leading marks for Crookhaven. Crookhaven was like a
mill pond that evening as the sun blazed down out of a clear sky. We quenched our thirsts in
O’SuUivan’s Bar and were later entertained aboard Irene VIII, a very handsome yacht owned
by Mr. and Mrs. George MiUar. A Nicholson 32 Anon and steel cutter Talys anchored close
by that evening.
Thursday 5th July
Crookhaven to Valentia. An early start was necessary to catch the tide round the
Mizen so that we were off with engine at 0715 and with only a light easterly air. Brow Head
was abeam at 0815 and the Mizen 25 minutes later. A southerly breeze arose so the spinnaker
was set and the engine dispensed with. A glorious sail across Bantry Bay was really enjoyed
despite a hurried gybe half way across to avoid the fishing boat Cu Feasa which circled
directly ahead of us. As there was quite a set into the bay we gybed again and ran out to
the Bull which was abeam at 1310. Talys crossed ahead of us and reached up Kenmare
Estuary.
The anti-cyclone over Scotland was maintaining its strength and the forecast for our
area could do little better than F. 1 to 2. Off the Great and Little Skelligs there was virtually
no wind so that the spinnaker and genoa were handed and the engine put to use again. Saw
quite a number of basking sharks at the entrance to Valentia. The engine was giving some
trouble and only just managed to carry us to our anchorage off Knightstown. A splendid
meal ashore in Angus and Dorothy Carnegie’s Reenellen House Hotel. A Nicholson 38 came
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in that evening.
Friday 6th June
Valentia to Kilronan (Aran Islands). A number of Norwegian steel trawlers came in
during the morning to service the fish processing factory on the mainland. After provisioning
of ship we sailed away with mainsail and genoa and once again encountered the sharks at the
entrance. The wind was very flukey outside but later improved from S.W. Took cross bearings
to fix our position as visibility was poor and we had to clear Barrack Rock and Three Fathom
Pinnacle. There was quite a confused popple at the entrance to Blasket Sound with wind and
tide opposed but once into the sound we were able to cheat the tide by keeping in along the
shore of Great Blasket passing close to a currach in doing so. Through binoculars we could
distinguish the temporary village erected above Dunquin for shooting a film. We gybed a number
of times in the sound and later headed out for Sybil Head which was abeam at 1655. A course
was laid off to take us some 5 miles off Loop Head but it was impossible to hold it with the
wind dead astern. Steered N. by compass for 20 miles and at 0400 we gybed and steered 065°C.
The visibility was very poor and although we saw a large fishing craft passing well to seaward of
us~neither the Twelve Pins nor any of the surrounding land was visible. Land was sighted at
1030 and the large genoa was substituted for the smaller one but as this made little difference
to speed the engine was required. Blind Sound on Inishmore deceived us for a while but we
later sped through Gregory Sound between Inishmore and Inishmaan in glorious sunshine.
Spent the day ashore replenishing stores and in the cool of the evening we walked towards
Dun Angus Fort.
Sunday 8th June
Kilronan to Inishbofin. The anti-cyclone was still with us but the visibility was poor. We
motored away at 0905 our first course of 002°C taking us clear of the shoals off Inishmore
and we then altered to 300°C and held it for 15 miles to clear Skirdmore and Doonguddle
Rocks. Course was altered to 323°C at 1330 when these rocks were abeam. The engine
petered out shortly afterwards but fortunately a breeze made from N.W. and although from
ahead we turned quickly to windward and had Slyne Head abeam at 1615. Wind and tide
were against us from Slyne Head so that we had a slow beat across Clifden Bay. The wind
smartened up off High Island and in semi-darkness we entered Inishbofin and anchored where
indicated in the I.CoC. Directions. Ashore for a drink with some locals who enlightened us on
the hazards of lobster fishing from currachs.
Monday 9th June
Inishbofin to Blacksod Quay. Spent the early part of the morning watering ship and
discovering petrol was unobtainable. It was a glorious sunny morning as we left under mainsail and genoa at 1050 to a light N.E. wind which increased a little outside. We were able to
lay Achill Head on a course 356°C but the wind slowly headed us and by the time Inishturk
was abeam the wind was directly ahead and we had to beat to windward. We envied a British
Hillyard sloop going south with a fair wind under sail and engine. The Bills were abeam at
1600 and at 1730 the wind had increased to F.6, making life aboard uncomfortable. Handed
genoa and were contemplating a night in Achillbeg, but as the forecast no great change in
the weather pattern we set the No. 1 Jib and beat up to Achill Head which was abeam at
1935. As there was likely to be no wind at all that night following the general pattern we
started the engine and eventually let go in 2 fathoms off Blacksod Quay.
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Tuesday 10th June
Blacksod to Frenchport. Another glorious morning with forecast of anti-cyclonic
conditions tempted us out of bed early. We were ashore early and hitched to Aghleam for
r~trol. After a refreshing bathe from the boat and an excellent lunch we were underway with
mainsail at 1503; starting the engine shortly afterwards to push us along. Passed midway
between Gaghty and Duvillaunbeg Islands and then bore away up the Sound between the
Inishkeas and the mainland. Shortly afterwards the wind increased substantially from N.E.
causing quite a steep chop. The poor visibility made the leading marks difficult to identify
but as we approached the north end of the sound the marks revealed themselves and we
slipped quickly past Inishglora and Leacarrick. The breeze had increased to F.5 as we
scudded into Frenchport coming to in a small bay on the northern shore of the inlet.
Frenchport is quite an attractive inlet for a night’s shelter but there appear to be no facilities
available and it must be untenable in strong onshore winds. A small trawler Banrion na Mara
came alongside that evening and her crew threw some fresh sole and plaice into the cockpit a gift which was very much appreciated.
Wednesday 11 th June
Frenchport to Portnoo. As it was our intention to make for Burtonport that day we
were up early but a tripping line which had fouled our rudder, delayed our departure.
Nevertheless we were away in a flat calm with engine at 0910 and passed outside Eagle
Island which looked quite impressive in the morning mist. Erris Head was abeam at 1040
and a course was laid for Aranmore. As the breeze was non-existent and our petrol supply
was limited we decided to alter course for Portnoo and therefore shorten our day’s journey
considerably. We could hear the heavy engine beats of a number of Killybegs trawlers but
the hills were hidden from us by the fog. A trawler called Brill came close to us and we had
a word with some of her crew. At 1540 a light breeze came from N. by W. and we turned
off the engine and made a steady 4 knots. At 1835 we could make out a high coastline to
starboard and by 1855 Slieve League and Rathlin O’Birne lighthouse were just discernible.
The air disappeared and the engine was called up.on again. Rathlin O’Birne was abeam at
2030 and the Tormore at 2200. The reflection of the setting sun on the precipitous cliffs
was quite magnificent. In darkness we sounded our way cautiously into Portnoo letting go
the main anchor just off the pier. The roar of the Atlantic swell on the rocks nearby was
quite awe inspiring at times.
Thursday 12th June
Portnoo to Downings Pier. The 0755 forecast predicted a change in the weather pattern
with the variable winds becoming S. to S.W. 3 to 5 and later veering N.W. Petrol was
obtained from Mr. J. Craig and general supplies from a small shop. As we were getting
underway Mrs. B enson hailed us from ashore with a kind offer of baths which we were
unfortunately unable to accept. Motored away with mainsail set on a course 300°C for
4 miles to clear Roancarrig Rocks. At 1150 a good breeze sprang up from S.W. so that
steady progress was made under sail. Black Point on Aranmore was abeam at 1300 but the
backwash from the cliffs caused a confused sea which continually spilled the wind from our
sails. We ran the engine for about half an hour but it ran indifferently and later packed up
altogether. The Stag rocks were abeam at 1450 and Bloody Foreland at 1650, the latter
presenting an unspectacular appearance and in no way living up to its bad reputation.
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Inishbeg was abeam at 1840 by which time Tory Island was visible in the fog to seaward.
Porpoises playing in the water ahead of us kept us amused for some time. When Horn Head
was abeam the breeze smartened up and we sped into Sheep Haven at a rate of knots coming
to off Downings Pier. We later moved in alongside the jetty as our anchorage was too close
to another moorings and tending to be uncomfortable in the onshore swell.
Friday 13th June
Downings to Lame. The weather system had at last changed and the morning was overcast with N.W. wind F. 1 to 3 forecast. We left at 0915 under engine but quickly set the
mainsail and genoa. At 1100 the Sumlog ceased to function showing 697 miles on the clock.
There was a considerable swell outside making life aboard most uncomfortable. Fanad Head
was abeam at 1330 and Malin Head at 1615. Our arrival at Inishtrahull Sound was timed to
carry the east-going stream through but it was quite a horrible passage with overfalls roaring
outside us and the ever present possibility of being carried on to the Garvan Islands. The wind
was extremely light and the engine was running indifferently so that we were greatly relieved
when the sound fell astern. At 1725 the water was relatively smooth again and some sunshine
and light northerly wind assisted us on our way. Inishowen Head was abeam at 1930 and
shortly afterwards Rathlin Island was visible. The sea was very lumpy again and as we were
certain to miss the tides in Rathlin Sound and as darkness was approaching course was
altered to pass outside the Island. A large warship was manoeuvering to the northward and
looked very sinister in the twilight. The sea was very lumpy again so that the engine was
required to push us against a strong foul tide. By 2355 Altacarry Head, the N.E. corner of
Rathlin, was abeam°
Altered course for The Maidens after checking our position with cross bearings°
Alternately motored and sailed through the night but by early morning there was no wind.
At 0650 when orlly a mile or so north of the Maidens the engine packed up and as the fault
was incurable without taking the engine out we had to paddle furiously for some 4 hours to
avoid The Maidens and Hunter Rock. Anchored off Lame and sailed in to the harbour when
a breeze made later in the afternoon. Watched the local boats racing on Regatta Day after
which we were hospitably entertained in the local yacht clubs. The engine was dismantled
that evening and taken ashore for overhaul but as our holiday time had almost expired we
decided to return to Dublin the following day and come back later to complete the trip.
Trevor Nicholson helped us enormously by looking after the boat in our absence.
Saturday 21st June
Lame to Ballyholme Bay. The engine having been overhauled we were underway at
0710 with a light S.E. breeze. The wind increased considerably outside and we made good
progress to Black Head which was close abeam at 1100. The Met were forecasting gales for
Fastnet and Shannon and as it seemed quite likely that we would get the tail end we made
for Ballyholme Bay where we picked up a moorings at 1225. It was impossible to get ashore
in the prevailing conditions so that we decided to move up to Cultra at the first available
opportunity.
Sunday 22nd June
Ballyholme Bay to Cultrao A bright and sunny morning with fresh to strong S.E. wind.
Set mainsail and No. 1 Jib and cast off at 0930 Despite the strength in the wind we enjoyed
our run up Belfast Lough and picked up a moorings off Cultra at 1100. We were fortunate
to meet John Clapham who kindly volunteered to keep an eye on the boat during the week
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and also drove us to Belfast to catch the Dublin train.
Saturday 28th June
Cultra to Dun Laoghaire. The weather during the week had been unsettled but a
north-westerly airstream had set in which was ideal for a southbound yacht. Left Cultra at
0455 with mainsail and genoa to catch the tide through Donaghadee Sound. With this fair
tide under us we had a very fast passage to the South Rock L.V. covering the 26 miles in a
little over 4½ hours. The wind backed shortly afterwards so that we tacked down the coast
and were off Carlingford at 2000. The breeze was gradually dying away but at night came
offshore and we could just lay Rockabill which was abeam at 0330. Lambay was abeam to
starboard at 0505 and when the Baily was abeam there was virtually no breeze so the engine
was required to push us the rest of the way to the moorings which we picked up at 0850 on
Sianday.,
SUMMARY
Date

M.ay 30
June 1
3
4
5
6
8
9
10
11
12
13
21
22
28

Destination

Dunmore East
Kinsale
Castletownshend
Crookhaven
Valentia
Kilronan
Inishbofin
Blacksod Bay
Frenchport
Portnoo
Downings Pier
Lame
Ballyholme Bay
Cultra
Dunlaoghaire
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Time Under
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Hr. Min.
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Hr. Min.

115
87
40
24
57
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61
59
16
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21
6
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15
6
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PHALAROPE’S CRUISES, 1969.
by J. B. Kinmonth
Phalarope is a fibre glass ’Block Island Forty’ centre-board yawl. Dimensions are 40 ft.
LoO.A~, 27 ft. LoW.L., 11 ft. 9 beam draft 4 feet with the board up and 8 feet with it down.
She has figured in the pages of the Annual before; first in 1966 after her transatlantic
passage, in 1967 in a cruise to Fenit, and in 1968 exploring the west coast and returning to
Cork around Ireland. This year the celebrations of the R.C.Y.C. 250th anniversary kept her,
like many other yachts, in the south-west to enjoy the great sail past Haulbowline, the cruise
in company and other attractions. Captain R. Warren fitted her out and skippered for the
July cruise~ The narrator returned in August to take her for a second short cruise to the
Dingle Peninsula and ultimately back to Crosshaven to lay up for the winter. What our French
visitors called "les manifestations", in Cork, and the cruise in comp.any for further celebrations
at Castletownshend, Schull, Glengariff and ParknasiUa will be well remembered by almost
every member and will doubtless be recorded and described by others. The efficiency of the
organisation still leaves us in astonished and grateful admiration for our members and those
from other clubs who did it all.
Phalarope in her two cruises, one in July and the second in August visited some 36
anchorages between Cork and the Dingle Peninsula. Most of them are well known haunts of
I.C.C. yachts, but some of them were new to us.
Ventry provided us with an anchorage in the strong westerly and north-westerly winds
which we found much more comfortable than its nearby alternative Dingle which we had
used two years ago. There is good holding in hard sand just south of Point na Skoh near the
entrance. It is swell-free in westerlies and without the awkward tide found in Dingle. Like
Dingle it has its share of wind and williwaws. Landing is easy on the sandy beach. This is a
good place to lie if you do not want shore facilities. We did not and as the wind and seas
were unsuitable for exploring or landing on the Blasket Islands as originally planned we walked ashore and climbed Mount Eagle. This gave magnificent views over the Blasket Sound and
islands, as well as to the east back over Dingle Peninsula towards Smerwick Harbour, and
magnificent Mount Brandon. We were somewhat astonished to see below us to the north an
unfamiliar village. The binoculars revealed that it was an artificial one built by a film company
in the hills near Ferriters Cove.
Port Magee The bridge across Port Magee channel to Valentia Island is nearing completion° We did not try to use the channel as the Sailing Directions had warned us of possible
obstructions. We sailed to Port Magee from Knightstown, anchored near the bridge and
inspected it by dinghy and from ashore. It was nearly complete, lacking one span near the
island shore. Estimates of the time needed to completion ranged from three to six months.
It is a massive ferroconcrete structure evidently designed to take very heavy vehicles. The
’take off’ from the mainland lies just east of Port Magee village and pier so that it is still
possible to come in through the west entrance and anchor off, or better, lie alongside the
pier. It reaches Valentia Island just west of Labyroden rock and perch. There is a span in the
centre designed to swivel by electric power to allow passage for vessels. This looked good
but intensive inquiries revealed a general ignorance of what arrangements might be made to
have it opened when necessary in the future. It might prove necessary to go ashore at
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Magee to arrange this or even arrange it beforehand, if it were possible to estimate a time of
arrival. We spent some time cruising between Derrynane and Dingle and in the vicinity of
Valentia and missed the use of this valuable channel which can often provide a sheltered
alternative to beating around the island. It is to be hoped that efficient arrangements may be
made for opening the bridge when needed. To our surprise we did not find much local
enthusiasm about the bridge, particularly in Knightstown which is at the other end of the
island. One man at Port Magee said he thought it might be ’useful for the cows’.
Dursey Sound The constructions for the cable car must have been seen by hundreds of
yachtsmen passing through and back to Parknasilla this year. We last saw it with a gang of
yellow-helmeted men still working on it on 23rd August. The red lattice steel pylon on the
land side seemed almost complete and surprisingly low. We can only hope that the promised
clearange of 70 feet will be achieved.
Toe Head There is a new steel lattice wireless mast with a white hut near its base, visible
from seawards from east and south-east. No signals were obtained from it. Further information will presumably be forthcoming. Is it another R.D.F. beacon? It would certainly be
useful.
Valentia Harbour The buoy on the ’Foot’ off Knightstown is now a minute black
object with a flashing light. There was fierce argument about its characteristics as it undoubtedly varied, perhaps through the vagaries of electrostatic discharges, in its mechanism.
It gave a group of two (and sometimes three) very quick white flashes every one-and-a-half
(sometimes every two) seconds. No doubt it will be the subject of an amendment in the list
of lights and may perhaps by next year have become more regular in its habits.
Valentia Harbour and the pier at Reenard Point were much used by trawlers including
Spaniards calling for ice, during our visits. We lay alongside a Spaniard from San Sebastian.
They buy ice and send a trawler back home with a cargo while the others stay and fish.
Valentia to San Sebastian takes three days. They seem to subsist on vino and onions, their
decks being well stacked with crates of bottles. (The buoy was listed as FI. ev. 3 secs. but
has since been sunk by a Spanish trawler. - Ed.)
North Entrance to Baltimore Harbour. On Quarantine Island there are some local
navigational marks (? for dinghy racing) new, or at least new to us, which may cause some
confusion. They can be seen when approaching from the south. They looked sufficiently
like the E.S.B. wooden notice on Sandy Island to make us hesitate momentarily and alter
course sufficiently to touch the soft mud bottom as we came about. Sandy Island must of
course be left to port and Quarantine Island to starboard when leaving Baltimore through
this channel.
Anchorages in Dunmanus Bay. Two unfamiliar ones were Dunmanus Harbour and Carberry
Island. Dunmanus is remarkably swell free and with more room inside than one expects. It
is inhabited by grey atlantic seals. The castle and the spectacular gusher or blow hole, in the
cliff at the east shore are worth inspection. Carberry Island has a good little anchorage off
the beach on the east side. It is inhabited by the largest imaginable flocks of young and old,
and very angry herring and blackback gulls. Some of the young were still flightless and
running around where we walked across the island to view the spectacular Carberry Breaker
from the west shore.
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ANCHORAGES
July cruise: Crosshaven, Union Hall, Castlehaven, Dunmanus Bay (Kitcher~ Cove,
Dunmanus Harbour, Carberry Island). Bantry, Glengariff, Castletownbere, Sneem, Kitchen
Cove, Sherkin Island, Baltimore, Barloge, Union Hall.
August cruise: Castlehaven, Crookhaven, Valentia (Knightstown and Port Magee),
Ventry, Valentia (Knightstown, Reenard Point, Beginish, Glanleam), Derrynane, Castletownbere, Adrigole, Lawrence Cove, Crookhaven, Schull, Rabbit Island Sound (Glandore Bay),
Crosshaven.
CREWS
In July (at various times): Richard, Cora and John Warren. John, Ralph and Kathleen
Kinmonth. Francis and Laurie Moore.
In August (at various times): John, Kathleen, Fergus, Margaret, Claudia Kinmonth.
Paddy FitzGerald, Nick Colchester, Denys Sambrook.

"SARITA’s" SUMMER CRUISE. JULY, 1969.
Recorded by Roy Waters for George Lennox.
Sarita is a 12 ton aux. bermudan cutter built in 1910. She last appeared in this Annual
in 1964. We were a crew of three, George Lennox (owner), John Olver and Roy Waters. As
last year, Sarita was at Strangford for the regattas during the few days preceeding our cruise.
We spent the night of Thursday, 17th July, in Ballyhenry Bay this being a safe anchorage and
also close to the post-regatta festivities in Portaferry.
Friday the 18th dawned overcast with a fresh S.S.E. wind and rain or drizzle at times. We
left Ballyhenry Bay under power at 1600 against the last of the flood tide in order to reach
the bar just after slack water. Strangford bar is dangerous when the ebb tide meets a fresh
S.E. wind, but one can’t hope to push out to sea against both wind and tide! However we
managed to keep out of the worst of the seas. By 1715 we had the Fairway Whistle buoy to
starboard and bore away towards North Rock Beacon under sail, passing inshore of the old
South Rock lighthouse. In the open sea the wind was southerly, 5 to 6, and increasing all the
time; we scudded away northward under staysail and heavily reefed main. Our original idea
was to sail non-stop to Vattersay or Castlebay so as to have the maximum amount of time in
the Outer Isles, but this was not to be. The forecast at 1800 gave gale warnings so We decided
to go into Donaghadee for the night. We got there by 2020 and were fortunate enough to find
a vacant mooring. During the night the wind must have reached force 8 at times and we were
very glad to be safely in harbour. With the wind from the south the swell in the harbour was
only slight and we slept peacefully.
On Saturday we were up early to find that the wind had veered to west F.6. At 0815 we
left Donaghadee under small staysail and 8 rolls in the mainsail. Conditions outside were
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reasonable with the wind offshore and we sped through Donaghadee Sound against the tide
and off across the mouth of Belfast Lough. Visibilitywas good, except during rain squalls,
and we made good progress keeping fairly close to the Antrim coast. The measured mile on
Magee Island gave us a speed of only 4¼ knots but against a Spring tide that was quite good.
We continued up inside the Maidens, experiencing the usual strong easterly set around these
rocks.
The 1400 forecast gave wind decreasing to F.5 but conditions were obviously very
unsettled and we gave up the idea of carrying on towards Vattersay, with the prospect of at
least one very uncomfortable night at sea. So at 1430, some 4 miles S.E. of Garron Point,Awe
bore away towards the Sound of Islay. As we approached Mull of Kintyre the wind moderated gradually and so more sail was set. The Mull lighthouse was abeam, 3 miles distant, at 1715
and by 1800 we found ourselves near becalmed in a very confused sea and started the engine.
The wind was very variable in strength and direction and at 1930 we were reducing sail again
fairly rapidly. Ardmore Point was abeam to port at 2110 and as we approached the sound the
wind again fell light. There are several temporary anchorages in westerly winds between
Ardmore Point and McArthur’s Head. We chose one at the south end of Claggin Bay and let
the anchor on to a sandy bottom at 2140. The only signs of life ashore were the sheep and
one solitary caravan.
On Sunday, 20th July, we were under way with all plain sail set by 0540° The engine
had refused to start, due apparently to a flat bettery, but we made reasonable progress into
the Sound of Islay with a light wind and the tide in our favour. McArthur’s Head 0640.
Becalmed abeam of Caol Isla Distillery 0815, with the tide starting to turn against uso Rubha
na Mhail Lighthouse was abeam at 1010 and we decided to head out to Tiree, making initially
for Dubh Artach lighthouse. The wind filled in from S.S.W. as we cleared the sound. By 1200
it was F.5 with decreasing visibility and quite a heavy Atlantic swell. All sight of land was lost
in the murk and drizzle. Conditions were not pleasant. Dubh Artach came into view a mile
away at 1400, wind being then W.S.W.F.6, with a nasty confused sea on top of the swell.
The lighthouse was soon out of sight again and we now faced the problem of making a landfall at Tiree with only a small scale chart and the C.C.C. Directions. None of us had ever
landed on Tiree before but we were aware that it was a low lying island with few prominent
landmarks.
By 1700 the wind was F.7 but the sea did moderate somewhat as we came into the lee
of the south-west part of the island. Sail was reduced to a bare minimum and we peered
anxiously ahead into the pouring rain. A faint outline of land appeared and on it was what
seemed to be a tower, which we could not identify. When it was seen to be wavering in the
breeze we were even more confused! Shortly after this we saw two fishing boats heading
shorewards and so we followed them, observing that one of them had radar; our main concern
was that we had no engine and that if we didn’t make a good landfall we would have trouble
trying to beat to seaward. We eventually sighted one or two landmarks and offshore rocks
which were identifiable and found our estimated position to be correct. By 1810 we were
anchored off the ferry pier in Gott Bay and as soon as the sails were stowed we warped
alongside the fishing vessel Catherine and John at the pier. The unidentified tower was in
fact a large Naval survey flag on a high pole; the Navy were surveying Tiree and adjacent
waters and there were several of these flags about the island. The two fishing vessels were
from the Isle of Man, clam dredging off Tiree. Their skippers were invited aboard to sample
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our draught beer and as a result of this our enginel problem was quickly solved. A long
cable was produced and connected between Sarita and Catherine and John, and a short burst
at 24 volts into our starter soon got the engine going. The gale force wind, with frequent
squalls, persisted most of the night.
On Monday we had to turn out at 0530 to let the fishing boats depart. As a puffer was
due that morning to load seaweed we anchored just off the pier and turned in again. Later
two of us went ashore to Scarnish to obtain stores and send postcards home. John remained
on board preparing fresh crab salad for lunch. We thought Scarnish was a rather untidy place,
with houses scattered haphazardly. Admittedly the dismal weather didn’t improve our
impression. By 1600 the wind had moderated to F.5 and visibility being moderate we
decided to sail the short distance to Arinagour, Coll. Leaving under engine we set a small
staysail and well-reefed main as soon as we were clear and had an uneventful run to Arinagour.
We were able to enter the harbour under sail and anchored off the old pier at 1858. Hospitality
at the Coil Hotel was as good as we had been led to expect and we spent a pleasant evening
ashore.
On Tuesday the 22nd we turned out early but our hopes of covering a good distance
were dashed by a thick sea fog in which even the nearby shore was obscured. At lunch-time
we rowed ashore and sat despondently at the hotel bar. A telephone call to the meteorological station at Tiree gave some hope of a clearance later. Looking out of the window at 1400
we suddenly found bright sunshine, excellent visibility and a fine sailing breeze from the
south! We lost no time getting back aboard and by 1432 we were under way bound for the
Isle of Rum. It was a beautiful afternoon and the first good weather of the cruise. All hatches
and scuttles were opened and the rigging festooned with damp gear. As we entered Loch
Scresort, Rum, we were delighted to find another yacht, Purangi, already in the anchorage,
and we dropped nearby at 2105. After supper we were invited aboard by her owner and
builder, Logan Pattildo; she was built to a New Zealand design, a fine strong craft, and is
based at Oban.
Next morning we rowed ashore to visit the tiny post office and walked part of the way
along both the Kinloch and South Shore nature trails. Most of Rum is, of course, closed to
casual visitors by the Nature Conservancy. It was another fine day, with the wind now
westerly, F.3, and we left Loch Scresort under sail at 1212 bound northward to Loch
Scavaig. It was an easy two-hour run and by 1410 we were getting sail off in the approaches
to the Loch. The wind outside was F.4 but as we entered the loch we were hit by one or two
of the famous Scavaig squalls and ended up going in at a fair lick virtually under bare poles,
with white spray covering the water around us. As it was high water and sea white we could
not locate either the sandy channel or the nasty "brick" immediately off Eil Glas but later
when it uncovered we reckoned we must have either skimmed just over or just past this ugly
rock. At 1445 we dropped anchor about 30 feet from the shore just northward and in the
lee of Eil Glas. We ate our lunch sitting in the cockpit while Sarita sheered wildly in all
directions and stretched her chain to full extent as the squalls hit her. The anchor and chain
buried to such an extent in the bottom that 3 fathoms of chain was caked with mud. It is
certainly no place to leave a boat unattended and so we went ashore in relays to see Loch
Coiruisk, where it is reputed the sun can never shine because of the mountains all around.
The Cuillins are certainly rugged and impressive mountains and Loch Scavaig is well worth
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a visit - once! By 1635 the anchor was aweigh and we left under power, sighting two buzzards
on the way out. As the wind was still westerly we motored on between Soay Island and the
Mainland of Skye. Off Rudh An Dunain at 1800 we were able to set sail and bear away to the
north-westward. Directions indicated that Port-Na-Long would be a good place to spend the
night and we anchored off the old pier there at 2120, close by Calladh. We did not guess that
we were to make a longer and unscheduled visit to Port-Na-Long later on. Alec Biggar, owner
of Calladh came aboard later in the evening and entertained us with some of his stories. This
day was cruising at its best - new anchorages visited and convivial company aboard after a
pleasant day’s sail.
We decided it was time we were heading for the Outer Islands and got under way, in a
flat calm, at 0700 on Thursday, but after half an hour of getting nowhere under sail we
resorted to the engine. Occasionally during the morning there were light airs and we were
able to sail a short distance but the engine was in use most of the time. It was discovered that
the oil seal between sump and gearbox had failed and we had to stop every hour or so to
transfer engine oil back into the sump. Idrigill Point was abeam at 0845 and an hour later,
just north of Macleod’s Maidens, a pair of golden eagles were spotted, hovering high above the
cliffs. We kept fairly close to the coast of Skye and by 1150 had Neist Point lighthouse close
abeam. Visibility was excellent and the Outer Isles seemed only a stone’s throw away° There
was an abundance of marine life all around us and we even had two large whales spouting
quite close to us at one time. At 1300, about a mile off Dunvegan Head, rather than push
further north that day, we decided to head across to Rodel at the southern tip of Harris and get
into port reasonably early for a change. As the wind now filled in from south of west we had
a very pleasant passage across the Little Minch and by 1545 we were reducing sail in the
approaches to Rodel Bay. It was only an hour past high water so there was no difficulty getting
into Poll An Tighmhail from the south. We drifted in past the hotel under staysail only and
anchored in the pool at 1613; a delightful little anchorage. We were no sooner anchored than
we had a visit from Colm McCallum of the hotel and he proved to be very helpful and
friendly. We paid a visit to St. Clements Church and we were surprised at the number of
tourists who come to this remote place, about a hundred or more that day alone according to
the visitors book. Later we had a simple but excellent meal at the hotel and spent a pleasant
hour in the bar, the only one on the Island south of Tarbert. The hotel was able to provide us
with petrol and water but there are no provisions available. Before turning in we surveyed the
North, or Sea Entrance, channel in the dinghy.
On Friday, 25th July, we were under way by 0417 at which time there was ample water
to leave Poll An Tighmhail via the Sea Channel. Once clear we were able to set full sail, with
a moderate breeze from the south to help us on our way to Stornoway. The wind became
variable in both strength and direction during the morning though mainly from the south. At
one stage we had to reduce sail but we made good progress up the coast and, although the
weather was obviously unsettled, with failing barometer, it remained fine and clear. Eilean
Glas lighthouse was abeam at 0637 and Rudh Uisenish at 0815. Gob Na Milaid abeam at
1005 and by 1231 we were off Arnish Point in the approaches to Stornoway. We reduced sail
and were able to sail right into the inner harbour under staysail onlyo Here we secured alongside a fishing vessel at 1250.
As last year Stornoway was to be the most northerly port of call on our cruise. This year
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we decided to stay for at least a day and see something of the Isle of Lewis. Friday afternoon
was spent storing ship and topping up with petrol and water. Once again the Lewis Hotel was
very helpful in the matter of baths and we had a very good meal there. From Rodel we had
telephoned our ’agent’ in Stornoway, Kenny Maciver, of Maciver’s Mineral Waters, who was
a great help to us last year in the matter of bottled gas for our draught beer. This year he laid
on a car for us. As it turned out his brother Angle runs a tyre and car hire business in the
town. Friday evening was wet and miserable with a gale blowing in the North Minch. We had
a quick run out to Tiumpan Head in the car and decided we were very glad to be safely in port
for the night! Stornoway is like a graveyard on a Sunday but the inhabitants certainly make
up for that on Fridays and Saturdays. They are very friendly and helpful and we are fond of
the place. A yacht can lie safely alongside and is virtually in the centre of town with shops
and hotels close by. Only twelve yachts visited the port last year but this year there had been
many more including two foreigners. One little boat, Akka, had come from Sweden via the
Caledonian Canal with two students aboard, had taken part in the second leg of the
Tobermory Race and was now on the way home, next stop Orkney. The other was a French
boat with a mixed crew but they were not very sociable, preferring their own company. She
was a club yacht and was making a circumnavigation of Great Britain. She had come non-stop
from Lerwick, next stop Isle of Man or Fishguard where a relief crew were to take over and do
the Fastnet Race in her.
On Saturday morning we set off in the car with our two Swedish friends to the western
side of the Island. We visited the Standing Stones of CaUanish, drove ’across the Atlantic’ to
Bernera Island and made a long sortie to Uig, where a Merlin hawk was sighted. We were not
greatly impressed by the scenery, even though it was mostly sunny, flat bleak moorland
mainly. The islanders are an untidy lot - wrecked motor cars and other rubbish abandoned
all over the countryside and the sides of the roads littered with empty beer cans and whisky
bottles, evidence of many journeys home from the Friday night binge in Stornoway!
Sunday, 27th July, dawned wet and miserable with another southerly gale. We had
intended to start south but not in those conditions and so we had another day at Stornoway.
Akka put to sea at 0930 but at least they were going north and would make some progress. A
littleWesterly 22, with single-handed sailor Richard Weston aboard came alongside us an hour
later; he had been dragging his anchor in the outerharbour. At 1510 the 8 metre Wye
arrived after a very "hairy" passage from Loch Maddy. She had some difficulty manoeuvering
alongside under sail and hit the quay end on, apparently without serious damage. Stornoway
was wet, miserable and completely dead all day. In the afternoon we got in our car and drove
with Richard Weston to Port of Ness and the Butt of Lewis. The scenery in the north-western
part is much more interesting than elsewhere. Between Butt of Lewis and Carloway the
weather cleared quite quickly from the west and soon we were in bright sunshine, a welcome
change. We returned from Carloway on a ’B’ road; the scenery justified the rough trip and
two golden eagles were seen. We spent that evening with the crew of Wye.
At 0730 on Monday the 28th we got away from Stornoway, although the wind was still
F.6 from the south-west. We spent all day beating and only made real progress when the tide
was in our favour. We did not get abeam of Eilean Glas until 1600 by which time the tide
was starting to run north; we decided to look for some hole to lie up in for the night. Tarbert
was not considered since we had been there last year. Eventually we headed into Loch
Grosebay and from there into tiny Loch Scadabay. The wind had moderated by this time
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Above.
Below.

Preserved black house, Isle of Lewis
Mcl..eod’s Maidens, Isle of Skye.

Above.

Loch Scadabay, Isle of Harris, showing narrow entrance.

Below.

Leaving LochScadabay, entrance from seaward.

but as the entrance is only 40 or 50 feet wide we went in very carefully under engine. It is a
delightful anchorage with soft mud on the bottom. Like Loch Scavaig it has a nasty "brick"
in the entrance; which we managed to miss and later saw at low water.We anchored quite close
to a small fishing boat True Love and got chatting to her crew of three. Later that evening
George and John went out for a night’s drift net fishing in this boat and returned in the
early morning with a bucketful of herrings - they Were delicious.
As a result of the fishing we were late going to sea on Tuesday and didn’t leave Loch
Scadabay until 1125. The wind was S.S.W. between 3 and 5 so it was another slog to windward. While the tide was in our favour we made long tacks back and forth across the Minch
and at one stage we were within five miles of Vaternish Point in Skye. By 1600 however the
tide was turning against us and we decided to go into Loch Maddy rather than beat against
it getting nowhere. We entered under power and anchored off the ferry pier at 1705. Anchored nearby was Gai-Tess, a fine looking yacht whose owner, Arthur Houston, soon paid us a
visit for a chat and a couple of drams. We went ashore to buy fresh stores, found the hotel
couldn’t provide a meal and returned on board to make our own.
In two days of beating we had made good only 50 miles. We were still some 250 miles
from home and wanted to get there by Saturday. We therefore decided to go to sea again
as soon as the tide turned in our favour and make a night passage to some point further
south. Accordingly at 2355 we hove up and left Loch Maddy under power, setting sail as we
cleared the loch. To begin with the wind was light westerly and we made fair progress but
after a couple of hours it backed to its old direction of S.S.W. We stood ~ff across the Minch
on the starboard tack. The 0200 forecast on Wednesday, 30th July, promised more gales!
By 0400 when we were near Neist Point the wind was S. by W., F.4 and increasing all the
time. The nearest safe hole we knew of was Port-Na-Long so that was where we went. As we
got further south from Neist Point we were able to free sheets a little and bear away towards
Loch Bracadale. By 0700 the wind was S.S.E., F.6, but by this time we were in the entrance
to the loch. At 0740 we anchored in our old spot off the ruined pier at Port-Na-Long. The
engine was used occasionally during the night and for making harbour. After a quick breakfast we all turned in for a very welcome sleep. The wind whistled away in the rigging and we
sheered about quite a bit but felt quite safe. Force 7 to 8 ’outside’ we reckoned and a fearful
sea running!
That afternoon we went ashore and obtained brown peaty water from the nearest
cottage~ut the small shop is over a~rnile away. We hitched a lift 4 miles to Carbost at the
head of Loch Harport and saw round the Talisker Distillery, which was ve.ry interesting, but
there were no free samples! Having discovered that the nearest pub was another 7 miles away
we hitched another lift back to Port-Na-Long and spent a quiet evening aboard. No sign of a
let-up in the weather and the forecasts gave us no hope either!
Next morning Thursday, 31 st July, the weather was the same. We were rapidly running
out of time and in desperation after lunch telephoned the lighthouse at Ardnamurchan
Point. The seas were not too bad there apparently a~d we decided to go out and see what
conditions were like off Loch Bracadale. Walking back to the pier we suddenly became
aware that the wind had died away. We got back aboard as quickly as possible and were
under way by 1605. There was now no question of gentle cruising in daylight only; we had
to push on south as hard as we could by the easiest possible route and so our first aim was
to get to Tobermory. That evening and through the night the wind varied between S.E. and
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S.Wo and between F.2 and 4. Sometimes we sailed, sometimes we motor-sailed but we kept
pushing on leaving Rum and Eigg to starboard. At 0125 on Friday we were rounding Ardnamurchan Point. All sail was taken off shortly after this and we motored the rest of the way to
Tobermory, anchoring close to Arcturus at 0332. After three or four hours sleep we made a
quick breakfast and set to loading petrol, water and stores. It would have been pleasant to
stay a while at Tobermory, it was a fine sunny morning, but we had to push on. We did have
a quick visit from Ian Young and some of his crew from Arcturus.
At 1215 we got under way in light airs. We made good progress down the Sound of Mull
but we were still having engine trouble and had to stop every couple of hours to put the oil
back into the right place. By 1600 we had Duart Point close abeam and decided to cut across
the Firth of Lorne to Easdale and wait there for the favourable tide in the Sound of Luing. We
duly anchored in Easdale harbour at 1840 and went ashore to visit the hotel. By 2130 we were
back aboard and under way again in a flat calm. Our aim now was to make Portpatrick for
Saturday evening and to make the final leg of the passage home on Sunday. With a strong
tide we made rapid progress down the Sound of Luing, passing Pladda lighthouse at 2200
and Ruadh Sgeir at 2312. Skervuile light, in the Sound of Jura, was abeam at 0052 on Saturday,
2nd August, and at 0400 Gigha was abeam to port. During the whole of this passage the wind
remained light variable and sometimes calm. Most of the time we motor-sailed, stopping at
regular intervals for lub oil transfer!
Mull of Kintyre lighthouse came abeam to port at 0904 and from there we set course for
Killantringan lighthouse just North of Portpatrick. During one of our oil transfer sessions a
bird came flapping across the water towards us and as we drifted past it began to follow us; it
appeared to be in trouble. We floated one of the cockpit floorboards astern on the end of a
line, the bird hopped on and we brought it aboard. It turned out to be a guillemot and it was
almost completely saturated in thick black oil, so hardened that the poor bird must have been
in this condition for some time. We tried various solvents to clear the oil, all without success,
and later in the day this poor creature died° It is pathetic to see the effect of oil on seabirds.
Despite legislation there are still ships which discharge oily waste at sea. Unfortunately it is
usually extremely difficult to pinpoint the culprits, particularly if the offence is committed
at night.
At 1337 we sighted Corsewall Point lighthouse, and three hours later we were in Portpatrick ttarbour, secured alongside a fishing boat. We now felt that we were virtually home
and so we spent a relaxed and enjoyable evening. Also in port were Ain Mara from Royal
Ulster and Moidart from Royal North, and we enjoyed their company.
On Sunday morning at 0925 we sailed out of Portpatrick. The wind was N°N.W.F.3 great! However this didn’t last long and by 1200 we were becalmed and had to use the engine.
Later the wind filled in from the south but it was such a fine sunny day that it was a pleasure
to be at sea and we didn’t mind having to beat for the last few miles. We passed South Rock
lightship at 1510 and by 1725 were at .Strangford Bar buoy. In the Narrows the wind freshened considerably, so that we went storming into Strangford Lough in great style. At 1800 we
were passing Ballyhenry Bay, from where we had started the cruise, but we now continued
up the Lough via Ringhaddy Sound and reached Sarita’s mooring in Whiterock Bay at 1915.
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SUMMARY
Date

Port of Anchorage

July 17
18
19
20
21
22
23
23
24
25
28
29
30
Aug. 1
1
2
3

Ballyhenry Bay
Donaghadee
Claggin Bay, Islay
Gott Bay, Tiree
Arinagour, Coil
Loch Scresort, Rum
Loch Scavaig, Sk’ye
Port-Na-Long, Skye
Rodel, Harr/s
Stornoway, Lewis
Loch Scadabay, Harris
Loch Maddy, North Uist
Port-Na-Long, Skye
Tobermory, Mull
Easdale Harbour
Portpatrick
Whiterock

Time

Distance

97 hrs. 56 mills. Sail only
20 " 30 " Engine only
16 " 04 " Sail&Engine
134 hrs. 30 rains. Total by log
Made good

Log Dist.

Made Good

Sea Miles

Sea Miles

27½
70½
63
13
30½
11
21
35½
38½
49
27
33
57
27½
88
50

26
67½
61
13
28
12
21
35½
38
31½
19
31½
53½
29½
97
46

642

610

Average Speed

455 miles
96 "
91 "’

4.65 knots
4.68 "
5.04 "

642 miles
610 miles

4.77 knots
4.54 knots
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SOUTH WEST BY SOUTH ACROSS THE BAY
by R. L. Berridge
Those members who were present at the cruise in company will remember the dark
green clipper-bowed hull and tanned sails of the schooner Integrity of Padaranam and I am
sure many would have felt what fun it would be to make a passage in her. She was built in
1962 by the Concordia Company of Padaranam near New Bedford, as a replica of the schooners which carried the mail and express packages up and down the New England coast 100
years and more ago° She is 52 foot overall, 44 foot on the waterline, 15 foot beam and 6 foot
9 inches draft. A heavy ship, she has a 3 ton cast iron shoe on her keel and the remainder of
her ballast in stone slabs beneath the floorboards. She carries 1500 square feet of sail made
from heavy, tanned canvas by Gowens in 1968. Her rig is exactly the same as it would have
been 100 years ago, deadeyes and lanyards, manila halliards, sheets and purchases, no winches.
It is said that as a working ship she would carry a crew of two men and if that is so they must
have been fine seamen indeed. She had very heavy groundtackle, 250 pound fisherman anchors
and heavy chain cable. As a concession to modern times she was fitted with an hydraulic
windlass.
I first saw Integrity off the south coast of Grenada in the West Indies as we sailed in to
the island in Westward in February 1968 at the end of our trans-Atlantic crossing. Col.
Arthur Herrington of the C.C.A. had her on charter then and later when we went on board we
talked about the coming race to Cork and the sort of cruising he would find there. In due
course he decided to charter her again for a year, bring her to Cork, take part in the cruise
and continue on to the Solent and then home via the Canaries and the West Indies. He asked
me to join him from the Beaulieu River down to Portugal and I will always be grateful to
him for giving me the chance to sail in his fine ship and with such a delightful crew.
I joined ship in the Beaulieu Rover on Friday, September 5th in time for the R.C.C. meet
at which she was a guest yacht. Her complement was Col. Herrington, Rex Yates, Skipper,
Jill Porkess, Elmer Storey from Currabinny, Chick Foster, Mark Pierce and myself and we
were two in a watch with Arthur Herrington standing out. The weather was perfect as the
R~CC. fleet assembled on Friday and Saturday, some 70 yachts of all shapes and sizes.
Alnilaun, a 35 foot ketch, sailed single-handed from California by Jack Heddon, C.C.A.,
was rafted up on one side and Fidget, Admiral Morrice McMullen R.C.C. and Alexa, Captain
Colin McMullen, Vice Commodore R.C.C. on the other side. The meet which was very
pleasant included much ship visiting and a drinks party ashore on the Saturday evening, but
no competition as we have. There was much talk of the Irish cruise and no doubt but that
all who were there enjoyed it.
Monday, September 8th. We got underway at 0730 with the wind north 1 and overcast
and motored down the Solent and out through the Needles, the same conditions continuing
all day with a smooth sea and odd catspaws. By 2300 we had brought the Start abeam in my
watch and altered course for the Eddystone. A fair amount of traffic about as we were in
the shipping lane, but luckily it kept clear though one felt that fog might come at any
moment. The Eddystone was abeam at 0300 Tuesday and shortly afterwards the haze
thickened to fog and a slow approach with continual sounding was made to Falmouth where
we anchored at 0930. Another concession to modern times, thank goodness, was an echo
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sounder.
We completed with fuel and water at Falmouth but remained at anchor for a couple of
days as the wind came in fresh from the south. Integrity’s strong point is not turning to
windward. Agisymba, John Hutchison, C.C.A. came in from Scotland while we were there,
also bound south. She had sailed from Newport Beach, California to Newport to take part
in the race in which she was the smallest yacht and gained third place in Class C. and had
then joined in the cruise.
Friday, September 12th brought a change with a calm, overcast morning and a forecast
of northerly winds. At 0915 we weighed anchor and motored out, having to stop for a while
off the Manacles to replace a sheared locking stud in the intermediate coupling of the propeller shaft. Something was wrong with the engine alignment and we were to suffer from shaft
bearing trouble all the way. About noon the Lizard came abeam and course was set 214°,
S.W. by S. for Cap Villano on the N.W. corner of Spain. Sail was made in the evening as the
wind freshened from the N.W. only to be lowered again later that night as the gaffs slammed
to and fro in the light airs and swell. The distant loom of Creach light on Ushant could be
seen abeam in the early hours of the next morning,
I think the gaff schooner with a lovely sheer, clipper bow and long, well steeved
bowsprit is the most beautiful of all the fore and aft rigged ships. Practically, at sea, she
has considerable disadvantages, the worst being the continual chafe and the heavy slamming
of her gear in a sea-way. To windward she is a poor performer and if one adds the old,
heavy canvas, manilla cordage and no sheet or halliard winches she becomes hard to handle
needing an experienced crew. With the wind dead aft and anything less than force 4, the
banging of the gear shook the whole ship and it was hardly worth sailing. In hard weather,
however, the powerful gaff foresail in the middle of the ship was a splendid sail, easily
handled and fit for anything. Her more modern sister, the staysail schooner with a bermudan
mainsail is a different proposition with the main staysail as a steadying sail under all
conditions.
In the small hours before dawn the foresail was set again as the breeze came in
followed by jib and main and at last we ran on under sail across the Bay. This was the sort
of weather one sails to enjoy, a good breeze, a long, easy swell, sunshine and the ship
swinging and travelling along, with Jill’s cooking at its best. So we ran all day and into the
night. Being on the shipping lane ships passed or overtook us continually to provide variety,
cargo ships, tankers, fishing boats, a Union Castle liner and a large shoal of porpoises frisking
under the bowsprit.
It is sometimes strange the way big ships steer. One imagines the scene of quiet,
professional efficiency on the darkened bridge, the skilled quartermaster at the wheel, the
course set to the nearest degree and above all the high and stable platform from which to
work with the ocean spread out below and before you. In practice, especially at night, they
wander about in the most inexplicable fashion. Off Ushant one overtook us showing her
red and with steaming lights well open then suddenly turned to show her green and in a
few minutes altered again to disappear on a course to seaward at right angles to her original
one. Again on another night one approached from ahead, first well to port then well to
starboard, alterations of 20 degrees or more and when finally nearly abeam turned straight
for us necessitating the powerful torch shining on her bridge to persuade her to veer away.
1 feel some of this indecision may be due to the invisibility of a sailing yacht’s low sidelights.
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The yacht, if she has a radar reflector, is picked up on the radar and yet nothing can be seen
by eye. The officer of the watch wonders whether to keep away or close in to investigate.
In a swell the sidelights are only momentarily visible anyway and that adds to the difficulty.
Under these conditions even a steamer’s sidelights are often only occasionally seen until she
is close aboard while her steaming lights are seen from miles away. Under power with a high
steaming light we seldom had any trouble with ships coming from ahead, under sail with
no steaming light anything could happen, and did. Six watt, twelve volt bulbs are quite
useless in port and starboard lights, eighteen watts is a minimum for safety and if they are
impossible then keep to hell out of the shipping lanes at night. Personally, I am convinced
that the masthead red over green lights, separately switched to save current, are an invaluable
safety factor° Make sure the watchkeeper knows what he is doing, don’t expect the ships
will do what you expect them to and if you make an alteration of course, make it big so
that the ship is left in no doubt of your intentions.
By late evening everything started banging again and at the midnight change of watch
sail was lowered and the engine started. Although the forecasts continued to prophecy
NW 4-6 the wind remained obstinately north 1 and we motored on. Noon put C. Villano
some 210 miles ahead, good progress, but cloud building up from the S.W. heralded the
passing of a depression somewhere to the south of us. By dark it was drizzling with very
light, variable wind and a long sea building up from the S.W. The shaft was making
disquieting and expensive noises at intervals in the small hours of the night (how much
worse these sounds are in the dark) and it was clear that we would have to keep the engine
revs down.
Monday, September 15th overcast with a dirty westerly swell and the schooner rolling
steadily. Thank goodness she is a delightfully easy boat in a seaway. Warm with little or no
wind. A super-tanker passed, most imposing, and several cargo ships, all rolling heavily.
Plenty of traffic during my 8-12 watch and many porpoises, each an irridescent torpedo
slicing and swerving through the phosphorescent sea. One could watch them for hours.
At 0200 on Tuesday, September 16th C. Villano light was identified at maximum range
and by daylight the Spanish coast could be seen, bold and exciting. Slowly we closed it as
the S.S.W. wind steadily freshened against us with C. Finisterre still some 15 miles ahead.
It was fresh, with rain squalls and the visibility coming and going and the sea building Upo
We set the foresail and started to motor beat around the head, standing first well out to
sea. It was clear that the weather was breaking and with the parlous state of the propeller
shaft hopes for making Vigo soon faded. We tacked and closed the shore, C. Finisterre is a
formidable headland, and stood into Corcubion Bay after lunch in torrential rain. The sea
smoothed as we motored up the bay and the sun gleamed through as we anchored off the
village~
Corcubion gave good shelter. To the west lay the village, sprawled up the hillside,
and to the east a new factory belched out clouds of white smoke.Several coasters came in
to join us at anchor, many small boats jigged for flatfish scattered about the inlet and two
whale catchers with harpoon guns lay alongside the quay. All around there were high hills,
one moment shrouded in mist and the next showing gleams of sun and cliff.
A Guardia Civile came out in a row boat and took particulars and that was all. We
were told the customs would be along but they never came and asking ashore we were met
with a shrug and "of no importance". The village provided a bank and money, food, water,
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diesel, everything easy and friendly. We stayed two nights until the wind went back to the
north again. A nice and cheerful place but not beautiful as so many of the bays must be on
this lovely, mountainous coast.
Thursday, September 18th brought better conditions. We were away after breakfast
with sun, cloud and showers and a brisk N.W.6. Set all four lowers off C. Finisterre and
bore away for C. de la Rocha at the mouth of the Tagus. The moulatains were lovely in the
sun and cloud as we drew away from the land. We wished we had tfme to cruise slowly south
and explore the big inlets. There was quite a sea running and we were making about 7 knots
with frequent hard rain squalls. Jill and I had a hard one at dusk - it had been coming up
for a long time from astern and hit with torrential rain and wind force 8. Bore away dead ~~
before it and creamed along, all over in half an hour. Later, in the next watch Rex and
Elmer caught another. It gusted up to 9 or ten and Integrity needed helm hard over to stop
her broaching and then nearly ran off for a gybe. The bow wave roared up high abreast the
cockigit and she got nearer to planing than she had ever been before. When it was over they
lowered the main. A lot of traffic and the devil to make out the lights and courses in the big
swell.
Friday, September 19th saw many fishing boats all around, mostly steam as coal is
cheap there. Fewer squalls and sailing easy without the main. Altered course to ease steering
and later had to alter again as the wind veered. The Berlenga Is. light was abeam in the
middle watch but the high Favilhoes light was obscured and invisible in the mist. This is a
feature of the coast where many of the main lights are very high and sometimes invisible
when the surface visibility appears to be excellent.
Saturday, September 20th. We were somewhat under-canvassed as the wind eased so
re-set the main and gybed over at 0500 to close the land. C. de la Rocha was abeam in the
morning, another fine headland with bold cliffs and mountains behind. We furled the sails
off Cascais where we got a message from the yacht club boatman to proceed to Belem Basin
at Lisbon. It was slow work motoring up the Tagus against the strong ebb but it is a lovely
river with much to see. We moored in the basin at 1500 in hot, blazing sunshine. It was
quite a performance to bring her in, turn in the very confined space and back into position
with stern on to the wall. To help matters we had a couple of hands from a Portuguese
friend’s yacht but the language problem was insoluble, and we kept thinking we were
destined for one end of the basin when in fact we were supposed to be going to the other.
Lisbon is a lovely city, the weather superb and everyone most helpful and hospitable.
The basins are crowded and there is little room for visitors, though in summer one would
rarely come in further than Cascais. It was sad to leave Integrity and proceed on our way.
It had been a delightful passage even though the winds were mostly far too light for her. As
I write this she must be in the Canaries and about to sail on the Trade Wind passage to
Grenada.
Approximate distance: Beaulieu river to Falmouth 155 miles
Falmouth to Lisbon 750 miles.
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PARADISE TO WINDWARD
with Sharavoge to the Azores - 1969.
by Jonathan Virden
In the euphoria of being enveloped in the kindness of the Azores it is impossible to be
objective in writing an account of a cruise° So I will only write a little of the bones of the
expedition and put some of the memorable flesh ortto them, leaving the whole to be
reconstructed by the reader.
With many people I have long shared the day-dream of voyaging on sunny seas for
thousands of miles to glowing tropical islands. When I bought Sharavoge the dream became
a very real possibility. The cruise last year to Brittany was in the nature of a try-out, both of
the ship and of myself. As I reported last year, it was fairly successful, though traumatic in
places, and it gave me some confidence to try bigger things. The Azores are a very obvious
choice for an objective for the first stage of a long expedition, as the next stage can so easily
be SW. (about 3,000 miles) or W. (about 2,000 miles) or E. (about 800 miles) or home again
N.E. (about 1,200 miles). Further, I had received a most welcoming letter from the Captain
of the Port (Harbour Master) of Horta, which is the principal port visited by yachts in the
Azores. He made it clear that there was every reason (cost, convenience, facilities) for sailing
to Horta and for laying up the boat there until next year - a most inciting letter. Thus
Horta became the next Port of Call.
This year Sharavoge carried a total crew of two: myself and William Dick, on parole
from the bonds of matrimony for the occasion. During the winter of ! 968/69 the yacht
was made ready in every respect I could think of, barring radio-telephone, for an extended
cruise. Billy McConkey did all the exterior work; the rest, including a reconditioning of the
engine, being done by myself. Provisioning was most competently done by my crew and
his wife.
The first stage was to sail from Howth to Dun Laoghaire and then on to Crosshaven
during the week-end before the date of final departure. I sailed alone from Howth to Dun
Laoghaire. I stayed for the night with William and Heather, then William and I set off from
Dun Laoghaire at 0700 on 31 st May. The trip to Crosshaven was memorable for lack of
wind, except for the first 20 miles, and for the fact that the wind veered slowly through
Eo2, S.2 to N.W.3o We used the engine for nearly 30 hours - motor-sailing most of the time
- this was useful, as it gave an excellent running-in period for the engine.
In Crosshaven, Sharavoge occupied a mooring of the Crosshaven Boatyard Ltd., kindly
provided by Mr. Leonard; they also scrubbed and re-antifouled her; very effectively as there
was hardly even a film of slime on the bottom when she came out of the water 4 weeks later;
but, the leeward side of the stem, under water, had had most of the anti-fouling worn off.
This is worth noting - the manufacturers have subsequently suggested two coats of Kobe
Black rather than the Admiralty Black, which was used, as the Admiralty Black is too soft
for warmer waters.
On Friday 6th June.William, Heather and I drove from Dublin to Crosshaven. I slept
on board for the night; they retired to the Hotel As we were somewhat limited in time we
had determined to leave on the midday tide next day, and there was so much to do that I
woke very early.
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The first part of the morning was frantic: hood to screw down, mountains of gear to
stow, water and diesel to collect, letters to write, Boatyard to pay off for scrubbing and
anti-fouling, customs to be informed, etc. but at 1200 the crew’s wife went ashore and the
ensign was hoisted. We slipped moorings at 1230 and motor-sailed down past Roche’s Point
with clear sun and wind S.2. For the rest of the day there was light S. to E. wind and hazy
sunshine. The log was finally reset to zero 3.8n.m. 360° from the old Head of Kinsale, after
William had discovered that logs plus,mackerel feathers made a fine knot. An excellent dinner
of new potatoes, sausages and ’Angel Delight’ was eaten by both of us - the last for a long,
long time. At 2110 we were far enough south to be clear of most of the shipping lanes, and
set a Great Circle Course of 235° for Graciosa 1210 miles away.
The voyage was divided into four stages, by the wind direction: SE/NE, NW, SW, NW.
The first five days it blew between SE and NE at about force 3 though occasionally it fell
very light. This was an unexpected piece of luck, as we averaged 116 miles per day for these
five days - almost half the whole distance of the voyage. But there was a disadvantage too:
the Atlantic did not like being ruffled in this way and the sea was choppy and bouncy all
the time. This was bad for both of us. I was sick once on the second day and was definitely
"off colour" for most of the first four days, eating only a little intermittently. William was
so ill that he ate nothing at all for three days and showed so little interest in recovery that I
became quite seriously concerned, as the nearest land was at least 5 days sailing away. But,
just in time, he ate, and held a boiled egg - this was a great relief, as he had become very low
on enthusiasm and I was getting very tired. Neither of us were on full feed for another week
and both lost more on the voyage than the surplus we started with. The seas were mostly
fairly short from NE and much larger than we expected from the winds we had had.
This cloud of nausea did not prevent things happening, of course. We were able to try
out the new twin running stay sails, made for me by Paddy Hare of Gowen Sails Ltd. These
set on the jib and spinnaker halyards from the mast-head to eye bolts which I put in the deck
just forward on the coach roof. Twin booms from the mast spread the sails, and the whole
arrangement is very successful if the wind is force 3 or more. At 70 sq. ft. each, the area of
the twins is not great enough for lighter winds, so a genoa is set on the leeward side. We saw
a bunch of fishing boats at 0215 on 9th June, and I had great trouble restraining William
from pyrotechnic activity although we were already passed them, about a mile off. Next
morning we awoke suddenly and jumped into the cockpit to see a big stern trawler crossing
our bows about Y~ cable off. Charlie, the self-steering gear, steered us past it, but the incident
confirmed William’s view that my tendency to sleep normal hours was quite crazy: he
became converted after a while. We saw several ships in these first six days: on each occasion
we heard them first and then saw them passing 2 - 3 cables off: this distance off was so
consistent, and they all changed course after passing us, that we assumed they had come to
look at this large radar echo moving so slowly. Another point of interest was the amazingly
heavy dew: every night the whole boat was drenched with dew, the sails ran with water and
the cockpit could almost be washed with it. During this part of the trip the only memorable
zoological phenomenon was the pigeon. It arrived in a very exhausted state, but did not
expire and took up residence in a cage ingeniously constructed by William under the side
deck in the cockpit. It was rather sick-looking for a couple of days but then became more
active, and hungrier. Encouraged by William it ate "Muesli", our favourite food, and had not
a shred of house training about it. That bird was the object of continuous and monumental
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verbal abuse - mostly justified. It was worth thinking up something choice just to see its
dignity pricked again. It was sent on a daily constitutional to surprise the shearwaters and
looked very surprised after landing again. But one rough day it escaped and finally flew away
because it did not think it could land on the flight deck which was itself almost airborne we gave it little chance of getting to land about 600 miles away.
The second phase of the voyage started with a dead fiat calm for 8 hours in the evening
of 12th June. A light westerly breeze came at 0230/13th June and increased steadily until
it was blowing from WSW force 6/7 by 1250, when we hove to. The sea rose far more rapidly
than the wind and became much bigger than it should have for the wind strength° For the
next 3 days the strength of the wind was between 5 and 7 mostly from N.W. and the seas
were big and somewhat confused - the waves were breaking all round, but were never
actively aggressive, although once of twice Sharavoge was slapped fairly hard. No green
water came into the cockpit, which is not self-draining. The best rig for these conditions turned
out to be trysail and no. 2 jib - with any wind over force 5 Sharavoge sails steadily to windward and is content up to force 8. The speed through the water is critical for comfort and
security of ship: at 4% knots she flies off waves very heavily, at 3 knots she is quite quiet and
eases along with very little trouble. We tried all sorts of combinations of sails, finding the
storm jib far too small to be useful at the prevailing wind strength and that it could not be
sheeted aback satisfactorily for heaving-to. The sky was overcast all the time and the
barometer was fairly steady, and although we were just within range of the BBC weather
forecast we could not determine which was the best way to aim to go. For 8 hours on the
second day we tried to sail faster, as the wind permitted a suitable course (240°M), but had
to desist as the motion was too violent for comfort or safety° After supper on the 15th
William went up to tack, conditions made this a hard struggle with trysail sheets, and he was
most offended when the sea claimed another valuable meal. We were both very tired of the
battering by the morning of 16th, when the only argument of the voyage occurred. William put
the case for aiming to return to Ireland (670 miles) if conditions had not improved within
24 hours, but was overruled on the grounds that the decision could be put off until the
evening of the 18th without anyone at home being concerned at our not turning up somewhere
inside the "non worry" period of 24 days. Feelings were high for an hour or so - black
Monday morning - but calmed down shortly after, and were forgotten as the wind and sea
went down during the next two days.
The following morning William got us under way again with storm jib and trysailo I
"slept" in most of the morning, having had a slight chill since three days earlier. We gradually
stepped up the sail area and by the afternoon were making four knots close-hauled.
We had effectively begun the long slog to windward which only let up for one day
before we reached port. We had been pushed about 100 miles due south during the rough
weather which made our course to Horta now 255°M, and we were close-hauled for almost all
the way. It was getting a little warmer and the sea changed - we saw whales on 17th and a
solitary shoal of flying fish. We also saw, and had to push past, a huge piece of timber about
12’ x 2’ x 2’ covered with strange barnacles: Charlie, the self-steering gear, had not seen it
and we noticed that instead of sailing slowly we were not moving at all - there was no bump
and no damage was done. We were both now quite immune from sickness and there was not
a great deal to do but wait for land to come closer. There was one sunny day when much drying
was done and the cockpit was washed and we even motored for three hours over a peaceful
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sea. The engine had been run regularly to keep batteries charged - the batteries had not
been holding their charge properly, and one day we examined the circuit and the operation
of the regulator - but all seemed to be in good order. The weather was mixed - broken
cloud most days with gradually worsening visibility in the form of haze. Luckily the sun was
visible with a suitable horizon each day, two or three times, for navigation: there was certainly
a drift from N.W. which meant that we were really beating against it. The wind became W.
and rather variable in direction and several times we tacked to prevent us from being taken
too much to the east of the central group of the Azores. During the early morning of 20th
June, I looked out to see that all was well: the stars were very clear and the sails were set
nicely. I then saw a luminous trail in the water a few feet off the starboard side going parallel
with us. I called William, who must have been very deeply asleep, and we watched several of
these trails playing around us, in pairs or threes, crossing under the yacht or turning in formation. The trails seemed about one foot in diameter and went at 8 - 10 knots - a fascinating
insight into the underwater world. The creatures jumped out of the water once or twice, but
we could not see them: they must have been attracted by the boat’s trail which was very bright
and stretched at least a cable astern. Later on 20th June it became more hazy and humid and
rather warm. This day we transferred onto the chart of the Arquipelago dos Azores - a big
step in progress. The sea was a bit lumpy, which made living rather uncomfortable: we were
both getting a little restive and impatient to see land - there is not a lot to do after being at
sea for 14 days, apart from eat periodically, and read, and reconsider the navigation. The
boat sails herself for hours at a time with nothing more from the crew than an occasional
glance at the telltale compass on the mast.
On 20th June, the midday sight confirmed that we should see the island of Terceira to
the west at any time if the haze cleared. An hour later William saw land exactly where it
should have been and it turned out to be Terceira. We had been motor-sailing to improve
windward performance, for most of the morning and continued, except at night, until we
came to port some 30 hours later.
This, the last part of the voyage was rather trying. The wind was almost dead ahead,
W.N.Wo 3, and made a sharp chop which stopped us~very often - the engine minimised the
effect of this, but we still did not get along very fast. There was a current from N.W. probably the Azores current reinforced by the wind of the previous few days. We sailed
past the south side of Terceira, tacking N. to within 3 miles of the coast, and then W.S.W.
towards Pico during the night. At midday on 21 st we were close to Pta do Topo lighthouse
on the S.W. end of Sao Jorge, and in a calm patch refilled both the immediate water storage
and the diesel tank. For the afternoon and evening we tacked along the south coast of Sao
Jorge.- seeing very little asthere’was patchy mist and drizzle and low cloud which was at
about 300 feet, and quite obscured the tops of the cliffs except in a few.places where we
could see houses on both Pico and Sao Jorge. In the late afternoon the visibility was down to
¼ mile intermittently and it was exceedingly wet. We tacked along the bottom of cliffs which
seemed to go up indefinitely whenever there was a break to see them - black and huge. As
it grew darker we became sure that the little navigational lights marked on the chart at towns
like Calheta were not lit - this was awkward. We finally came up near Velas to identify a
departure for Horta, which we expected to be able to lay in one tack. We hailed a large motor
launch, but no one spoke English. Then we saw the quay at Velas, apparently placed to give
good shelter from the wind and sea. As there was steady drizzle and we did not fancy a night

crossing to the unknown coasts of Pico and Faial in these conditions. We decided to have a
look at Velas. While William steered round in small circles in the shelter of Velas bay, a cable
off the quay, I rushed round changing Sharavoge ’ from Ocean Cruiser into houseboat again,
- log, warps, fenders, anchor ready to let go, lead ready, echo-sounder, sails down, and all
the rest. We gingerly came into the quay and threw warps to spectators who knew exactly
what was wanted. We were made fast a few minutes later in 25 feet of water - it was wet,
there was no wind, it was very wet, and it was eerie to be so still, after 1249.8 miles at sea.
With one exception navigation during the whole voyage was done by sun sights - two,
or sometimes three sights each day. Once one has the knack and a simple procedure to
follow the calculations are extremely easy, even lying on one’s back in a bunk.A,parficulafly
useful device is the Douglas protractor - a flat square protractor with a grid ruled on it: it
is also transparent and can be written on. It has completely replaced the parallel rulers for
me, and is far easier to use in a small boat as no steady flat surface is needed. On one occasion William got a consol "fix" - this was when no sights had been possible for three days
and the area it put us was close enough to the D.R. position to confirm our general direction
of drift during the rough days. Three days out from landfall there was a fine dusk for star
sights: I rushed in and out "shooting stars as if clay pigeons", as William wrote in the log,
and gathered two or three figures from four "objects": Moon, Vega, Polaris and "Jupiter".
Next day I was puzzled because "Jupiter" put us somewhere in Africa and Antares did not
fit either: Finally, I discovered that Mars was exceptionally bright at that time and the
position line, based on Mars, lay through the same point as all the others (no cocked hats
or anything like that); this was most satisfactory. The final landfall was made exactly as the
navigation predicted: the great merit of Astro or solar navigation seems to me to be that it
starts from scratch each time and no cumulative errors can creep in, as with D.R. The main
difficulty with astro navigation is taking the sight: on a rough sea taking an accurate sight
is very difficult, requiring the sight-taker to have apelike gymnastic ability, the balance of
a gyroscope and the patience of Job as the horizon is only visible, irregularly, for about 10%
of the time.
So we landed at Velas, not Horta, after 15 days at sea. The drizzle had made everything
exceedingly wet, but we were enormously relieved to be somewhat "land bound" again.
Then it happened: Fernando bounced out of the mist on the quay onto the boat, bringing
broken English and good cheer, saying that we could not have stopped at a better place the boat would be quite safe whether shut up or not, as there was no one there who would
not respect everything. He took William off for a beer with some friends. They were shortly
back, together with Eduardo A. and Ulisses and Eduardo and Manuel, father of Eduardo, to
take me off with them to Fernando’s house. There we killed a bottle of Power’s Gold Label
and the remains of dinner and sank into the rosy glow of the Azores, Sao Jorge in particular.
Next day the whole gang came to take us to the Post Office to telephone Heather, great relief all round when the call came through after two hours. Then to the police for
passport stamping, then to the Customs, who were not much interested, then to the Captain
of the Port. At his office confusion reigned because we did not have a green Portuguese
"Ships Declaration Card", and nor had they: these cards can only be obtained in Horta
(Faial) Angra do Heroismo (Terceira) and Ponta Delgada (San Miguel). However, face was
saved and all honour satisfied when I produced the equivalent French card: this was duly
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stamped and everyone smiled again! As William had to return to Ireland, his travelling was
then fixed, mostly by negotiation in the street via Eduardo A. with the wife of the local
agent for the ferry/air companies, leaning out of her bedroom window. Later on we were
taken by car twice to see the Port and town of Velas from a local vantage point: the first
time there was only fog, but in the afternoon the air cleared and we could see even across
to Pico and Faial. This, they said, was the first day of summer this year. In the evening we
had them all to Sharavoge for a drink, and they were introduced to Guinness on draught,
which went down extraordinarily well with the local cheese. Later we went off to the Festa
of Sao Jorge (Local patron saint), taking the cask which was duly set up, in the style of the
Flying Inn, at the table in the square under the trees. There we were filled with rabbit, crab
(tasty but very small and difficult to eat) and deep-fried sardines which were delicious. The
final ceremony was to light a fire of fircones outside the small church opposite Fernando’s
house and have everyone jump through the flames in turn. This presumably is a relic of a
symbolic act of defiance of volcanoes - later on I saw men do the same again with a much
bigger fire and flames 6 ft. high. The children dancing, the singing, the smiling faces in the
firelight and the aromatic smell of burning cones made this an evening which we shall both
long remember.
Next morning was bright and sunny. After revisiting the police for passport stamping,
William left on the ship to Graciosa and Angra do Heroismo (Terceira) on the first stage of
his route to Dublin. At lunch time I set off to Horta, taking Eduardo as crew. He agreed to
come with me, partly because he wanted to make the trip in a yacht, and partly because he
greatly wanted to have a small compass which we had been using as a tell-tale. He was part
pilot, part crew on the way to Horta and back and earned his compass. It took 8 hours to
cover the 22 miles to Horta from Velas, as the wind failed after 5 hours; we went under
engine for the rest of the way. We were met by a pilot who took us to a good berth right
inside the big harbour. He then completed the formalities very swiftly - 5 papers to fill up
- 20 minutes hard writing - and the green card was duly ready next day stamped by all the
necessary authorities. Next we were visited by Peter Azivedo, the proprietor of the Cafe
Sport, and the local "consul", who looks after all yachts when they are in Horta. Writing
something in Peter’s book is an occasion of ceremony and there are many well known names
there - also I added an I.C.C. burgee to his great collection.
The next day was bright and sunny again with a good S.W. wind - but we stayed in
Horta looking for a Portuguese courtesy flag, but could not find one of suitable size for
Sharavogue 4 ft. x 3 ft. being the smallest available. The harbour at Horta is typical of the
Azores in that there is a small rise and fall of tide (4 feet range) but there is a strong surge
from which there is no escape. Each of the waves of the swell outside is a small tide in itself,
and the boats all surge to and fro up to 6 ft. By judicious adjustment of springs the boats
can be made to stand off from the wall (very slack springs and very loose head and tail
warps) or keep close in (very tight springs), but in both cases the strains and chafe are
fearsome. We had lunch at the Restaurant Capitolio, a huge Cavaca (crayfish) and plenty of
white wine - very strong: this was provided by a friend of Eduardo, George, one of the
sub-editors of the island newspaper and the local teacher of English. At the same time the
proprietor of the paper came to gather information for his notice of our arrival - we were
the 18th yacht and were the smallest so far to call this year. In the evening the Captain of
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the Port came to try Irish whiskey, which he liked. We found dinner at the Restaurant of
Joao (John) the Butcher, where good steak is to be had.
On 26th June we returned to Velas. Unlike the day before, and all other days from
then on while I was there it was dead flat calm, except for a light S.W. wind, which died at
1035, 2 hours after we had set sail. The sun was very hot as we motored across from Faial to
Sao Jorge; I often poured buckets of water on the decks and in the cockpit to keep some
sense of coolness - it was quite effective, and the importance of a hood, when cruising in
lower latitudes was very clear. On arrival at Velas everyone seemed to be there to welcome
Sharavoge to her new home. For me this was sad as it was the end of my own sailing for
nearly a year.
It remains to describe the method of laying-up. First catch your island...then get an
enthusiastic population...and hey-presto ..... , where’s your boat? Manuel (Manuel Soares is
a name well worth remembering - he can do anything which a yachtsman might want, and
all with a vague wave of agreement once the message has got through, as his English is
memorably bad) organised a mobile crane - it had been used for re-building the quay after
the earthquake of 1957. With it and a pair of large new strops, spreaders, etc. Sharavoge
was lifted onto the quay. Once there, a cradle was buill round her by three carpenters, most
deftly wielding the crudest of adzes. The base consisted of three skids with towing eyes
bolted onto the outer two. When it was finished, complete with cross beams over the top of
the boat, the whole affair was lifted back into the water for the short trip to the slip which
runs up into the town. Under our own engine we went to the slip where the cradle was
towed out and up to the top of the slip by a huge mobile shavel, again organised by Manuel.
The last stage up the slip was accompanied by dozens of local people all full of ideas about
how to do the side-ways push to get the cradle right out of the way. The final ceremony was
in the scruffiest of the town bars.
Four days later I left Velas and Sharavoge. and all the good friends we had made so
quickly. Manuel is in charge of Sharavoge and he is also commissioned to paint her inside.
It was a clear sunny day when I came away on the island ferry - just as I hope it will be
when I return to Velas to start the next voyage .......... who knows whither?
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A MAIDEN VOYAGE
By R.CA. Hal! ....
In the Autumn of 1968 Nancy and I decided to have a change of boat and having had a
look at the second-hand market and the prices being asked, we began to think in terms of a
new one. This led us to the yard of David Hillyard in Littlehampton where Sea Dog had
been built twelve years ago, and we finally took the plunge and ordered a 14 ton ketch which
was duly laid down in early November. The new boat was to be the second to a new design
38 ft. O.A., 31 ft. L.W.L., 10 ft. beam and 5’9" draft, a 42 h.p. Thornycroft diesel, 2 loos
and 6 berths - a centre cockpit and after-cabin.
The building went fairly smoothly and we were able to lay out the accommodation
more or less as we liked, the main troubles being two rather disastrous budgets which were
brought in during the course of construction. During the winter any of our friends or ourselves crossing to England took large and assorted packages of gear with them en route to
Littlehampton, including the dinghy’s oars travelling across London in a bus! The name
Roane was chosen and she was launched towards the end of May without ceremony as the
joint owners were unable to be present. She was ready for sea at the end of June, only two
weeks later than promised.
We had the same crew organised as last year. The advance party, consisting of Nancy
and myself and Elmer Storey (our navigator), went over to Littlehampton on Friday 20th
June, intending to do trials and iron out any difficulties which might arise and to get used
to the boat. This was not to be, as she was not ready and we had to wait a week while the
final details were being attended to. The yard provided us with a flat to live in and we passed
the time by a major cruise up the River Arun in the Avon dinghy and generally getting in
the way of the men working aboard. We did a few hours trials with the yard one evening
towards the end of the week, but otherwise had to go to sea in a virtually untried boat. The
remainder of the crew, my two sons - Michael and Mervyn, and George Macllwraith arrived
in the early hours of Saturday morning, and with another pile of gear which was duly
trundled down the road to the yard on a British Railways station barrow. We were all up
early making final preparations for sea, while the work-men were still on board finishing off.
Eventually all was ready and the yard people assembled on the jetty to wish us well as
we cast off at 1030, motoring down the Arun to start our maiden voyage. Needless to say this
was a great moment, one which we had waited a long winter for and made the more so by
a beautifully warm and sunny day, but with only a light and variable wind. Once clear of the
harbour we set main, mizen and genoa, but kept the engine running as we wanted to get
through the Loce Channel with the west-going tide. About midday a sea breeze came in
which enabled us to stop the engine and enjoy our first sail. Roane seemed to keep going
quite well even in the light wind, but the centre cockpit felt a bit strange and being so far
inboard from the water made it hard to realise the boat’s speed, until one looked over the
side. It did not take long to get used to this. At 1545 we arrived off Wootton Creek and
thought we would try it for the night. This was not a success as it was low spring tides and
we took the ground in the entrance. A local boatman told us We could go no further and
after being refloated by the wash of the car ferry, we departed, and proceeded to Cowes
where we moored up to one of the trots in company with two others and just astern of the
Admiral’s Cup boats, which must have been doing theft working-up over the weekend. Very
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crowded and uneasy due to the wash of the many boats passing back and forth all the time.
However, being foreigners we were given a free berth so we should not complain.
We had to remain in the Solent for the weekend, as we had a date with a compass
adjuster in Portsmouth on Monday morning, so we spent Sunday with a nice westerly breeze
beating up to Hurst Castle and running most of the way back to Portsmouth. We had to
motor the last bit owing to lack of wind. A small bit of engine trouble developed, which
was got over without us really finding out why, although it looked like fuel starvation. We
spent the night in Portsmouth town marina where we received every assistance in mooring
up, fore and aft to buoys. The day’s sailing was very pleasant but we could not get over the
mass of boats which surrounded us all the time°
Monday, another beautiful day. Half the crew went ashore for stores, Michael, Elmer and
I kept our appointment with the compass adjuster, who did his stuff in short time and gave
us an almost errorless deviation card. At his suggestion we landed him at the other marina
where we found there was by no means free parking - even for half-an-hour. We duly picked
up our shore party at the oil berth and sailed for foreign parts. At 1148 we cleared Fort
Block House - wind south F. 1 - set main, mizen and genoa and motored to windward. At
1220 the log was streamed off No Man’s Land Fort and with a sea breeze coming in we were
off. 1310 off Culver, up genoa, wind west F. 3, set watches. Dipped ensign to Frigate 83 who
duly replied. Going nicely now and bound for Cherbourg. These conditions held until 1800
when the wind began to fall off a bit and by 2100 it was considered prudent to run the
engine to push us across the shipping lanes in the Channel. The crossing was more or less
uneventful - we saw a good many ships but none came too close and at 2310 Barfleur Light
was sighted on the port bow. As the night wore on it was noticed that the steering was getting
stiff and by the time we arrived off Cherbourg breakwater at 0430 it was becoming really
difficult to turn the wheel. This made berthing in the yacht harbour tricky but it was
eventually completed by 0530, on another lovely bright morning. The steering gear was
immediately dismantled by the crew and a bearing in the sprocket under the wheel pedestal
was found to be seized up. The bearing was taken ashore to a local machine-shop, freed out
and the steering reassembled before breakfast. Next job was to find the customs and order
the duty-free stores. In Cherbourg you lie to pontoons either bow or stern on, and as there
is no provision for making fast the other end of the vessel it makes securing a bit difficult.
It is not possible to lay a kedge, because there is not room for it. During the day a breeze
came in from astern and we had trouble in keeping the ship in her proper position and from
riding her bow up on the pontoon. Everyone else present was in the same trouble and we
lashed the boats together, but this was not very successful. There is a club-house with bar
and showers ashore. We did the town during the day and the stores were delivered in the
evening, which was fine and calm.
Wednesday, July 2nd was another beautiful day. We let go from the jetty at 1050 and
left Cherbourg under engine, with little or no wind, bound for Alderney. Once clear of the
breakwater we set sail but to little purpose° Soon we had another mysterious engine failure
which again sorted itself out after a short delay. At 1400 a light head-wind arrived and we
stopped the engine, set the genoa and beat the rest of the way to Braye Harbour where we
anchored at 1620. This was a nice gentle sail which was much enjoyed by all. The training
ships - Sir Winston Churchill and Sir Thomas Lipton were in the harbour with quite a few
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other yachts. George gave a party ashore for us this evening and a hilarious time together
with a good dinner was had by all; by the time we were thrown out the hotel must have been
wondering what had hit them. There was some difficulty in getting certain members of the
crew aboard; an Avon dinghy rather lends itself to these operations.
We took the next day off- a fine day with warm sun but a cool wind. We explored the
island, had swims and exchanged visits with a Troll class motor sailer with whom we had
made friends. Alderney is a pleasant island, not too crowded as yet but there are signs of it
being very built-up in the not too distant future.
The weather was still good on Friday, but with patches of fog in the morning. We had
showers at the yacht club before lunch and at 1452 weighed anchor to catch the tide, (and
what a tide) down the Swinge bound for Guernsey. There was very little wind, and that dead
ahead, so we left the sails stowed and headed for the Russel Channel under power. At about
1700 we ran into a thick bank of fog with Visibility down to a few yards. We could hear the
fog signal at the entrance to the Russel, but decided not to close the coast any further until
things improved. The engine was shut down, the main and mizen set and we stood away on
the port tack taking regular bearings on the fog signal. After about an hour, during which we
heard several vessels blowing.the visibility improved sufficiently for us to proceed and we
made for the Russel before the fog came down again. However it did not and at 1845 we
entered the Channel in clear weather and anchored in St. Peter Port at 1925. Another fine
warm evening and later on the flood-lit castle looked terrific. This is a very congested harbour
- there is hardly room for the anchor, never mind the boat. We lay with fenders out pushing
off our neighbours when they ranged alongside. The arrival of the B.R. mail steamer which
happens twice daily is a bit hair-raising if you are berthed on that side of the harbour, but
she is beautifully handled and we came to no harm although we were given to understand
that occasionally things go a bit adrift and yachts lying close to her berth get a fright.
Saturday remained fine - some went shopping for stores and the remainder found fuel
and fresh water. There was some difficulty in getting the fuel into the tank which kept
getting air-locked and this gave us the clue to our engine stoppages, which were due to the
air-vent to the fuel tank not functioning properly. It was only a matter of minutes to rectify
this and there has been no trouble with the engine since. We spent the rest of the day at
anchor and hired a car to explore the island which seems to be one big greenhouse. We
enjoyed it though, in spite of the crowds. The sky did not look so good this evening although
the forecast was still for fair weather°
Sunday, July 6th started dull with no wind. At 0520 we weighed anchor and motored
out of St. Peter Port bound for Treguier setting the mizen for steadying purposes as we went.
By 0550 we were clear of St. Martin’s Point and found a lumpy kind of a sea which was
uncomfortable. The weather remained dull and at 0830 we set the mainsail to a light N.E.
wind, but there was too much motion to keep it filling. Shortly after, the genoa came out
but the engine had to be kept running to keep us going. At 1055 Roches Douvres light was
abeam and soon after this it started to rain. At midday with the wind now S.E.F.3 we stopped the engine. La Heaux Lighthouse was in sight and if it had not been for the rain which
was becoming quite heavy, we would be having quite a good sail. By 1330 we had arrived off~
Crumblent Buoy at the entrance to Treguier, sails were stowed as we went in and we motored
up the river in drenching rain to anchor off the town at 1505. It is quite a long way up
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and the countryside looked quite like some of our own, When the rain eased off we went
in search of customs, but being Sunday afternoon there were none to be found° The 1800
forecast gave a N Eo gale warning for the Channel area and by 1900 it had got very dark, in
fact we had the cabin lights on while Nancy was preparing the evening meal. The meal was
just ready when there was a roaring noise and I looked out the port to see the anchor buoy
rushing past as we swung to the first squalk Then followed a very lively few hours with
vicious squalls of wind lifting the surface off the river. The meal was forgotten as we layed
a kedge by motoring up on the main anchor and then shearing off to port. The next thing
was the Avon which was tied on astern, became airborne and turned upside down, losing
both oars in the process. She then had another go and turned the right way up again, She
then had to be got aboard - all this in force 9 (ventimeter) and driving rain,. After this resounding start the wind settled to a steady force 8 for the remainder of the evening An
anchor watch was set early in the proceedings and maintained for most of the night - the
anchor bearing was the church spire in a gap between two trees and I was rather worried
about what check we would have after dark, as there did not appear to be any street lights,
However, this was solved by a considerate Padre flood-lighting his spire and the trees as well.
Before the fun and games started we had noticed a circus tent ashore and the animals,
including a camel wandering around on the quay Shortly after the first squall the tent had
vanished but we never discovered whether it had been taken down or blown away° About
midnight the wind began to moderate, though with heavy squalls still tearing up the river,
also the tide started to ebb and as it got stronger we began to lie across it.~ Roane remained
steady enough but another yacht close by, was shearing about and eventually hit us,
fortunately without damage due to the efforts of both crews~ There was a fairly large
motor yacht to the other side of us so at 0130 we weighed both anchors and let them go
again a couple of cables further down-stream By dawn the wind was definitely moderating,
the ship lying quietly and the rain had stopped so the anchor watch was withdrawn and all
hands retired to their bunks. I hoped that the church spire had been lit up for the sake of the
four yachts in the anchorage and looked forward to the next night to see if it was repeated.
Next day was fine and sunny but with a cool NW, wind F. 5/6 We woke late and the
camel was seen to be standing where he had been when the gale started. The younger
members of the crew went off in the dinghy with the outboard to search the river banks for
the oars, the rest did odd jobs around the ship including stopping one or two leaks which last
night’s activities had revealed The oars were not found but the local boat-builder made two
paddles for a few francs and these together with the outboard kept us going until we got home
In the afternoon we toured the town and dined well ashore in the evening. While walking the
town we visited the church, which was a fine old building and expressed our appreciation of
last night’s flood-lighting by contributing to the box in the porch. Need I say that the spire was
lit up the next night and indeed again the night after
Tuesday was dull and cool with a fresh N W wind. We were now seriously thinking of
having to get home and this was a direct nose-ender for Scilly.. However, the glass was rising
nice and slowly and we put off any thoughts of departure until the morrow.,
Wednesday, July 9th was dull and cool again still with N W wind, but it did not seem to
be so strong. We decided that this was the best we were going to get and that we had better
get started, The morning was spent shopping and preparing for sea and at 1345 we weighed
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anchor, proceeding down the river under engine. The wind seemed to freshen as we got nearer the sea and there was a nasty lump in the entrance as we made sail - main, mizen and
staysail to a N.W. wind force 5 and bound for Scilly, distance some 140 miles. Of course we
could not sail anywhere near the course and at 1530 we lay off on the port-tack and stopped
the engine. An hour and a half later we tacked ship and made a course more or less parallel
with the coast, quite lively sailing and the first time that we sailed Roane on the wind in a
breeze. She appeared to go along very well for one of her breed, as long as the sheets were not
hardened in altogether, and went batting into the short lumpy sea in great style. 1915 found
us off Sept Isles and we tacked out to sea again in the hope of getting more benefit from the
tide - this lasted for some two hours and then we tacked back again and resumed our way
westwards. This was not a particularly pleasant form of entertainment as night came on, but
there did not appear to be much alternative. At 0100 Isle de Bas light was sighted away to
the south and the loom of Ile Vierge on the port bow. To starboard was the usual stream of
shipping making their way up and down channel.
Towards dawn the wind fell lighter and we ran the engine gently to help us along - the
sea also became calmer. The moon, the stars and all the ships’ lights looked lovely and even
Scilly seemed to be getting a little nearer. This was in fact proved at 0745 by a radio fix which
made the islands to be distant 86 miles. At 0800 the wind freed us a little and we decided to
make good our course. The engine was accordingly speeded up a bit, the main and mizen
sheeted hard home and just filling and the headsail stowed as it would not. About midday we
were freed a bit more and able to set the staysail again, but this was only short-lived and it
had to be stowed again. This was a beautiful day with warm sun and not too much sea - if
only the wind, which was about force 3, would free us a bit more. Early evening became
cloudy and visibility started to disimprove. The wind also began to freshen again and it
became obvious that we were not going to be in before dark. At 2145 the visibility was
definitely poor and we were butting into a head-sea with the islands dead to windward of us
and no longer able to steer the course with the sails full. The engine was now called upon to
show what it could do on its own and the mainsail was stowed, leaving the mizen set and
sheeted home to steady us. Hitherto we had been running the new engine fairly gently, but
now we increased the R.P.M. to 1800 out of a possible 2400 and were delighted at the way
it pushed the boat along in these rather lumpy conditions. We were getting good and frequent
radio bearings of Round Island now, but could only get rather doubtful bearings of Lizard.
These together with our D.R. told us that we should be closing land - we thought that
occasionally we could see a flashing light ahead but no one was prepared to confirm this in
the damp mist which surrounded us. At 2345 we gave up and resigned ourselves to another
night at sea as I was not prepared to go any further without some confirmation of our
position. The engine was shut down and staysail set with the intention of lying-to for the
night. Not a nice situation - we were all sure that land was close by but could see nothing
but darkness and fog. At 0030 the fog lifted and there to port was a light flashing which
proved to be the lighthouse at the entrance to St. Mary’s Sound. Needless to say this brought
great joy to all and not least to our navigator who had worked very hard and richly deserved
his landfall. The engine was started at once and in the haste the log line ha~ging over the stern
was forgotten and got foul down below. When we tried to pull it in it parted and we only got
about six feet of it on board. Of course we feared the worst and were very relieved when on
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putting the engine into gear she took up the load quite happily and off we went in the
direction of the light, saying goodbye to our log line and rotator. It was a very dark night
and we had fun picking up the bell buoy in the entrance, the next one had reflecting paint
on it and was easier to find. Eventually we found our way in and anchored just inside the
line of the pier at Hughtown at 0350. The anchor was not well down when the fog closed in
again and almost blotted out the light on the pier. Then followed :a strong drink, a good meal
and heads down after some 36 hours at sea. The cabin lights seemed to be poor as if the
batteries were down, but they should not be after all the motoring.
Arose next morning about 1000 on a nice fine day but with the wind still N.W.F.3/4.
As we were sitting down to breakfast the customs officer arrived and told us that he was
very pleased to see us as there had been an enquiry put out from Cork and the Coastguards
alerted as a result of the Channel gale and that we should telephone home at once. This
was of course attended to at once and it appeared that the gale had received considerable
publicity in the Irish papers and on the radio. Meantime someone happened to look over the
stern and in the clear water could see the rotator of our log sitting on the bottom with the
line foul of the rudder and with a few turns around the propellor shaft. The crew had a go
at retrieving this with the boat-hook and were trying to decide who was going over the side
when two gentlemen complete with masks etc., arrived in a dinghy and told us that they
owed the Irish a debt and would be glad to do the necessary. This they did without difficulty
and while the line was not of much more use the rotator is back in service again undamaged
by being towed along the bottom of St. Mary’s Sound. It seems that these two lads were
cruising on our South coast when they got ashore and must have been heaped because all
the local inhabitants turned to and dug them out! The only reward they would take from us
was a large brandy each. After lunch we fuelled and watered at the pier and then returned
to anchor. The engine seems to use about one gallon per hour when steaming and a lot less
motor sailing. The reason for the batteries being low was that the belt driving the alternator
had stretched and was slipping. Having borrowed the necessary tool (we did not have one to
fit) Elmer adjusted this and we were charging again. Fortunately there is a separate battery
charged by a dynamo for starting the engine, so that the worst that could have happened
would be that we would be in the dark. Fed ashore this evening - the wind still N.W. and the
forecast is for more. This is poor enough as we must leave for Cork tomorrow.
Saturday produced a thick fog and as there was no hope of our finding our way out of
Scilly we had no option but to sit and wait for better things. At 1345 a gap appeared and we
weighed anchor to get over to New Grimsby and so be in a position to get away as soon as
conditions would permit. When we arrived off Tresco Pier the visibility did not seem to be
too bad so we carried on out through the entrance and made our departure for Cork. The
wind was north F. 1 with very moderate visibility. These conditions persisted for the rest of
the day with varying amounts of fog and little or no wind. We motored along with the mizen
set to steady us in a rather confused but not too big a sea; we met with a few trawlers and
one cargo vessel which passed close astern of us. The fog during the night was very damp and,
while it did not actually rain, everything became dripping wet. At 0720 we got a weak signal
from the Daunt and shortly after this we set the mainsail to a light air from the N.E. At 0900
we were persuaded that the genoa might be of some help, but even so the engine had to be
kept going. However this only lasted for a short time as it ceased to fill and had to be lowered
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again. We sighted the Daunt L.V. at 1215. We had heard her fog-signal for a long time before
we saw her and we were almost into Roches Point before any land appeared. The sails were
finally stowed as we came between the Forts and Roane entered Crosshaven for the first
time to find it in a festive mood and even more crowded than the English ports she had left
two weeks previously. We picked up our moorings at 1328, sent for the customs and watched
all the visiting yachts starting out on their cruise around Cork Harbour - a terrific sight they
were too.
We are very pleased with our new ship. The few teething troubles have been sorted out
except that the alternator belt is still slipping but we hope to fix this during the winter.
Nancy and I had a short cruise to West Cork in August. The weather was most unkind
but we were pleased to find that we could handle our ketch rig together without difficulty
in strong winds and that ifRoane can have her sheets checked at all she will go along very
well under sail. We also discovered the comfort of the cabin heater on wet days and decided
that we must be getting old. I wonder where we will fetch up next year ....

THE WHOLE WAY AROUND
by John Guinness
Not often is one given the chance to join a party that is likely to go on for 2 weeks or
more - given the opportunity we accepted it and decided to join in the celebrations to
commemorate the 249th (!) anniversary of the Royal Cork Yacht Club, the oldest yacht
club in the world. We didn’t want to be late: for the start in mid July so left Howth on 18th
June in our 18 ton yawl Sule Skerry
On board were Elizabeth Sanford, John Collins, my wife Jennifer and I. We slipped our
moorings on a cool Wednesday evening, just as the evening races had ended and everyone
was heading to the comfort of our new surroundings at the yacht club. We beat to Dun
Laoire where we picked up a mooring just before dusk. We left early in the morning and
met headwinds off Dalkey, which made our progress slow down the coast. By mid afternoon
we were off Arklow, feeling fairly depressed as it was cold, miserable and raining; being in no
real hurry we decided to go into Arklow basin.
It blew hard during the night and rained in torrents, but by 0500 when we left on
Friday morning the weather had cleared and a favourable N.W. cheered us. Once clear of the
town and on our way past the Arklow L.V. the wind freshened rapidly and we had to shorten
sail. At one time we were running at 4 knots under bare poles as we approached the channel
between the mainland and the banks.
Once around Carnsore Point we came on the wind and had a frustrating beat to Hook
Head. In rain squalls it blew and we were over-canvassed and in the lulls we wallowed motionless. We decided not to put into Dunmore but instead to go up the river to Waterford for the
night. We were lucky to take the last of the flood up the river and tied up to a pontoon
shortly before 2100.
The following day we made our way to the open sea to be confronted with head winds
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off Dunmore. The S.W. wind increased all day as the rain became more intense. It was very
cold and unpleasant, the temperature never exceeding 45°F. Each time anyone went on
watch their oilies seemed wetter inside than out! There was no convenient place to spend
the night so we beat on under reduced canvas in a freshening wind. We seemed to spend an
interminable time rounding Ballycotton and were very thankful to pick up a mooring at
Crosshaven at 0700 on Sunday morning.
For a week-end’s sailing in mid June our trip could hardly have been colder, wetter or
more uncomfortable; the temperature was never above 50°F. However, on Monday our luck
changed and we sailed to Kinsale in bright sun and calm seas. We left Sule Skerry on a
mooring provided by Atlantic Yacht Charters, who looked after her very well while we
were away.
The crew which re-assembled on board on 11 th July for the Cruise-in-company
consisted of Jennifer, Elizabeth Sanford, Lucinda Stewart, Ann Worth, Bill Masser and
myself. We left Kinsale late on Saturday morning and had a very pleasant sail to Crosshaven
where we joined the cruise.
Much will be written elsewhere about the cruise so I shall leave the description of what
took place to someone else better able to describe the festivities. We made many new and
good friends and in particular Ruth and Bunny Burnes, the owners of the American yawl
Adele, and Jock Kiley and his wife, who sailed with them. We sailed about in company
much of the time and "rafted together" on numerous occasions. I hope they enjoyed our
company as much as we did theirs.
Our only contribution to the cruise was an impromptu cocktail party on board a raft
of four boats - Penny Royal - Sule Skerry - Adele - Rob Roy - at Adrigole. At a rough
guess there were 120 or more present.
The whole cruise was excellently organised, even the weather! If it hadn’t rained solidly
for 3 days none of the visitors would have believed how wet it can be.
On 25th July we broke away from the cruise at Sneem, leaving there in a very fresh
south-westerly at midday. The crew consisted of my wife, Jennifer, my brother, Peter,
Elizabeth Sanford, Bill Masser and myself. We had decided to sail home north about so we
were taking a slight gamble as we had to be back in Dublin, some 430 miles away, on Tuesday
29th.
Once out of the Kenmare river the wind increased, the rain started and the visibility
closed in. It appeared that we would be rushing down onto the Blaskets just before dusk
with the wind against tide. We thought it best to find out what was happening so we rang
up Valentia on the R/T to be told that a force 9 was imminent. That made up our minds
and we went into Knightstown Valentia and anchored in time to dry out before dinner.
By the time we turned in the wind had died right away. We left at 0500 on Saturday
morning and had to motor-sail into a large windless swell. During the day the wind filled in
from the south and the sun came out to cheer us. Thus started the fastest and most exhilarating passage we have ever had. We averaged just under 6 knots the whole way to Howth.
The wind, to be critical, was slightly too far aft. Miraculously as we reached each corner
the wind came round with us. By Saturday midnight we were abeam of Clew Bay and at
noon on Sunday off Rathlin O’Birne, Co. Donegal. The wind was fresh astern all day and
by dinner that evening we had passed through Tory Island sound. The wind fell light during
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the night and we were unable to carry the tide along the North Coast. We anchored for
two hours in Ballycastle bay on Monday afternoon and then took the first of the spring
flood around Fair head and down the North channel. With wind astern and full sail
including spinnaker and mizen staysail we just failed to record I 0 knots over the measured
mile off Islandmagee. By midnight we had passed South Rock.
At 1000 on Tuesday we reached Howth in no mood to stop, having had the most
exciting sail that any of us can remember, in ideal conditions. We were glad we came the
long way home.

SUMMARY

18th June
19th June
20th June
21st June
22nd June
23rd June
24th June - 11 July
12th July
13th July
14th July
15th July
16th July
17th July
18th July
19th July
20th July
21 st July
22nd July
23rd July
24th July
25th July
26th July
27th July
28th July
29th July

Howth - Dun Laoire
Dun Laoire - Arklow
Arklow - Waterford
Waterford
Arrive Crosshaven
Crosshaven - Kinsale
Kinsale
Kinsale/Crosshaven
Procession
Crosshaven/Kinsale
Kinsale/Glandore
Glandore/Castletown
Castletown/Sherkin
Sherkin/Schull
Schull/Castleisland/Crookhaven
Crookhaven/Adrigole (Party)
Adrigole/Ardnagashel/Glengariff
Glengariff/Ardnagashel/Dunboy
Dunboy/Kilmakillogue
Kilmakillogue/Sneem
Sneem/Valentia
Valentia
Black Rock Mayo
Tory Island
Anchored Ballycastlebay 1400/1630
1000 arrive Howth

Distance
8
33
84
69
17
17
17
32
6
12
9
14
24
18
23
31
4
35
134
104
70
122
883
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KILDERKIN 1969

Plan P. 39

by L. McMullen
Our new yacht Kilderkin (T24 class) was to have been ready by St. Patrick’s Day, but
the liquidation of the original builders put paid to that, and we did not get delivery until
August 10th, with a different engine and other involuntary modifications.
Eventually Claire and I left Emsworth on August 10th and proceeded westwards,
sometimes: beating, sometimes motoring, but never off the wind, if any, except when we ran
back to Lymington having decided that force 5 to 6 in the Needles Channel would be asking
for trouble in a boat which had never sailed in more than force 2.
Spending nights at Lymington (3), Swanage, Dartmouth (2), Salcombe, Newton Ferrers
and Fowey we eventually reached Falmouth. In Salcombe we got both the anchor chain and
the tripping line round a piece of wreckage, but were rescued by an amateur diver who
happened along at just the right moment. At Newton Ferrers we brought up an almost new
Seagull engine with the anchor. The last stretch from the Dodman to Falmouth included two
short periods of a good force 7, and we were delighted to find that Kilderkin sailed very well
and reasonably upright with full main and working jib.
A sail up the Fal to King Harry Ferry where we ran out of chart and had to turn back
made a pleasant diversion. We then decided to return to Salcombe and at last had a free wind.
The passage from St. Anthony’s to Rame head provided a comparison with Rainbow in which
we had much the same wind and tide last year. Kilderkin lost 20 minutes in about 30 miles,
which was not bad for a much shorter boat.
After another night in the same spot at Newton Ferrers we embarked a family (Pa, Ma
and 3 small children) for the final passage to Salcombe on August 23rd. Westerly force 5
was forecast and was duly delivered. The foredeck was very popular and was invisible from
the cockpit, making it necessary to count the children very frequently; fortunately the total
always came to three.
We covered 270 miles altogether, a short cruise but enough to convince us of the soundness of our choice of boat.
The T 24 is designed by Guy Thompson and measures 24’ x 21’ x 8" x 5"3’"

NEON TETRA 1969
by T. M. Roche
After wintering in Malta once more Neon Tetra was brought up to the Balearics this
autumn so as to be ready for next season in the Western Mediterranean. The plan was to
make quick hops to Minorca and then explore the other islands one by one. This plan was
partly disrupted by the poor weather which seemed to prevail over most of southern
Europe during the season and, although the wind was fair for a lot of the open passages, we
did not seem to have much time for exploring before our rendezvous in Palma for crew
changing. The boat had been hauled out for a scrub and paint etc. in June and was then used
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for two weeks by my wife and some relatives as an ’immobile house-boat’, this being the
disparaging name given by the Underwriters to living aboard in port. However, this activity,
as a matter of interest, brings a lower insurance rate than when cruising.
I rejoined in late September and made ready for a shift of base with a possibility of two
years in Spanish waters. Vast quantities of bonded and other stores had to be stowed and
all the boat gear which is normally left behind when cruising, such as winter covers, mastlowering legs etc. had to be stuffed away somewhere. My first crew consisted of the two
Austrians and a Dane whom I had several times before and they duly arrived but unfortunately just as the weather broke - "Gale from north-east" was the Forecast for Yachts in
Maltese waters, "sea very rough, twelve foot waves, swell warning for Grand Harbour" etc.
This brought about a very uncomfortable five-day delay, during part of which the boat had
to be hauled about twenty feet out from the quay (to which all boats in the Marina are moored stern-to) and for about thirty-six hours we did not go ashore, which could only have been
done with difficulty. Incidentally seven and a half inches of rain fell in three days.
Finally off on September 28th with a forecast - "wind four to six north-east,
moderating later". We were bound for Pantelleria and then Tunis, which surprisingly enough
is almost on a direct line from Malta to the Balearics. Next day the wind fell light but still a
choppy sea with the usual Mediterranean cross-swell running. Our Dane, a keen dinghy sailor,
persuaded me against my judgment to leave the motor off for most of the time with the
result that for the whole of the first night we averaged less than four knots.Unknown to us until
I came across the information later, there is a south-east or south-going current of up to 11/2
knots in these waters, in certain conditions, which must have affected our course over the
ground to such an extent, due to the aforesaid slow progress through the water, also in part
I suspect to indifferent steering, that we missed Pantelleria altogether.
Visibility when we had run our log distance next day was only about two miles,
judged by a fishing boat which appeared and disappeared having crossed our course just
ahead, and Radio Beacons (although some are given in Reed’s and Admiralty Lists) seem to
be almost non-existent. For instance Cap Bon Marine Beacon, quoted as a continuous
service with two hundred miles range, just was not working. This was confirmed later when
we met some competitors who had taken part in a Malta-Tunis race. The usual decision had
to be made, were we north or south of the island (we did not know of the cross current at
this time). We considered a meridian altitude sight but decided this would have been of
doubtful value, having regard to the ambiguous horizon, also it’would have meant heaving-to
for a couple of hours in the vicinity of the island to await the meridian passage. So we elected
to carry on for the African coast altering course slightly southwards to avoid the possibility
of sailing past Cap Bon, sixty miles further on, had we missed Pantelleria to the northward and
not to the south. In this way we would be sure to pick up the lights of the African coast the
following night as visibility in this type of weather is much better after sunset. The lights
were picked up in due course and turning northwest we sailed around Cap Bon into the Gulf
of Tunis.
The rain experienced in Malta had also affected Tunis, causing disastrous floods with
heavy loss of life, but by the time we closed the coast the weather had cleared except for
thunderstorms. The aftermath of the rain was visible in a curious way as the sandy fresh
water drifting out to sea would not mix with the salt water and this had a most extraordinary
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effect, giving the impression of sandbanks. A hurried glance at the chart reassured us of deep
water however and so we sailed through this variegated pattern into the bay. The city of
Tunis was interesting though more European than expected. We also saw some interesting
boats - a Russian full-rigged training ship to which we ’dipped’, getting a smart reply; then
came the ocean-racer Stormvogel which rounded the training ship with all sails set; then to
our surprise the cruiser H.M.S. Hampshire steamed past us into La Goulette, the port of
Tunis. Losing no time, I made our number on board Hampshire and we were invited to the
formal reception next day, being asked to stay on for the Wardroom party afterwards, ’huff
said’. Incidentally, The Commander (ioe. ’Number One’) was an Irishman - Commander
Tottenham - who told me that he had just bought a house on Lough Derg - small world.
He was very helpful indeed regarding weather forecasts etc. and wanted us to stay on another
day, but we still had over five hundred miles of open autumnal water to face so no delays no
matter how attractive.
After leaving Tunis next day and sailing past Carthage we met our only head wind of
the trip, north-west F.5. This caused us to take shelter under Cap Farina at the western
extremity of the Gulf, where we managed to anchor on a shelf close inshore. During the night,
which here lasts from 1830 to 0630, the wind eased and we decided to have a stab at it. We
took our departure for Sardinia from the Cani Island light. The wind shifted dramatically to
south-east just after dawn, giving us a fine sail for the day. We picked up the Spartivento
light during the next night and skirted the south-west tip of Sardinia sailing into the little
port of Carloforto on San Pietro island before dawn. We proposed a day of shopping and rest
here but alas during siesta time the wind increased, blowing smartly onto the quay to which
we were moored stern-to. The anchor showed signs of dragging on the weed bottom so it
would have been unsafe to leave the boat. This forced us to haul off and anchor in the shelter
of the breakwater. That morning we had arranged that the grocer would drive us to a restaurant
outside the town and at 2000 we tried to come alongside again, alas without success owing to
a nasty backwash from the harbour wall and so back out to anchor again and a meal aboard.
Very disappointing.
We left the f611owing morning on an open-water leg of over two hundred miles to
Minorca. We had a strong following wind for most of the passage but the confused sea and
cross swell made steering difficult, with several gybes during the night which meant shipping
and unshipping the spinnaker together with the main boom guy etc. We had five rolls in the
main which had to be lowered twice to put back one of the battens as it was being tripped
out by the leech getting caught in the topmast shroud during the rolling. Another bit of
excitement was the spinnaker blowing to pieces, quite beyond repair, which clipped our
wings somewhat as the only alternative available was to boom out the staysail. No shipping
anywhere, but we saw some whales blowing - I had never heard of them in the Mediterranean.
We picked up Minorca just at sunset, dead on the nose, and this restored our confidence after
the Pantelleria episode so we celebrated in the usual manner and then sailed into the wonderful harbour of Port Mahon about midnight. A full day ashore at last but with no rest because
of meeting people from other boats. A party of fourteen collected in the end, with disastrous
consequences. Off the following day, before we got into more trouble, on the final hop to
Palma where we arrived just at dark after a 19¾ hour passage, motor-sailing in light winds
but rolly sea.
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Having arranged for winter quarters, (which is a story in itself) the crew was changed
and I was joined by Tommy Hogan also James and Ann Daly, from the Royal St. George
Yacht Club. Bad weather dogged us at first, with thunderstorms and rough seas preventing
a return to Minorca as planned; after three attempts we gave it up and decided to visit as
many harbours as possible on the main island. This proved successful and a delightful time
was had by all in improving weather. One interesting meeting was with Kilroy of Kialoa H
who had won the trans-Atlantic race to Cork from Newport earlier in the season. We all had
a merry party ashore in the well known Formentor Hotel, under which we were both
anchored. Back to the Club Nautico in Palma, having circumnavigated Majorca to end the
1969 season, not as dramatic or as far-reaching as the previous season’s but many interesting
visits and situations were experienced.
225
170
205
98

La Goulette (Tunis)
Carloforte (Sardinia)
Port Mahon (Minorca)
Pahna de Mallorca

Malta
La Goulette
Carloforte
Port Mahon

.................... ~. ..... . ......

Palnm
Porto Christo
Cala Ratajada
Formentor
Porto Poilenza
Porto Soller
Andraitx
Portales

52
13
29
4
33
24
11
7

Porto Christo
Cala Ratajada
Formentor Island
Porto Pollenza
Porto Soller
Andraitx
Portales
Palma
Ports 12

Lay-up 1969

European Cruise:- 10 Seasons. 342 Ports. 16,692 miles.
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Miles 871

A PROMISING CRUISER
by Maitland Eves
Having bought Nyali quite suddenly and unexpectedly it left us rather less time than we
would have liked for the journey home. Tuesday night August 12th we crossed on the
Liverpool ferry with the car laden inside and above with gear of every description. Midafternoon Wednesday we arrived at Emsworth where Nyali was lying beside a pontoon in the
marina. She is a 6½ ton Macwester sloop in G.R.P. with a 14 h.p. diesel. Seaworthy, roomy,
comfortable and slow, she is a craft of some character, not unduly worried by sneers from
the purists. Stowing, checking gear, buying a few missing items, signing papers, yarning with
the previous owners, plus a few hours sleep accounted for our time up to 1300 Thursday.
The other two members of the crew were my wife Eva and my 15 year old son Jeremy. We
motored down Emsworth channel with not an air of wind. As we rounded the Chichester
buoy clouds were forming and by the time we were passing Cowes the summer rain was
pouring listlessly down, making yachting’s Mecca look rather less glamorous than one usually
imagines it to be.
Yarmouth is not the type of anchorage we are used to on our usual cruising ground,
the west coast of Scotland. The harbour master on the pier-head hailed us: ’Red 8 to 15’, so
we tied up between Nos. 9 and 10 of the row of piles painted red. Our choice was made
because there were only six boats between these two! Friday at 0500 we nosed out into the
Solent, again under power. Two hours later we hoisted sail and with a favourable wind’from
slightly west of north we kept going for 36 hours, making Newlyn by 1700 on Saturday.
Sunday was windless and warm, excellent weather in which to relax in preparation for our
next long hop. A little church on the hill above the harbour turned out to be Methodist (they
usually seem to in Cornwall). They made us most welcome and appeared not to notice our
sea-going attire.
A five o’clock start on Monday morning gave us two hours on the ebb to be off Land’s
End for the turn of the tide. The wind being F.2 and dead ahead we motored until we altered
course to the north when we set mainsail and No. 1 jib. As we passed the Longships visibility
was quickly lowering and a constant drizzle set in. The big swell breaking on the rocks made
the whole scene appear rather forbidding. We soon lost sight of the Longships and saw
nothing except the odd trawler for 27 hours when we picked up the Tuskar mid-morning
Tuesday. Just after sighting it the sun came out, the wind freshened to F.4 and moved a little
south of west giving us a glorious sail up the coast to Arklow, where we tied up 40 hours out
from Newlyn.
Six hours sailing on Wednesday brought us to Dun Laoghaire with a stiff westerly wind.
Passing Wicklow head some gusts hit us which must have reached 40 m.p.h. We were glad we
had kept our sail down to trysail and spitfire jib. On arrival we berthed in the inner harbour
and were quickly whisked away by friends for the evening. Thursday’s run took us to Ardglass.
The wind being north-westerly we were not able to fetch it and had to take a leg inshore at
off St. John’s point. We arrived late and left again early and so did not go ashore or get
customs clearance until we arrived the following afternoon in Donaghadee in a full gale. The
wind later subsided so we pushed on up the sound and finally picked up our moorings at
Bangor about 2230, having gained a great deal of confidence in our little craft, through all
types of weather.
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THE NORTH-WEST CORNER
A cruise from Bangor, Co. Down to Cape Wrath
by J R McDowell

After very many summers spent messing about in boats - mostly racing round the
buoys in Belfast Lough, half way through the summer of 1968 the Owner took delivery of
a new Rustler. Rosheen Bawn or ’Small White Rose’ and known to the family as Rosieo
HeT measurements are 31’6" x 24’ x 9’ x 5’6". Dunng the winter ambition began to grow and
the urge to see new places became strong, particularly as he had never been north of Crinan.
’Go far north before old age creeps on’ became the object and eventually the ultimate target
was Muckle Flugga - the most northerly tip of the She~lands. Charts of the Shetlands and
Orkneys were bought and imaginary cruises undertaken by the fireside during the winter. It
was decided that mid June would be a suitable starting time and as the crew- Peter McDowell,
Robert Groves and Deirdre Hutchinson - could only manage a fortnight away from their
respective means of livelnhood a less ambitious cruise was inevitable Why not just go ’over
the top’? - so we planned to go to Cape Wrath, then through the Pentland Firth and back
home through the Caledonian Canal.
Superstiuon was ignored and the evening of 13th June selected as being suitable for
leaving out moonngs at Bangor at the southern enuance to Belfast Lough. Several evenings
before the appointed date were spent in storing ship - anything from a box of matches to
bedding as well as essentials like beer and a guitar were carried The dinghy was inflated and
lashed on deck, fuel and water put on board in their proper places~ charts and other navigational aids stowed so that we would only need to bring minor items plus the more perishable
foods on board on Friday evening
Friday, 13th June 1969. All the last-minute ~tems were collected and put aboard along
with the skipper and crew. Bunks were allocated and personal effects stowed It was found
that the pilot berth makes an ideal depository for almost any item After hoisting the main
and No. 1 genoa at 2040 we cast off out mooring in a light air from the north with the
barometer reading 1004 and a course was set to go outside the Mull of Kintyre.
Saturday, 14th June It was not until 0200 that the Maidens light was abeam - some
15 m~les in five hours is slow progress but the skipper was sleeping comfortably below and
was not womed At 0600 the wind had almost die~i away so in spite of the crew’s
objections the engine was started and the log was soon recording 4V2 knots~ At 1000 the
Mull lighthouse was abeam about 2 miles to the east Tempting httle light winds generally
from about norgh-west appeared from time to time. Unfortunately they did not last long
and before we thought it worthwhile to hoist sail we were into another calmo The log records
many short periods of sazling followed by s~milax periods of motoring. At 1435 Cath Sgeir, the
buoy to west of Gigha, was abeam, the sun shining and life was good At 2100 we lay at the
wharf at Crinan, the barometeI had dropped to 999 so we decided to spend the night there.
Sunday, 15th June At 0900 the sun was shining and the wind was quite fresh from the
north-east so the skipper shook the hands who were still asleep below. We were wondering if
the barometer which was now at 996 was going to drop further and decided to wait awhile.
At ! 230 Mrs K Hamilton’s Millstream from Strangford Lough came into the sea lock on
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their way back to Northern Ireland. We talked to them for a while and as the glass was trying
to rise we hoisted the main and No. 2 genoa at 1240 and headed through the Dorus Mor. A
little before 1400 with Scarba to port the spinnaker was hoisted as the wind was now southerly F.4 to 5 and our speed increased to 6V2 knots. At 1640 Duart Castle was abeam and at
1930 we anchored in Tobermory 100 yards off the pier in 3 fathoms. After supper the ship’s
company proceeded ashore in the dinghy to sample the beer available in local pubs.
Monday, 16th June. After a quiet night at anchor and a good breakfast, Robert and the
skipper went ashore for beer and groceries. We also bought eight pints of long life milk from
a grocer on the front each of which was found subsequently to be bad. Last year’s stock, no
doubt, so we must be on our guard if we visit Tobermory again. Deirdre and Peter were left
with the washing up and getting ready for sea and everything was shipshape when the supply
party returned. At 1147 we were away with the main and No. 1 genoa filled nicely by a
south-easterly F.3 and the sun shining. We were abeam of Ardnamurchan light at 1335 in a
calm sea and now with the spinnaker set. The weather forecast for the area was "Wind S.S.E. 4
to 5 with moderate to good visibility." This turned out to be one of the few accurate forecasts which we received. When Point of Sleat Light was abeam at 1700 the wind decided to
disappear so the engine was started and we motored into the anchorage at Isle Ornsay at 1920.
After supper we went ashore to the local hotel to sample their wares and left the washing up
to be done on our return.
Tuesday, 17th June. To catch the north-going tide we were up at 0430 and after breakfast hoisted the main and No. 1 genoa with a breeze about F.3 from E.N.E to help us along
on this dull morning. At 0700 when Eil Ban light was abeam the wind had veered to south
and become lighter. When we were near South Rona the sun which had been struggling to
appear for some time actually arrived. The log had ceased to operate during the morning
and when the impeller was extracted from the housing, yards of the brown spaghetti type
seaweed came with it. This was soon removed and the machine recording again. During the
afternoon the direction of the wind varied from the south-west to north through east and at
assorted strengths from flat calm to moderate. This made progress slow and tested the
patience of the helmsman and crew who were hoping to spend a night in Stornoway. At
1900 we could see the coast of Lewis as an outline in the haze and the effect of the sun
lying to the west made identification of any features difficult. Fortunately one of MacBrayne’s
ships, obviously bound for Stornoway, passed us and we just followed slowly. We secured
alongside a fishing boat at 2230 with help and much valuable local information from Dr.
Spiers from Stornoway Hospital. The harbour must be one of the cleanest most sheltered in
Scotland and the banks of rhododendrons in flower on the southern shore added to the
attraction. After supper and a short look round the town we retired to our bunks.
Wednesday, 18th June. Breakfast was over by 0900 and we had a visit from Mrs. Spiers
who called to see if she could help us in any way. Wednesday is closing day for most of the
shops and she was able to give information on the few shops which would be open. These acts
do add to the pleasant memories of a place. We called at the harbour office and paid our dues
of 4X/2d. per ton which were well worth the total of 2/7d. They even offered to sell us water
at 1/6d. per ton (224 galls.) but we settled for a free draw of a few gallons from a quayside
tap. At 1300 we left under motor and when clear of the harbour the main and No. 2 genoa
were hoisted. The wind was south-east F.5, so we were enjoying a real sail and hoping that
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these conditions would last until we got to Cape Wrath. By 1530 the wind had gone round
to south-west and had eased a bit and at 1900 disappeared altogether so the motor was
started again. Then at 2100 the rain appeared and the note in the log book reads ’Miserable,
wet, flat calm, poor visibility’. The rain only lasted about an hour and we were back to the
usual light airs alternating with no wind at all. There were many fishing boats ahead of us and
at times it was difficult to guess their next manoeuvre. It was still reasonably light at midnight
and the compass light was not needed but it was comforting to see the alternate red and
white flashes of Cape Wrath ahead.
Thursday, 19th June. By 0630 Cape Wrath was abeam and the wind had come in from
the south-east F.4 which pushed us along very nicely. The sheets were hardened in and we
pointed in the general direction of the Orkneys. The wind freshened slowly all morning so
at 1100 we hoisted No. 2 genoa and put three rolls in the main after which we had an
exhilarating sail at 7V2 knots. From the weather reports it appeared that the wind was likely
to remain south-easterly for some time. The idea of going through the Pentland Firth in a
south-easter and against the tide did not appeal to us very much so we decided regretfully to
alter our plans. We had a rather half-hearted look for Loch Eribol and as the coast-line at
that time was rather hazy we decided to go back down the west coast. At 2000 we had a
look at Loch Inchard and it appeared to be a suitable anchorage for the night. The Clyde
Cruising Club book says that a nasty roll comes into the lough in north-westerly winds
and as the weather forecast predicted N.W.F.4 to 5 we decided to continue going south.
Friday, 20th June. Soon after midnight the wind faded away only to return gently in
an hour reaching F.3 by 0300 first from S.S.Wo and then E.S.Eo All of us could have been
snug in our bunks at Loch Inchard after all! A day of fickle airs variable in strength and
direction with intermittent periods of motoring brought us to Portree where we anchored
at 1720. We all went ashore for baths and dinner at the Royal Hotel and on looking out of
the bar window we saw Rosie dragging her anchor. Peter and the Skipper made a mad dash
back to the boat and found two of the crew of Calanta from Berwick on board with a large
fisherman anchor and warp. A very kind act for which I feel that our thanks could not be
expressed adequately. We motored to a better holding ground and our new-found friends
insisted on us keeping the anchor and warp until they left in the morning. The hotel staff
were very understanding and kept the dining room open late for uso Obviously we had
anchored too near the burn mentioned in the C.C.C. book although we thought we were far
enough away from it. Next time we will go much nearer the town°
Saturday, 21st June. At 0830 the hands were called. Outside the sun was shining and
all the portents of another pleasant day were there. The crew from Calanta came over to
collect their anchor at 0930 but thought that it was too early to have a drink. All we could
do was to wish them bon voyage and say ’thank you’ again. Later on in the morning we went
ashore shopping to replenish our larder and see what the local pubs looked like. After lunch
Wind of Clynder came in and her skipper who used to live in Northern Ireland came over for
a yarn. About 2100 when the crew were tidying up the cockpit lockers, the petrol pipe union
on the fuel tank was knocked lightly and broke away. Fortunately there was not a lot of
fuel in the tank but as our cans were full we got rid of a bucketful to a boat nearby. The
tank was removed easily and left on deck to ventilate. At 2200 the crew went ashore to a
dance leaving the Skipper on board. They returned in the small hours.
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Sunday, 22nd June. This being the day of rest we all slept in until 1030 and after a
combined breakfast and lunch we went ashore for a walk over the hills on the north side of
the entrance. We all were back on board in the late afternoon and the Skipper and Robert
went ashore again for the Sunday papers. The Skipper turned in early and the others followed
his example a bit later.
Monday, 23rd June. A beautiful sunny morning. At 0800 the hands were roused and in
spite of yesterday’s violent exercise everyone was fit and well. We took the petrol tank ashore
after breakfast and had the pipe union soldered properly by the garage behind the Royal and
while this was going on the crew did more shopping. Shortly after mid-day the main and
large genoa were hoisted but we left the anchorage under engine as the gentle breeze was
easterly. As soon as we were clear of the entrance the engine was stopped and we sailed
gently southwards. After some discussion it was decided that Plockton should be our next
port of call. By the time we were passing Raasay Pier at 1500 the wind had disappeared and we
were just drifting with the tide. At 1545 a nice breeze appeared from the south and we were
able to move along at about five knots. This only lasted for an hour so we had to motor into
Plockton where we anchored at 1810. We all went ashore as soon as possible to have a look
at this village set in fairy-tale surroundings. After going back on board for supper we went
ashore again to try the beer and were faced with a pile of dirty dishes to wash when we came
back at 2300.
Tuesday, 24th June. After breakfast at 0815, Robert and the Skipper went ashore for
groceries and petrol. There being only one pump in the village and it’s tank being empty we
came back on board at 1100 to find everything ready for sea thanks to Deirdre and Peter.
There was just a faint breath of wind from the west so, in spite of the lack of fuel on board,
the engine was started in the hope of buying more at Kyle of Lochalsh. At 1310 we were
alongside the pier at Kyle of Lochalsh and almost immediately we were asked to pay dues to
British Railways at eightpence per ton - total 4/8d. We had a long walk to what we were
told was the nearest petrol pump at the back of the town. No one was keen to carry the two
cans back to the pier so the garage man took the fuel and us back for six shillings. I suppose
we were lucky to get four gallons of water for nothing.
We left the pier at 1410 under engine with a southerly breeze to push into and Isle
Ornsay light was abeam at 1700. At 1830 we tied alongside a fishing boat at Mallaig; although
we only stayed for two and a half hours it was discovered to be a nicer place than we were
led to believe. We were able to fill our fuel tanks, buy some fish and have supper before the
fishing fleet returned for the night.
We left MaUaig at 2100 and motored under the steadying influence of the main into a
sou’westerly F.5. Just to add to the joy and as it was the Skipper’s watch the rain came down.
After about an hour the wind dropped to F.3 but the rain remained. The wind continued to
die away until by 2330 the rain had stopped and a breeze came through from W.N.W.F.3.
The engine was stopped, the main and No. 1 genoa hoisted and we were sailing again towards
Ardnamurchan in comfort.
Wednesday, 25th June.At 0200 Ardnamurchan was abeam but the wind was becoming
lighter so Tobermory light did not come abeam until 0430. By 0530 there was no wind so
the engine was used again on this lovely sunny morning. Craignure Pier was abeam at 0800
while the watch below were still at breakfast. Our destination was Crinan and we went through
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the Dorus Mor with the full help of the tide arriving at Crinan sea lock at 1520. Due to the
shortage of water in the canal we could not enter the basin until one and a half hours before
high water. So we had baths, dinner and a few beers ashore before moving into the basin
with four other boats at 2300.
Thursday, 26th June. 0630. Straight out of bed into sailing clothes, with no time to
bother with details like washing or breakfast, and into No. 14 lock with Shona 111, Marshina
from North Wales, Wind of Clynder and a Nicholson 32 Wraith of Arden.. It was raining
heavily and a southerly gale was blowing which made conditions miserable - I never knew
that the Crinan Canal could be so unpleasant. Putting five boats into each lock under these
conditions was rather foolish and we were fortunate that no damage occurred. After a couple
of locks Wind of Clynder who was very short-handed, sensibly, called it a day. At 1220 we
arrived at Ardrishaig basin with the rain and gale still there. Jimmy Russel the lock-keeper
was remarkably cheerful in spite of the conditions and as helpful as usual. Soon after 1300
we all went ashore for groceries and to pay our dues only to find the shops shut until 1430.
Just to keep out of the rain we went to the Argyll Arms for a beer or two. By 1500 we were
back on board, and had bacon and eggs for lunch (or was it breakfast?). At 1700 the rain
had eased a lot as had the wind which was now westerly. After dinner at 1930 we stretched
our legs as far as the Argyll Arms again and then back to our bunks.
Friday, 27th June. 0630 the hands were shaken and in spite of the 0640 weather
forecast predicting southwest winds force 5 to 7 we decided to go at least as far as Tarbert.
After going ashore for water, bread and petrol we went into the sea lock at 1030, where we
lay for twenty minutes tidying up the boat both inside and outside. We motored clear of
the pier and at 1100 we were under main and No. 1 genoa. Just after 1200 we lay off the
entrance to Tarbert and stowed the sails. Within half an hour we were lying alongside the
fishing vessel Dalriada. One of Rosie’s crew reminded the writer that Ulster was part of the
one-time kingdom of Dalriada. The 1357 weather forecast was for north-west winds force 4 to
5 backing south-west 4 to 6. Shortly after 1400 we went ashore to see Mr. Leitch who made
our sails last year. He put a couple of small patches on our beautiful red, white and blue
spinnaker.
At 1945 we left Tarbert and hoisted the main and No. 2 genoa outside. It was sad to
think that this was our last port of call and with luck we would be back home tomorrow.
After having a very pleasant sail at about 6 knots the wind in Kilbrennan Sound was up to
its tricks again so that at 2330 we were motoring in a flat calm into the moon’s reflection
with no worries other than the many fishing boats around. Just before midnight a W.S.W.
wind F.3 came through and pushed us along at over four knots
Saturday, 28th June. By 0100 Davaar and Pladda lights were abeam and the tide was
kicking up a choppy sea. The wind died away to nothing at 0720 and the motor was at
work yet again. It was suggested that a motor boat would have been more useful for this
cruise. At 1010 we were back on our mooring in Ballyholme Bay with everything looking
much the same as when we left a fortnight ago.
An estimated distance of some 700 miles was’covered but the log did not reach this
figure as there were several occasions when we forgot to switch it on and others when it
became clogged with weed. The engine hour meter indicated that the engine had been used
for almost sixty hours. The two sets of figures suggest that approximately one quarter of
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the cruise was under motor power and this gives a fair indication of the light airs, flat calms
and head winds. It was a thoroughly enjoyable cruise in a boat which has the performance to
go places. Apart from the bad joint on the fuel pipe no troubles were encountered but,
next time, more detailed charts would relieve the anxiety when entering new anchorages.

THE BOAT THAT RONNIE BUILT
by W. M. Nixon
In September 1968, Ronnie Wayte asked me to go down to Carrickmacross and told
me that he wanted to go into the boatbuilding business. The original plan of building a 45
footer prototype to compete in the Admiral’s Cup races had to be abandoned and eventually
in late February Ronnie contacted me to say that it was all systems go, they were beginning
a 35’ G.R.P. hull almost immediately, and I was to start with them in late May.
The traditional method of building a glassfibre hull is to make a plug of the hull-shape
needed, getting this to an extremely high standard of finish, then make a GRP mould over
the plug in two halves, then remove these from the plug and set up together to form a mould,
and then lay up the GRP hull inside the mould. Obviously the plug is all-important, so much so
that it is often worthwhile to build a wooden prototype boat of real yacht finish to act
initially as the plug, and thus this stage can be very time-consuming. To bypass this, Ronnie’s
method was to assemble the basic shape in blockboard sections, cover this with timber laths
sheathed in hessian and wire netting, and then get a very skilful plasterer to build up the final
shape. This was done in March, and by the end of the month we had a rather good-looking
whale-like shape in one corner of the factory. I had been going down to Carrick at weekends,
but as it became obvious that there was perhaps a little more to boatbuilding than had been
first thought, it was suggested I start full-time in April, and from then on as far as all were
concerned it was a wild rush to get the boat ready.
The plug was polished up and the mould taken off it, while at the same time we made
up - with identical techniques to the hull plug - a plug for the deck, which evolved as a
rather fancy shape with a fine working cockpit with separate helmsman’s section, wheel
steering to be built into the partition between. As for the shape of the coachroof, we had the
minimum outside dimensions to give headroom right through; the coachroof shape was evolved
within these, and if it looked horrible the accommodation looked great.
The broad outline of the sailplan was determined, and one night we grappled with the
RORC rule to see what the headsails and spinnakers would be like. The genoa became huge,
more than 550 sq. ft., as we went for one with 180% foot instead of the usual 150%. If nothing
else, it had the advantage - as it was a deck sweeper - of hiding the dreadful coachroof when
the boat was under sail. We also carried spinnaker poles one foot overlength, giving real
mansize spinnakers the thought of which put the fear of God into me.
The sails were to be hung on a GRP mast, built in the plant in line with the policy of
making all things possible in Carrickmacross (also there is a penalty under the RORC rule
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against alloy masts.) The method used was the crude old one of making a GRP former from
two halves bonded together, and then wrapping round glass roving diagonally. By the time
this had been done enough to get any sort of rigidity the thing was the most fantastic weight,
but when it had got a nice coat of white paint and all the lovely stainless rigging had been
attached it looked marvellous.
By mid-May the hull was finished and we started to heave in the ply bulkheads with a
massive steel-reinforced affair in the way of the mast; all the athwartships rigging strains
were absorbed in it (as it also carried the chainplates) and was thus a tremendous strengthgiving feature, even if also a tremendous weight-giving feature.
As to strength generally, we were~strictly following the recommendations in Lloyd’s
book including 6" radii on all coachroof corners and suchlike. My continuous concern was
that the 2¾ ton keel would fall off. There was to be a steel strengthening bonded into the
little stub at the top of the fin to which the ballast keel was to be attached, and I made sure
that extra matting was glassed into this stub, which meant yet more weight.
’Carrickmacross-made’ policy being followed at every turn, the ballast keel was also
made in the factory. A very nice hydrodynamic shape was made up as a steel casing, full
length keelbolts were fitted through, and the lead was then heated in an old cement mixer
and poured in. I discreetly tookmy day off for this event but it went off without mishap.
The keel was bolted on, and also glassed in from the outside, the whole thing being
very strong. The engine was located right down in the middle of the saloon, and the
propellor shaft came horizontally out of the fin, which meant the fin was almost entirely
filled by the reduction gear between the shaft and the engine. Any other space was filled
by the steering gear for the trim tab.
They say that when the hull is finished with the bulkheads in and the deck on, you’re
still not even halfway to being finished and we found this to be very true. We were now
working a 7 day week with a 16 or more hour day as a matter of course, but towards the
end of June with our original schedule gone to hell the pace hotted up to round-the-clock
working and far too many people around getting in each other’s way. Incredibly, in the last
week of June, after some all night paint-spraying sessions, we put her on a low loader and
began to think of getting down to Greenore and launching and getting up to Bangor for the
Royal Ulster’s Ailsa Craig on Friday 29th June° And so on the evening of the 28th the result
of the hardest three months I’ve ever known went down the winding roads of the Irish
summer countryside to the sea.
In those surroundiflgs she looked impressive, her new dark blue paint gleaming in the
last of the sunshine. She looked bang up to date, with her fin keel and separate rudder, and
if her severely sawn off stern was scarcely graceful, at least it looked functional. She looked
easily driven, for though her beam was great at the deckline, it was markedly less at the
waterline. It was intended that she should be the forerunner of a class to be called the
Skerries 35, which was appropriate in many ways, not least in that her sections were those
of the old Skerries cruisers, the 30 Square Metres. If you can visualise a 60’ long 30 Square
Metre compressed to 35 feet, you have some idea of Mayro. As to the rest of her, perhaps
the coachroof was a bit high, but you scarcely noticed this from the road, and it meant
that inside the cabin sole was high and wide, with a maze of fuel and water tanks underneath. Her accommodation was remarkable - there was stowage fight forward, then two
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bunks in the forecabin, which had standing headroom. Aft of this, immediately forward of
the mast bulkhead, was the toilet compartment to port, with a wardrobe opposite. The
saloon had the inconvenience of the engine in the middle, but there was plenty of floorspace
around it. The settee berths either side were 6’6" long, as were the pilot berths behind them.
Aft of this was the king-size navigatorium to starboard - a full-size chart desk with it’s own
seat - while the galley was to port. The stove which had an oven, was gimballed, and though
this meant it took up a lot of space and you worked at the galley rather than in it, the oven
seemed a good idea at the time. Aft of this, there was a sailbin under the companionway
ladder where in a more orthodox boat you would find the engine, and on either side were
quarter berths, the complex moulding of the cockpit making it a great deal easier to get into
these than is normally the case. Thus in a 35’ boat we had real sleeping accommodation for
eight.
On deck, the curious cockpit looked very functional - there were no seats either side,
so that the men on the sheet winches could work at them in the optimal position. Aft of this,
the helmsman in his steering well had a battery of instruments to read from right under his
nose - rather too close in fact and they were later moved to the aft end of the cabin to
prevent the helmsman becoming cross-eyed. We had a compass at either side but a big one in
the middle would have been better.
The helmsman had two wheels mounted together - one big one turning the rudder, and
the smaller one for the trim tab. At the time of launching the trim tab was turned by whipping up the cabin floorboards and turning a small tiller, while the main rudder was turned by
means of what looked like an inferior piece of agricultural equipment made up of mild steel
inside the partition between the two cockpits. On deck we had four massive sheet winches to
handle the genoas and spinnakers. The halyard winches were mounted on deck just aft of the
mast, and the total impression on looking around was that here was a boat to be sailed hard.
Down on Greenore quay we had a dry run in the dark with the mast to get the rigging lengths
before attaching the swageless terminals. So much still remained to be done that it became
obvious we wouldn’t launch till morning, so we knocked off at 0300.
Finally, in the cold light of 0730 the giant crane lifted Mayro gently aloft and, looking
for all the world like the gondola of some ancient balloon, she moved slowly across above
the rows of containers on the pier, then above a coaster moored alongside, and at last down
towards the choppy waters of Carlingford Lough, this exciting shape that only weeks before had
been rolls of matting and barrels of resin. Ronnie’s brother AI, who was aboard during the
flight, broke a bottle of champagne over the stemhead as she went on down the last few feet.
The water came up her keel, the cradle went in, and Mayro of Skerries was afloat. It was quite
a moment, and the fact that we could still see her guessed-at-boot-top was even better.
Annoyingly, there was a fresh westerly wind sweeping off the Carlingford mountain, and
the chop had her jumping about so much it was some hours before we could get the mast into
it’s step on deck. We managed it at 1130, and rigging went ahead, and at 1430 the little Volvo
pushed her way from the quay and she was soon running out of Carlingford Lough under all
plain sail.
Point 1, the rudder actually turned her. We’d had a surrealistic moment the night before
on the quay when it was discovered quite by accident that the wheel turned the rudder the
wrong way. This had been quickly-fixed, and she was now responding like a good’un. Point 2,
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the engine had driven her, and had driven her through the reduction gear which had been made
with much toil and sweat and scratching of heads in Carrickmacross. Point 3, all sails fitted when we thought of the rush in which they’d been drawn out, it seemed miraculous somehow
that not only did they go up the mast and fit in place, but they even pushed her along at a
good pace.
The pace stepped up as we got clear of the lough entrance and headed nor’east past the
purple Mournes. On she romped with 8 knots at times on the clock - zoom!! There were four
of us aboard, the other two being Mike Harris-Barke, who’d sailed with Ronnie for years, and
Dave Wallace, who’d been making a film about the building and had become so interested in
the whole thing that now though he was supposed to be filming elsewhere he could resist
temptation no longer and was aboard.
Gradually we became accustomed to her, and put on more sail as the wind eased in the
late afternoon. In designing the headsails we had made the smaller ones with as much luff
length as possible, reducing the area by reducing the genoa nature rather than the height.
Sizewise and shapewise they seemed right that afternoon as we changed them about, but
whether their cloth and cut was right remained to be seen.
With the delay in getting the mast up there was no question of covering the fifty miles
to Bangor in time for the start of the Ailsa Craig, so yet again our crew - enthusiastically
recruited in April - had to re-accommodate themselves in other boats, no great difficulty
as good crews are pearls beyond price around the North Channel. Our aim now was to meet
with the rest of the fleet and have a discreet go against some of them, but Dave now felt
pangs of conscience and we had to drop him at Donaghadee. On our way to do this we met
the fleet heading down for the first mark - the Skulmartin buoy - and after a quick unloading sailed back into a somewhat windless channel to see if we could have a dice or two
without getting in the way. At this stage total collapse broke out, and we simply wandered
about getting as much sleep as possible. In the morning off Corsewall Point we sighted
Jaynor coming back from the Craig, and sailed along to lee of her in the light sou’wester,
making gently along towards Belfast Lough getting the hang of sailing by instruments and
beginning to get the feel of the boat. She steered herself to windward in this weight of wind,
so all retired below to an extremely convivial lunch. Conditions were flukey, and joy of joys
we were in fact ahead of Jaynor coming in past the Briggs buoy nearing the finish, but then
a brisk southerly came up for the last couple of miles and Jaynor stormed away rather
shockingly to the line at Bangor.
Next day with some of the crew who were going to the Fastnet with us we went from
Bangor to Portaferry, racing against Barry Bramwell in his Dinah - a smaller boat than
Mayro, but rating higher; we opened out when there was anything of a breeze, but in the
light airs towards the end Dinah had the better of it. The following weekend there was a
race from Portavogie to Dun Laoire, with a spanking west-sou’west wind. The course was
out to the South Rock L.V. and thence to the finish. Owing to a logistics breakdown actually, brother A1 lost his way when delivering some of the crew to Portavogie - we were
a bit late at the start, but then tore along the first short leg under the big red spinnaker and
soon were well up with the hunt - except for Jaynor. Ivan Selig’s cutter rapidly became a
white shadow disappearing into the dusk to the south, revelling in conditions very much to
her liking, and in fact she was in Dun Laoire less than 10 hours out. We meanwhile had a
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festival of local knowledge. Dick Brown from Portaferry was aboard, and he reckoned we’d
get a great push from the last of the ebb running out of Strangford Lough, so we clawed up
to weather looking for this° Not to be outdone, Ronnie reckoned that the tide and smooth
water inside Lambay would be our win move~ so it turned out as far as I could see that we
rockcrawled the whole damn way from Portavogie to Dun Laoire. But it was a splendid sail,
with Mayro going like the hammers under her small genoa, with some rolls now and again in
the main, tearing along in the moonlight. Crossing Dublin Bay to finish at 0830, 12 hours
out, we noticed the rigging sagging, and the main creased all over. Our glass fibre mast was
bending all over the place° There was little question of it breaking, but under compression
it could bend like crazy. Ronnie looked at it from every possible angle, but no matter where
he looked at it from it sure was bending, and before we’d crossed the finishing line he’d
decided to get an alloy extrusion.
After the usual celebrations in Dun Laoire (we’d been second out of the nine) we went
up to the official home port of Skerries to work, for the yacht was still by no means finished,
and if we weren’t going to make absolute Charlies of ourselves in the Fastnet, the remaining
three weeks would have to be very productive. The mast came out, painting was continued,
the tanks were cleaned out and the stove was made to gimball properly. The galley was
unsatisfactory; an ordinary stove and as much working surface as possible is the right answer.
The business of making the trim-tab steerable from the cockpit seemed a bit much, so the
shaft was extended through the cabin sole and a small tiller - held in a ratchet - became the
trim tab steering gear. As to the main rudder, two or three steering gears were tried, but the
play in the helm seemed worse than ever, so as far as I know we ended up virtually with the
agricultural equipment as originally fitted. This played merry hell with the compasses, and an
adjuster failed to materialise so at times we were none too sure where we were heading.
Meanwhile, back in Carrickmacross basic extrusions had arrived from England, and
within a week we had an aluminium mast, quite a hefty one but as Mayro was proving to be
a big hefty boat it needed to be. The rigging had been transferred from the GRP mast; the
extrusion people had assured us we wouldn’t need the intermediate shrouds between the
spreaders and the masthead, so we didn’t fit them, but stowed them aboard just in case, as by
this time we weren’t accepting anybody’s work on anything. In spite of the assurances of the
Sailmaker, the cloth ha the sails was a load of rubbish, so as a last ditch stand we contacted
-.Ratsey’s and two Vectis genoas were ordered, to be ready for us when we arrived in England
the following week.
We motored away from Skerries at 1015 on Saturday July 26, destination Gosport for
the start of the Channel Ract the following Friday~ No wind, though some rain, as we motored down the coast, and then in sunshine at Wicklow a frightful grinding noise from the innards
indicated that the drive shaft from the engine had parted owing to the reduction gear not
quite being where it should have, but then that’s show business. So into Wicklow, but what
can you do on Saturday night, so out we go engineless and beat down the coast with a pleasant southerly that went down with the sun, leaving us becalmed all night between the Arklow
L.V. and Courtown. The delivery crew was Ronnie and Mary, Mike Harris-B and his Marie, ;
Georgina Campbell, and Joe Fox from Skerries, and your correspondent who didn’t at all
mind being becalmed-with a gunged-up engine, as it brought back sweet memories of cruising
in Ain Mara when we were young and full of hope, and regarded ocean racing and all about
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it as an inferior form of life.
In the morning a good southerly had us romping out past the Tuskar, and as the forecast
was for easterlies we held on towards the Smalls. When the wind fell away, mackerel were
caught and Mike filleted them as he’d been shown by the Dundalk Bay fishermen at Giles
quay, and we then baked them and ate hugely. That night becalmed again, in miserable
drizzle about four miles south of the Smalls, with every ship in the western approaches
approaching us, and me boring all with further cruising yarns.
Dawn brought an easterly and we began to make south in grand style through heavy
rain, though to the annoyance of the amateur forecasters there had been so much wind and
rain lately that it was difficult to say which came first. The proper forecast had spoken of a
deepening depression going into Spain, but though one should take note of deepening
depressions even if they were last seen heading for Timbuctoo, we merely said we hoped
that the horrible rain would stop. It didn’t stop, it thickened, visibility closed fight down,
the breeze steadily piped up, and Mayro made on impressively towards Land’s End, with a
greater feel of buoyancy than had been the case under the GRP mast. The alloy mast had
made a new boat of her, making her stiffer and livelier even though it put the rating up.
Originally Ronnie had designd towards the One Ton Rating of 22.0. When we finally did get
measured - we had to bring a measurer over from England as Ken Cooke was away in deep
water - the rating was 22.06, which I thought quite fantastic. With the alloy mast this went
up to 22.24, but it was a penalty well worth having, as her performance improved way above
it.
Land’s End is not the most attractive part of the world to be approaching in bad
weather, but at least with the easterly element in the wind we could hope for smoothing
water. However, as the day wore on the wind backed steadily and continued to freshen, and
the gale warnings were hurriedly issued for areas to the south as our lil’ole deepening
depression was shooting northward, ever deeper.The meteorologists were completely caught
on the hop; for it was upon us all before we were fully aware of it. By 1600 it was blowing
smoke, and we were shortening right down. Not a thing in sight, so we ran down a Consol
line from Ploneis with cross bearings on Round Island. With the wind now gale force out of
the north the sea was unspeakable -not particularly big, but steep as hell. Things really came
apart after 1700, visibility about a quarter of a mile at best, and the wind getting up with
every black squall that came sweeping out of the driving murk. It was annoying, for had we
been there a couple of hours sooner we might have been able to nip into the lee of the land
before it went mad; as it was it would have been folly to try to approach anywhere° At
1715 Joe shouted that he could see a lighthouse high above us to starboard, at which I
almost shot through the deckhead above the chart table, but it was just a squall cloud, and
the continuing Consol fixes showed us at least two miles off with any land to port.
Conditions continued to worsen, so we headed west of south to get a better offing, as our
directional control was lessening; all we saw was a Penzance fishing boat passing across our
bow very close ahead, rolling like mad in clouts of spray. We resisted the temptation to
follow her as the water might have been a bit crowded around the Longships and the
Runnelstone (crowded with rocks if nothing else) so we made our offing for another hour
or so to get outside the Wolf Rock before heading into the English Channel. The clouds
cleared raggedly as the gale freshened further (we were getting 60 knots on the wind speed
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Above.
Below.

Mayro of Skerries. Having her’boot-top raised at Skerries.
At her work. (Photo: Michael Balmforth.)

Above.
Below.

Billy Brown (L) and Ronnie Wayte contemplate some electrical faults
Nixon (L) and McBride hold post-mortem on mackerel. Photo." Francis McBride

indicator, which up till now we had thought very coy in its estimates) and the scrap of main
came off, and soon the spitfire jib as well. With this clearing we could see the Wolf Rock, and
passing to seaward of it griped on sou’eastward, though really finding very little extra shelter
as the wind continued to back. At last the rain had gone - 3 inches of it had fallen on Plymouth
during the day - but the main effect of this was only to show the gale in all its power. Though
Mayro covered herself in stinging flying water, she covered herself in glory as well, because in
these uneven tidal waters the sea was confused in the extreme, and it was as if a couple of
teams of giants were playing football with the boat. Every so often a sea would break right
over her, and you were thankful for the modern streamline coachroof with its splayed sides,
for there wasn’t the almighty bang you get with a vertical-sided cabin top. The noise was
stupendous, but though it was comparatively quiet down below the motion was violent, and
at first there was no sleep as each of us listened to each and every squeak and groan of this
new and untried boat, and wondered. But gradually we got used to it and, though it was too
much to sleep in the port pilot berth which took the first shock of any sea breaking across,
yet in spite of the noise of thrashing halyards and everything a spot of snoozing was had all
round. In the cockpit you were jammed up tight on the safety harnesses, the helmsman
quartering her on the steep foam-covered seas as we griped on our way. When a sea threw her
on her ear, the water breaking against the splayed side of the cockpit sometimes shot solid
right over our heads. Not always, though, but when it did make mockery of oilskins it was
distinctly warm, which took the usual horror off it.
It eased away very slowly in the small hours, and at first light the Lizard lifeboat
appeared and accompanied us for an hour or so. We hadn’t been in diffs by any means, and
had made no signals, but there was still a lot of dirt about and I suppose he thought it was no
night to be out in a yacht. Afterwards we heard that all manner of small craft had been in
trouble and two people known to be lost overboard. Later there came the further chilling
news that a 34’ sailing boat on passage from Abersoch round Land’s End for Biscay had
apparently been in the same area as us. She had foundered, and of her crew of two only one
managed to get away in the liferaft which was found three days later down near the French
coast.
At dawn the lifeboat left when the first ragged sunlight showed there was clearly
nothing wrong with us. The daylight bringing its usual charge of energy, we got on the
spitfire jib and were off like a train. A glorious morning - the sea was all violent and
sparkling motion, Mayro was revelling in it, and we were revelling a trifle damply in Mayro.
Past the Lizard by 0830, we began at last to find smoothing water and romped along,
changing to storm jib. A huge American tanker in ballast headed close past us outward
bound, and then turned and with the most consummate skill in the fresh wind proceeded
with us close to loo’ard, while from miles above us a little figure with a loudhailer shouted
something which was blown away on the wind and the crashing of water. What to do? If
we waved he might think we were in difficulty, so Mike and I in the cockpit drank our morning orange juice with studied nonchalance. Still his huge bulk stayed right beside us, and we
contemplated getting one of the girls up on deck bikini-clad for a spot of sunbathing, but
I’m afraid he missed that delight for he started to pull gradually ahead and turned through
180° to get back on course, and then we felt safe in waving our thanks for such a fine gesture.
The wind slowly took off during the day aswe romped along the Cornish and Devon coasts in
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the sunshine and we slugged back the odd bottle of welcome beer, slaking away the salt
from the night off Land’s End. Start Point rose up ahead and there was talk of going into
Salcombe. I was against it as we were still engine-less, we had a spanking fair wind, and if
we wished to do the Channel Race on the Friday night we had better be getting along, as it
was already Tuesday evening. Also if I got into port it would take dynamite to get me out
again, but I weakened in the ’ever onward’ resolve as Joe sat spinning merrily at the wheel
talking of the giant steak he was going to have if we did happen to go into Salcombe. He
sat there thinking of this steak, spinning merrily to starboard while Mayro just as merrily
continued to round up to port - the steering gear had come apart. The emergency tiller was
on in seconds, but it didn’t look any great shakes so we went on into Salcombe (337 mixed
miles covered from Skerries), where everyone had a huge dinner while in the narrow anchorage below Mayro sat placidly on silver shimmering water in the moonlight, with her crew
ashore talking ten to the dozen about how different things were from what they’d been the
same night before, and by the time liqueurs were going down we’d battled with mountainous
waves and fought off giant squids .......
A calm summer morning next day (Wednesday July 30th) with Salcombe looking it’s
best, which is very good, smooth and sleek. Ronnie sorted out his steering gear and we were
away by 1130. Outside not a breath, and we lolled off Start Point all day in intense sunshine.
Very much the calm after the storm, and it looked like lasting for a while, so in the lightest
of airs we drifted the twelve miles round to Dartmouth; it was after midnight when we started
to beat into the fiver against the night breeze off the land. The ebb was running, but with
the strong moonlight it was possible to get right in close to the rocks for slacker water,
although there was very little slack in the narrows, and it was 0300 before wewere in the
harbour and going to the bunks, all feeling inordinately pleased with ourselves after the
short-tacking duel against the elements. The idea behind going to Dartmouth was to make a
new shaft for the engine, and first thing in the morning Ronnie and Mike went up to
Phillip’s yard to see what could be done. They were let loose on a lathe, and had all sorts of
help including Mr. Phillip himself saying that Mayro wouldn’t really be fit for sea-going for
another couple of months, as every boat needs a chance to shake down. Anyway, six hours
later they returned with a new shaft they’d made themselves, which did the trick. It wasn’t
actually fitted until next day, which being Friday meant the Channel Race was well and
truly out, but by this time the Spirit of Cruising seemed to have taken over even in Ronnie’s
case, and we thoroughly enjoyed ourselves in Dartmouth, having met up with some local
eccentrics, the season being rounded out with Joe conducting bizarre sociological experiments
with champagne, the results of which he might divulge to you at the Dinner, given proper
encouragement.
Away next day some time or other in the morning, and eastward under power - novel
experience. Through the afternoon a westerly filled in, and with the big red spinnaker
pulling us along we tramped up Channel, a gentle sunset suffusing across the horizon astern.
It was the last peacefulness we were to have for a fortnight, for early next morning we made
fast on the trots in Cowes, 445 miles logged from Skerries.
Cowes Week - always an exciting idea - after the Week of 1969 will symbolise all that
is glamorous, international, extravagant, exciting, exhausting in competitive sociable sailing.
The setting is scarcely superb. Cowes itself seems a slightly run-down little town of narrow
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streets crowded about the Medina river. The waterfront is colourful, chaotic and noisy with
the dreadful roaring Hs - hovercraft, hydrofoils and helicopters. The Solent is a narrow and
dirty ditch where frequently the bottom gets far too near the top, and where the tide
manages to behave unlike anywhere else, having two high waters with a small ebb between
before finally deciding to rush out with the same considerable veloci.ty with which it came in.
The shores about the Solent are low and unspectacular, and on the mainland side show every
sign of creeping industrialisation. And yet ...... and yet, in a Fastnet year Cowes sees the most
fantastic assembly of the cream of Europe’s ocean racers, and incredibly a remarkable number
of the best from America and Australia. After each day’s racing they made their way into
the noisy crowded river - Kialoa II, American Eagle, Crusade, Carina, Fortuna, Stella Polare,
Ragamuffin, Coriolan - you could go on for pages, for when the big class started in the New
York Yacht Club Cup race on the sun-filled breeze-filled Thursday, 87 yachts surged across
the squadron line - and that was only one of the many classes. Everyone in Cowes seemed to
be in a state of permanent exhaustion, caused by too much of everything. Too many new
boats to see. Too many people to meet. Too much to get finished in time for the Fastnet.
Too many parties. Too much booze. Too much sun. Too much racing. Too much anything
you can think of at all. Next time - and of course there’ll be a next time - one would try to
take it a bit easier and get greater benefit, but in 1969 it was sheer gluttony of experience and
no-one would have had it otherwise. It takes real experience to get the best of Cowes Week it may have been a false impression, but I thought the Cowes-hardened men of Moonduster
seemed to take it all better than the rest of us wide-eyed lads from the Ould Sod. Moonduster
did everything in style - her stately and engine-less progress up the narrow and crowded
Medina at the end of each day’s racing was one of the sights of the week, and her crew did
it all so suavely that they couldn’t fail to continue through the night in style.
As Mayro had never been raced with her alloy mast we went out as much as possible to
get her tuned. We were in Class 2, just above the one-tonners, and below the hotshots of
the Admiral’s Cup, so though competition was not as fierce or numerous, it was good experience, even if we were at first severely undermanned. On the Monday we got a tenth out of
28, which put heart into all.Tuesday beinga day for looking for wind, we so often hit the bottom
chasing catspaws that it was mooted that the Skerries 35 might have wheels on the keel as an
optional extra. When the breeze did come through, we started tramping along rightly, for now
we had our Ratsey deck sweeper set, and it was most decidedly a horse of a different colour to
the curious Irish-made creation that had previously graced our foretriangle. The breeze freshened and we started making yet more knots, but in less predictable directions - a nylon bearing
in the steering gear was swelling with water on it, something the makers had guaranteed would
not happen, and the wheel was gumming up. We pulled out without damaging anyone and in
the calm of Wednesday opened out the nylon bush and got over rather monumental hangovers,
and time was spent aloft installing the intermediate shrouds, for Mayro was so powerful she
was managing to bend the mast, though nothing like the spirals of the GRP thing. Ox~
Thursday - ah, what a day was Thursday. A sparkling easterly breeze somewhere on the top
side of fifteen knots. And our Fastneteers arrived. The Club’s worthy H.P.R. from Portaferry,
Billy Brown the navigator, with his brother Dick. Dr. Barry Bramwell, who was only three
days returned from a blustery family cruise round Ireland (the cruise was blustery) in his
little Dinah. And Dickie Gomes, who had likewise been family cruising, in Ain Mara on the
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West Coast of Scotland. Together with Ronnie, Mike, Joe and I there were eight of us to take
Mayro round the Fastnet, but first we wanted to see what we could do with her in the Solent
on that perfect day. So W ally Clark the Cowes boatbuilder, an old friend of Billy and Dickie
(he built Black Soo, ) came along to provide a bit of local knowledge and much sardonic
comment, and we had a great day of it ,, roaring around the Solent vaguely under control. At
first we hung onto our giant genoa, but this tore across, which was most helpful, as we went
far better with the smaller one. So in spite of the genoa tearing, and the steering gear coming
apart again and much of the race being done under emergency tiller, and in spite of ’slippers’,
we got seventh. ’Slippers’ is where a pint mug is filled with whiskey and passed’around the
busy crew for everyone to have a sip - only way to drink when you’re racing hard, and a
great way of getting through a brace of bottles.
Friday was taken up with getting stores aboard and sorting gear and fittings, and by me
being far more tense than was good for anyone. Cowes being the business it is, some of the
crew went off for a jar, some more went to bring them back, all got lost and total chaos
emerged from ordinary chaos. The best thing seemed to be to lift Mayro out of the water
altogether, as the mere business of getting aboard caused endless bother - our dinghy had
been stolen and a new one hadn’t yet arrived - so on Friday evening Mayro came out in
the boatlift into good company at Groves & Guttridge. Dick Carter’s Red Rooster, already
hot favourite for the big race, was up on the hard there with all manner of violent hammering
coming from inside where they were trying to make sure her two ton centreboard wouldn’t
fall out for at least another five days. Mayro got a scrub and a look round to make sure that
all her appendages were still appended, the steering getting a ruthless check to make sure it
wasn’t going astray yet again. For the crew, or those who had been winkled out of the
Gloster, it was a chance to see what she looked like. Then the stores started to go aboard mountains of it. And what our crew thought was a barely reasonable amount of drink to
sustain them through the rigours ahead. It later transpired that per head of crew we were
far and away the booziest and best-fed boat in the whole race, for which distinction there is
as yet no award.
Afloat again, Spencer’s the Cowes riggers made a superb job of replacing our genoa
halyard, which had chafed, improving the lead at the same time to prevent further chafe. To
anyone who has ever tried to get things done to boats in Ireland, Cowes is sheer delight. The
kindness met with is astonishing. Things are done crisply and efficiently (Ratsey’s fixed the
genoa overnight) and usually even better than you visualised, and the charges are not generally
exorbitant if you don’t allow yourself to be carried away. Riggingwise all was now well.
Otherwise, things didn’t look so hot, for with the press of stores aboard the boot-top barely
showed, but it all went out of sight below and with things nearly arranged we could watch the
fireworks display, and then off to the Fountain for a final grand-slam dinner before grabbing
some sleep as thunderstorms wandered Wagnerially about the Isle of Wight.
An early start by Irish standards. Our mob in Class 3, owing to the Solent tides, had to
be away by 0900, so with a brief farewell to the ladies we went away from the pontoon and
out to the start. Overcast and some rain, and still thunder about. Boats everywhere, the
first batch of the 178 in all that were to be out of the Solent before afternoon. Lightish
south-easterly more or less wind. We’d a poorish start about a minute late, with the overloaded and in any case over-heavy Mayro not at her best in the sluggish going. We were among
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the backmarkers going out past Hurst Castle, but with a thunderstorm freshening things up
from here on, Mayro began to develop power and we tore along under the big red spinnaker
passing the smaller yokes. Near the Needles things were quite hectic, everyone hanging onto
spinnakers on the broad reach with heavy gusts blasting through a gap in the cliffs. Spinnakers
bursting like gunshot all round, boats broaching with gusto. Now Mayro was on nine knots
and it was only with very skilful helming from Barry that she didn’t broach - occasionally
she started to round up, and then the spinnaker and main sheets had to be let go altogether; on
we went across the black, white-flecked water, breaking one spinnaker pole end-fitting, and
quickly putting the other pole in it’s place without a pause in the noisy rush, everyone slightly
demented, for this was our weather if it would only last ..... Just ahead, a white S & S 34 was
totally broached under her dark blue spinnaker, right on her beam ends sliding sideways,
with her crew seemingly happy enough if they could just stay on her, as her flogging sails
were shaking her like a terrier with a rat. We kept below her by a matter of feet, noting in
passing that her little rudder was half out of the water, which just possibly had more than a
little to do with her being unable to pay off. Any boat broaching under spinnaker will tend
to drive her nose down, but the latest fine forward and full aft designs are worse than most
in this tendency - Mayro was very marked in this respect. It’s the price you pay for speed,
for if by energetic juggling of sheets and helm you can keep her reasonably upright on a
broad reach when the spinnaker is set in a breeze, her speeds will be remarkable and you will
have a certain amount of control over where she is going. Still and all, it’s a pretty hair-raising
mode of progress, and tearing out of the Needles Channel with spinnakers popping like
balloons and boats broaching all about us was a highly educational introduction to contemporary ’ocean’ racing.
The thunderstorm grew heavier and the wind freshened. Each releasing of the spinnaker
sheet to keep control in the gusts put ferocious strains on the sail, and I insisted we should
have it off. The rest of the crew thought we could hang on to it, and they were right, for in
trying to get it down the clew pulled out of it and it split across. Shortly after, the wind
eased, and there we were, 590 miles to go and already without our best spinnaker. Fortunately the wind went round to the south and freshened once more, and we were off again, with
the genoa up and the narrow reaching spinnaker set ahead of it. We were being overtaken now
by the heavy metal of Class 1, American Eagle passing to seaward and doing an impressively
fast changeover to her reaching spinnaker, while Crusade lumbered through to lee. Now that
we had the reaching rig going, Mayro in her turn was picking off more and more of the
smaller craft of Class 3 who had slipped away in the lighter airs at the start; she was roaring
along with the foot of the big genoa scooping up the sea, the bow-wave sweeping aft along
the deck, and the helmsman and sheetmen working like hell to keep her at it. For a while
her trim seemed perfect, and we surged up to 10½ knots. Dickie Gomes was at the helm,
and Barry watched from the hatch as he squeezed every last ounce of speed out of the big
lady. "Drive her till it, Tiger!" he bellowed, and thereafter Dickie was ’Tiger’.
We were fortunate in having three first-class helmsmen aboard - Barry, Tiger and
Dick Brown. They were so markedly good that it was contemplated letting only them
steer, doing two hours on and four hours off the helm in continuous rota, while the rest of
us stood normal watches for the pully-hauley work, as is sometimes found on the larger
ocean racers. However, in the end our watch-keeping was orthodox, with Tiger, Joe and
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myself in one watch, and Barry, Dick and Mike in the other, while Billy was’Billy the
Navigator’, and Ronnie was skipper, neither of them standing a regular watch but being on
call at all times, a prospect which the rest of us viewed with glee as we sadistically anticipated
all tactical decisions having to be made at 0300 on a wet and windy morning. As to cooking,
it was taken a meal in turn to each watch and seemed to work very well - which was very
satisfactory as it is doubtful if so small a boat could afford the luxury of someone cooking fulltime.
The splendid progress continued to late afternoon as we approached Portland Bill about
41/2 miles off. We found ourselves slowly but steadily overtaking a pale blue S & S 34 as we
rushed along in the muggy mist of that humid day. Then the wind came to a complete and
utter stop. One minute we were charging along making hay, the next we barely had steerage
way in the slat of a leftover sea. In the faint zephyrs that followed the little pale blue 34 got
away again, and this is where Mayro began to lose out. In a breeze we were up to our rating
in performance, but below Force 3 our overweight condition induced an exasperating
sluggishness. Very exasperating - at the change of the watch at 2000 Harry’s mob retired
below, and soon the clink of glasses and clouds of tobacco smoke coming through the hatch,
together with a murmuring of conversation and gusts of laughter, indicated that when the
wind fell below the critical strength the approach aboard Mayro was towards enjoyment
rather than ulcerating competitiveness. On deck, our watch tended the sails with serious
mien and no progress - we were advised from below that we were the Gravity Watch, while
naturally the debauched crowd in the saloon were the Levity Watch. Billy the Navigator
decided the hilarity had gone too far - a bit of seriousness could be introduced by his
secret weapon. In long winter’s nights of telly viewing he had often thought how helpful
it would be to have the nightly weather map if you were doing a Fastnet Race, so, would
you believe, we had a television set aboard, and while the Levity Watch had their speakeasy
going, Billy got this thing out of its box in the focsle and connected it to the battery and
tuned it in. It scarcely worked down below. It was found to work best sitting on top of the
sliding hatch, so there the Gravity Watch sat Harry Flatters off Portland Bill, watching the
telly on top of the hatch, for you could see nothing else when it was on, and we had
wrestling, and then Match of the Day, and finally the Weather Man who told us there was
going to be very little wind from any direction, which information was of little use to us, or
to any of the three boats close astern who had been able to view along with us.
A light northerly set in during the small hours and we made our way across Lyme Bay,
being freed enough the last ten miles to get the reacher out ahead of the genoa, and tramping along. But when the Levity Watch came on deck at 0800 a couple of miles to the eastward of Start Point this wind was already fading, and soon we were becalmed in intense
sunshine with mainly only the tide carrying us past the point. Start Point proved to be
appropriately named, for the race started all over again with this pile-up. There were 110
boats in sight, and Billy the Navigator surveyed the calm with disgust and suggested that it
should be renamed the Slownet Race .........
We were very close inshore, and when a southerly breeze filled in at noon its direction
where we were was affected by the sea breeze of the hot afternoon. Thus we sailed in a
damn great circle right round the bay between Start Point and the Lizard, closehauled all
the way, while boats who had been further offshore at Start Point simply close-reached
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across to the Lizard in the true southerly breeze. To top it all, the wind never was strong
enough in the afternoon to get Mayro footing properly, but it was such a fantastic day
with blinding sunshine that all just enjoyed themselves and snoozed.
At nightfall as we approached the west side of the bay the wind piped up with clouds
making in from west of south. We got into our stride and scraped past the headlands
immediately to the eastward of the Lizard, the closest inshore of the many lights bobbing
about off the headland, a ploy that got us past a boat or two in our immediate vicinity.
But once again being too close inshore was our undoing, for having nipped past the Lizard
in grand style at 0140 with only one very short tack to avoid actually going ashore, we set
off across Mount’s Bay in the sou’westerly rainsquaU that had arrived to cut just as closely
the corner at the Runnelstone. It was a lumpety bumpety uncomfortable sail across, and
right inshore just to the eastward of the Runnelstone we ran out of wind almost altogether,
which coincided once again with the change of the watch, and Barry came on deck to be
christened Barry Flatters by the navigator. It took an hour to get past the Runnelstone buoy,
and we didn’t do it until 0515 (Monday August 11 th) which truly gave us a bellyful of
going close inshore, because things now went utterly astray. Had we stayed even a mile
further offshore we would have been past the Runnelstone three quarters of an hour sooner,
and had we been past it that much sooner we would not have struggled through the calm
the whole way out to the Seven Stones L.V. the way we did. To our mortification afterwards,
we discovered that boats past the Runnelstone by 0415, particularly if they gave it a berth
of a mile or so, never lost the wind, and in fact made out past the Seven Stones in a tolerable
veering westerly. But Mayro, and all the boats with her and astern of her at this stage now
lost the wind altogether. It was almost entirely tide which carried us along ever so slowly
towards the Fastnet, banging and crashing about in the nasty Land’s End jobble, and it was
1800 before we got near the Seven Stones L.V.
Being right within sight of Land’s End radio, it seemed a good idea to use the Radio
telephone for a couple of personal messages. The R/T was a nuisance, a great box weighing
about half a hundredweight way up under the deckhead. Unless the rules stipulated that
you should have one, I wouldn’t have one about me on an ’ocean’ racer, because far from
relieving worry by keeping in touch, it only causes extra worry for those ashore as you
seldom have time in a race to keep regularly in touch as tends to be expected. Over the side
with it, thought I, and all agreed very soon, because the brief use of it, together with the
telly on Saturday night, soon drained the battery. And then when the engine was started to
put a bit of life back in the battery, there was no charge going through, so practically the
whole of that crawl out to the Seven Stones had Mayro in a shambles as Billy and Ronnie
sorted out the electrics with the cabin floorboards and innards rooted out. In the nick of
time, before a breeze came through, they fixed the trouble with a piece of silvered cigarette
paper. This was most appropriate, for the rest of us had had our hearts in our mouths as
the repair team clambered about the engine with perennial cigarettes dangling from the
corner of their mouths, and glowing or otherwise ash falling all about, and petrol doubtless
in the bilge. Curiously enough, this was the first crew of heavy smokers I’d ever sailed with.
It was a glimpse into a veritable sub-culture. Their whole life seemed to rotate about
cigarettes.
The electrics repair job upset things in all departments, making it a thoroughly miserable
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cold and damp Monday afternoon. We couldn’t have a proper meal until things were rearranged down below, and a mournful little note in the log records the doleful tidings that
noon could not be declared until 1530. Really tough, that - normally noon was declared
at 0800, or at dawn on a good morning.
At 1545 a breeze filled in cold and wet from north of nor’west; we laid closer to the
rhumb line on starboard tack, so we tacked onto it and laid out to the west. Any forecast
indicated a backing to the west, and when the sky cleared to give a pleasant sunset there was
a distinct swell from dead ahead which supported the theory of making further westing at
this stage. The wind freshened a bit during the night, and in the small hours we changed
down to the small genoa; with Mayro under her punchy rig lights of other boats were slowly
overtaken on the long plug out, a splendid state of affairs. The excesses of Cowes Week had
taken little toll except in the case of Joe, who was well and truly seasick and retreated far
into one of the quarter berths, definitely becoming, as he later put it himself, a steerage
passenger for one night; it was very bad luck as he’d been perfectly well in the much rougher
weather going round to Cowes. Everyone else was as fit as a flea, the Levity Watch boozing
away in the cold night, and all leaping at breakfast next morning which we contrived to be
eating while crossing the lumpy water on the tail of the Labadie Bank, so breakfast leapt as
much at us as we did at it.
The sun came out, and we were going great guns relative to every other boat in sight
except one much sworn-at little Swedish boat of lower rating who managed to stay slightly
ahead. But it was a classic state of affairs, thumping along hard on the wind for the Fastnet
Rock, occasionally a few rolls down, and the boat going well. This is what we had dreamt
of all winter - sailing, sleeping, eating, scheming, sailing - offshore sailing at it’s all-occupying, wet and smelly best. Being a powerful boat, she put a fair strain on herself, and pinprick
leaks appeared along the deckedge, as had been feai’ed when the deck went on with the rush
it did. It was nothing at all serious, but very annoying and dampening in the pilot berths.
One obnoxious little devil of a leak, streaming out in an irritating little parabola into the
quarter berth, was neatly stopped completely, simply by driving in a sharpened match,
which greatly pleased everybody.
On we went, and still no sign of the promised westering, in fact if anything the wind
veered. To the west of us we could see the clouds of the depression supposed to bringing
the backing, but we seemed to be sailing along a sunlit strip, for equally to the east of us
the clouds were building up as a shambling depression built up over England, and what
actually seemed to happen was that the high pressure ridge on which we were sailing was
stabilised by the new low over England, and thus the old low over .the Atlantic was held in
place, leaving us to sail out to the Fastnet in a nor’wester which held constant in direction
but gradually lost steam as it persisted.
We debated all moves at length, and finally decided there was little point in going any
further west, and at 1145 (Tuesday Aug. 12th) we tacked towards the coast immediately
eastward of Baltimore, about 55 miles away,. The Swede went on westward, and we were
around the rock ahead of him, for by closing the land we found a slight tendency for the
wind to veer - possibly it was a local effect produced by it drawing off the land - and also
smoother water. Had we in fact gone north at dawn on the Tuesday morning and closed
the land at the Old Head of Kinsale, our faster progress in the smoother water inshore would
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probably have had us round the rock some hours sooner, for plugging into the westerly
swell had been a slow business. Relatively speaking, it mattered little, as scarcely any boats
went markedly north of the rhumb line, but those few who did - notably Crusade, who
went right up to Kinsale before coming onto the starboard tack - did very well indeed.
It was a sparkling sail the last forty miles to the Fastnet. The sky cleared to give
continuous sunshine as we thrust along very fast towards the land with the swell on our
beamu We came in among porpoises, and all hands were on deck like a pack of schoolboys
to watch them swooping around the plunging forefoot; the sun shone, the spray flew about,
the sea broke blue and white, and for a few moments racing was forgotten altogether in this
perfect scene; such times occur seldom enough in this Vale of Tears, and are golden seconds
to be treasured long after seemingly greater experiences are well forgotten.
We met boats running back from the rock, one of them, the able Australian sloop
Koomooloo passing very close ahead and looking comfortable and dry as she swished along
under her spinnaker. Just wait, said we, just wait until we start the downhill leg like that.
Later we passed close ahead of a big ketch, the Gallant 53 Alaunt of Corfe, stiU outward
boundl She headed on to the westward, plunging along, and when we tacked later to make
some westing under some lee from the Irish coast, we met her again, coming in, and found
we’d gained about a mile and a half on her.
The wind was fresher the last few miles past Cape Clear, but Barry managed to make a
great job of a chicken stew, lashed into the galley with the sweat pouring off him (very
tasty! notes the log)o And after this, just to spite us, the wind falls away as we close in to
round the rock, with the lights of the little Irish farms twinkling invitingly from the shore,
mocking us in our idiocy in coming the whole way to West Cork only to turn away again.
Back to cruising! is heard from the focsle. We go round in company with many others at
0020 (Wednesday Aug. 13th) and there is soon next to no wind, and soon next to no
power in the batteries either. The lights go dim, and the Drastic Modifications Dept. descend
once more into the bilges. And when they get charging under way again, overheating of the
wires has the saloon full of smoke. Fortunately nobody set off any fire-extinguishers, and
with the engine stopped the smoke soon clears and as much normality as you ever got on
Mayro prevailed.
Damn all wind through the night, and beautiful Ireland faded very slowly. But well in
the seagoing routine. Offwatch sleeping like logs in spite of the continuous swearing from
the frustrated windless watch on deck. Electrics sorted out in morning, but no further use of
R/T - hurray! Cryptic note in log: "Doctor himself again this morning"° Enthusiasm very
low though. With a bit of a breeze, Mayro crew were keen as mustard, winches always
ticking away to keep her grinding on. But light airs were death to enthusiasm. However,
there was time for the discussion of esoteric topics in the best cruising manner, and the
holding by Billy the Navigator of a cocktail party, to which all were invited, the only proviso
being that the discussion of sailing was forbidden.
Having blown out our ruhning spinnaker almost before the first hurdle, we were lucky
to be reaching or close-hauled most of the way to the Bishop. Under the reacher and big
genoa - a ticklish combination to keep going - we had her sluicing along at 5 knots in a 5
knot breeze° But as often as not we didn’t even have a 5 knot breeze. We cheered ourselves
by reflecting on what might happen to the delicate flowers who were thriving in such
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conditions, had they been caught out in the blow which had whisked Mayro round Land’s
End on her way to Cowes. But then such misanthropic thoughts were forgotten as the breeze
returned again, and we tuned up the reaching rig once more. It certainly showed the usefulness of the wind direction indicator - all you did, once the tune was right, was keep her at
70° to the apparent wind and she went on rightly through that Wednesday night. Billy
complained about this unseemly swift progress, for it meant that we arrived at the Bishop
with a foul tide the following evening close-hauled, the wind now being sou’easterly. We
didn’t make it, and made the mistake of tacking offshore. Apparently you should either give
the Bishop a very good berth in such circumstances, or else short tack close inshore down the
west side of the Scillies. Either way’s a pretty raw deal, so unless you’ve got a good
commanding breeze the Bishop is a nuisance of a hang-up when there’s a foul tide.
Still, we were clear before midnight (Thursday Aug° 14th) and started tramping across
to the Lizard, but the wind backed and we’d a beat for it, and at the Lizard in very light
airs had the mortification of being overtaken by Nickel Coin, one of the smallest boats in
the race. The forecast being for sou’easterlies we held on towards Start Point. But no
sou’easter materialised, and all day Friday was spent just about holding our own to the
eastward of the Lizard. This left us very badly placed when the night breeze off the land
filled in at 2000, bringing a lot of boats inside us right at the Lizard out ahead of us before
we actually felt the breeze. Once we got it, we found we could just carry the spinnaker on
the shy reach to the finish, and with Tiger doing his nut at the wheel Mayro stormed past a
larger French yacht and into Plymouth.
The wind left us for the last mile or so up the sound, and we slowly tacked up to the
finish, the very last bottle, an old one of stout that had somehow been overlooked, being
disposed of slipperswise. We’d been the only boat we knew of eating and drinking well
throughout the race. Finally at 10 seconds before midnight on Friday August 15th., 6 days
14 hours 59 minutes and 50 seconds after starting, and 687 miles sailed to cover the
605 mile course, Mayro crossed the finishing line, a very long way from those cold March
days in damp Carrickmacross when the breakneck rush into building started. We were
hardly across the line when there were three loud cheers for Ronnie and the boat he
designed and built.
Up into port and out with champagne from somewhere. Then just time to race into
the Royal Western for a scoop, being welcomed into the club by the boys off Jaynor, who
had set themselves up as an anarchic welcoming committee, to the seemingly genuine delight
of the Royal Western people. Back to various boats. We were lying alongside the old Fife
sloop Evenlode, and the party developed aboard her, somehow going on until dawn, by
which time the entire world ocean racing scene had been put to rights. Next morning empty
champagne bottles rolling about the floor.
With her slow crawl in anything under F.3, and our various mistakes Mayro was listed
as 21 st in class and 96th overall. A later grouping back in Ireland put us in fact 106th overall,
so we prefer to go by the first official placings. Either way,as Jaynor’s irrepressible crew
remarked of their own even lower placing, it took a helluva lot of boats to beat us! With it
being the slowest Fastnet ever, things were a bit astray. Little time to meet and greet people
and look at boats. A bit fed up with boats, anyway. Everybody’s holiday running out, and
all tired and not enough time to gather thoughts and memories. All our crew except your
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correspondent started to disappear, and Mayro seemed an unattractive shambles. Notices
up in the Royal Western of famous boats bound for exotic places and looking for crew to
get there. Very tempting. But then I remembered ~ Mayro was supposed to be a business
venture and we’d better get her back to Ireland. Fortunately a crew had materialised in the
shape of Davy and Denny McBride from Waterford, who had been on Jaynor but now
needed a lift home as Jaynor was off to lay up in the Solent. So Mayro "s Fastnet crew
took off their gear, she was made shipshape again, stores were put aboard, and by 1800 we
were ready to leave. But the declared departure time that morning had been 2000, so we
decided to follow the fine. example of Perry Greer who always leaves bang on time, and we
killed the excess two hours in the Royal Western.
An hilarious session it was, the McBrides being jokers who were thoroughly approved of
by the powers that be in Plymouth. They had watched the moon-landing a fortnight
previc~usly, and were still mesmerised by it, all conversation being in astronautese - "We have
ignition .... ’ as yet another pint went down, or ’There is liftoff...’ as someone went off to the
bogs. The pace was ferocious, and far from being relaxing the passage home looked like
being intellectually exhausting, the Marx Brothers afloat. Miraculously, we (self, Davy and
Denny and Davy’s wife Francey) sailed at 2000 precisely, going p~st the front of the club
with loud hootings, responded to by wild yells from the remains dfMayro’s crew who were
getting stoked up for the journey home by train and plane, Mike H-B being faced with the
daunting task of shepherding Billy the Navigator and Dick to London, a journey from which
the Portaferry men seemed determined to extract the maximum enjoyment.
Outside, mist and a cold northerly. We reached down to the Lizard, which appeared as
the weather cleared at dawn (Sunday August 17th), and a pleasant westerly came in. Peacefully along on starboard over a smooth sea, then onto port on smooth water for Land’s End.
The utter tail-end Charlies of the Fastnet fleet ran up channel past us, to the indecent glee of
all aboard. Blissful sailing past Land’s End with Mayro steering herself. Davy caught mackerel,
and we discussed the best way of cooking them while downing lunchtime pale ales. I was in
favour of baking, but was over-ruled in favour of frying in butter, all washed down with more
pale ale. Very good either way.
There was calm in the evening as England faded astern. All agree that for hospitality
southwest England was quite unbeatable, and had another pale ale (pronounced pile ile, like
they do’iri Plymouth). All then agreed that in fact England from Land’s End to Gosport was
just the greatest ......
With dusk, a good westerly. Romping along, and shortly after midnight big genoa comes
off for working jib, and a few rolls down. Great comfort all round - suddenly realise that
with only the four of us aboard Mayro is a wonderful cruising boat, effortlessly reeling off
the miles, and acres of room down below.
There were a few rain squalls, and then through the day the breeze eased as we made in
for Dunmore East. A bit sad as the coastline was closed, for the summer was drawing away and
another year’s sailing was mostly over. Into Dunmore East alongside Noel Speidel’s Malaise,
an S & S 34 already fulfilling her great promise. He likewise was returning from the Fastnet,
and the two crews met with the slightly preoccupied air of people already making the not
pleasant readjustment to the requirements of shore life. A look round each other’s boats, and
then Malaise slipped away ’for ’ Howth. The McBrides being in their home port, we slipped
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up to The Butcher’s to tell all of the wonderful things we had done and seen, then re-unions
and dinner in the Ocean, a good old Dunmore night. In the morning I fixed up with Simon
Mosse, whose father ownsAcari, and Bill Whigham, tocrew me back to the north, asMayro
was to sail about the North Channel for a while. A grand sou’westerly breeze as we romped ’
away in the sunshine that evening (Tuesday August 19th), with the thistledown from far
West Cork being borne along on the warm breeze with us, yet another reminder of approaching Autumn. A basking shark accompanied us along to the Saltees, and we thought he might
have taken a fancy to Mayro’s shark-like underbody.
On through Saltee Sound and slowly against the tide to the Tuskar in light airs, once
past Carnsore getting into really smooth water for the first time for quite a while. A good
westerly breeze as the tide came under us, and soon Mayro was once again demonstrating
her tremendous potential, which was only really revealed when you covered distances previously sailed over in more conventional craft. We went up the coast at quite a lick. Black clouds
raced across the moon off Arklow, and as our budding astronauts would have had it, we had
ignition and were doing a trans-Ireland burn. At DubLin Bay we had to take down some rolls
in the main, and thereafter Mayro really smoked along, a grand-slam finish to the cruise. The
coast reeled by under sunshine and rainsqualls, and less than 24 hours from Dunmore we
were passing St. John’s Points pretty good going considering that we had very little wind
between the Saltees and the Tuskar, with a foul tide.
On into Portaferry, the hook down with 385 miles logged from Plymouth.. Ashore for
supper with Billy the Navigator, who as usual is a very capable H.P.R. - in fact the night ends
at some strange hour owing to it being the night of the annual thrash of the Cook Street
Sailing Club in Portaferry, an event in comparison with which the Fastnet is chicken feed.
By September Mayro was back in Skerries, having been in Scotland and sundry other
places on the way from Portaferry, and having logged about 2,280 miles since that cold
morning at the end of June when she went into Carlingford Lough I retreated ashore a bit
punch drunk, and concluded that if you like building boats, then go ahead and build them,
but if you like sailing boats, then let a boatbuilder build them for you. Might just be a grain
of truth in it.

HELEN OF HOWTH - TRANSATLANTIC RACE 1969
by Jim Cox
Those of us who had cruised regularly on Helen of Howth had known that Perry Greer
had always had in mind the idea of a Transatlantic crossing. It was one of those things that
occasionally came up in conversation and was then submerged by current events such as
cruising to Spain, Portugal, Norway etc. Then came the preliminaries to the 250th anniversary of The Royal Cork Yacht Club - a race from Newport, Rhode Island to Crosshaven Co.
Cork - and suddenly, conjecture became fact, and Helen of Howth was involved by reason
of Perry’s long standing idea plus his desire to see Ireland represented in this race.
The crew having been settled, numerous meetings took place to discuss all facets of
the enterprise and to set up a working programme, so that everything necessary would be
completed in the time available. I simply must at this point give tremendous credit to both
Perry himself and the Mate, Dermot Luke, for their handling of the myriad of details
necessary to ensure that Helen reached the States in good time, order and condition, and
perhaps more important, did the same thing in reverse on her own bottom.
Helen of Howth was shipped out to New York as deck cargo on The Irish Shipping
vessel, Irish Spruce, accompanied by Andy Gray, who, while he enjoyed the trip, was kept
busy doing various jobs aboard Helen and indeed had done a great deal to have her ready to
be lifted out of the water.
Ken Cooke and Denis Higginbotham had business in the States and flew out in advance
of the rest of us. Perry and Dermot left on Thursday June 12th, leaving Bertie Smyth,
Sean Flood, Ross Courtney and myself to travel out on Friday. Gerry Headon, a fellow
Club member of the Clontarf Yacht and Boat Club, happened to be captain of our ’plane
and went out of his way to make our flight interesting and enjoyable.
On arrival at Kennedy Airport the detailed planning that went into the venture
showed itself. We got V.I.P. Customs treatment and a car was waiting to drive us to our
hotel. Also on hand to greet us was an ex-member of Clontarf and Howth Clubs, Paul
Prichard, who had very kindly driven 30 miles from his up state New York home. We
spent Saturday sightseeing in New York and on Sunday morning a car picked us up at
6.30 and took us to Hoboken, New Jersey, where the Spruce was due to dock. It was
9 o’clock before she tied up and we were starting to feel pretty hungry when word came that
we were invited to breakfast on board; this was very much appreciated and we certainly
did justice to it. Immediately after breakfast work started on the unloading of Helen. A
floating crane came alongside and in no time she was back in her element, and, using the
ship’s gear it wasn’t long before we had her masts stepped and the rigging all made up. By
the time this was finished the heat and humidity had practically reduced us to grease spots
and we really did e~oy the luxury of showers back aboard the Spruce. We were then
presented with a crate of ice-cold Harp followed by a magnificent lunch.
Having said our goodbyes with a "Bon Voyage" signal flying on the Spruce, we
headed under power down the Hudson and across towards Manhattan. The classic view of
Manhattan Island with its skyscrapers seemed more overpowering than ever against a
thundery sky. Down river the Statue of Liberty and the shipping made an impressive sight.
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We rounded close to the Battery and turned up the East River, passing under Brooklyn and
Manhattan Bridges. Even though you know that they are far higher than the mast you still
glance anxiously at the truck as you pass beneath them. At 1945 in a gigantic thunderstorm,
with torrential rain, we tied up at City Island where Helen was to be measured and weighed.
On Monday morning we commenced unloading our stores so that the official C.C.A.
measurer could proceed with his job as no stores were allowed on board when this was done.
Part of his equipment was a bathroom scales, on which he weighed each of us and thereafter
used us as live ballast for the inclining tests. As soon as he was finished we steamed over to
the weighing dock where Helen was bodily weighed with as little trouble as going alongside.
All due, of course, to the wonderful facilities available and mostly operated by push-button
though it was noted that delicate electronic weighing equipment had occasionally to be
thumped by the operator to make it work. Back in our original berth re-stowing all the
stores commenced. As you can imagine this was quite an operation when you consider that
provision had been made for rations for eight persons for 36 days. Furthermore, each item
and its stowage point had to be recorded in order that the cook would have no excuse for
producing peaches for breakfast. We carried on at this work until 2000 when we knocked off
and had dinner ashore.
After breakfast on Tuesday we returned to the job of stowing° Eventually no stores
were to be seen. We hadn’t missed out a single possible available stowage point. Finally at
1350 we said goodbye to City Island and at 1400 the main was hoisted for the first time in
American waters. The fact that the wind was dead ahead was only a detail. However, after
a short while it freed and we thrashed along towards the north. Richard Nye of Carina
had suggested that if possible we should visit Mystic on our way to Newport, and we
anchored off the entrance the following morning around 0430. After breakfast we proceeded
upstream and the wait for daylight proved well worth while as the approaches are really
beautiful; there are magnificent houses with lawns sloping down to the river’s edge and
many of them have a private dock complete with fine sailing craft. At one point we passed
close to the river bank and panic ensued when we were hailed in Irish! It was no good
referring to the International Code of Signals but all was not lost, we had a Christian Brothers’
boy on board and digging into his memory, he made what at least sounded like the proper
responses! The river passes through the town and there is a swing bridge carrying the main
road which opens every hour. We had about fifteen minutes to wait so we tied up to an
oiling wharf to be greeted with ’Hi Cap, where you from?’° The first time that Perry was
addressed as Cap he merely blushed and thereafter just took it in his stride.
When the bridge swung we steamed through into the 19th century, for above the bridge
a whole section of Mystic had been completely restored as it was in the early 1800’s. No
detail has been overlooked and the effect is wonderful. We were hailed from the bank and
directed to the Cruising Club of America dock where a welcoming committee was on hand
to greet us, led by Don Robinson, a Director of the enterprise° He personally took us on a
conducted tour of the whole place where everything has been reproduced as it was when so
many sailing vessels operated out of Mystic - cooper’s shop, forges, rope-walks, etc. and
of course, some of the vessels themselves including the Joseph Conrad, Charles B.
Morgan and many others. A Grand Banks Schooner was a fine sight and was complete with
the Skipper’s double-bed in gimbals! After a magnificent lunch, with the compliments of
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the restoration committee, we reluctantly departed. Having cleared the entrance we set sail
and laid a course for Newport, Rhode Island, where we arrived at 2200 after an uneventful
passage; it was a very crowded anchorage. Next morning we were allocated a berth at the
Newport Shipyard dock where we received several telegrams wishing us well together with
two bottles of champagne from Irish Shipping. H.K. (Bunny) Rigg, a member of the Cruise
Committee paid us a visit and very kindly offered his services if there was anything we
required. After lunch we split up and took the opportunity to see something of the town of
Newport. We all arrived back on board around 1800 and then mayhem! it appeared as if
the world and his wife had descended upon us. Everybody wanted to see the Irish boat,
including a Mexican named O’Sullivan, and an oilskin manufacturer, who insisted on
distributing 4 or 5 samples of ’foul,weather gear’. Then came the Ancient Order of Hibernians
in the person of Denny Collins and Gene Sullivan. By this time we did not know whether
Helen would continue to float. Bottles of Paddy were going the rounds like wildfire.
Some hours later we found ourselves having dinner with John and Nancy Hutchinson, owners of Agysimba, the smallest boat in the race; they had already sailed 5,000 miles from
Newport, California, to get to the start.
The following morning Denny Collins and Gene Sullivan called for us and brought us
on a most interesting conducted tour of the stately homes of Newport. That night we
attended a reception given by the Governor of Rhode Island, the Mayor of Newport and the
Cruising Club of America. There we met Patrick Kirby and his wife Patricia, a native of
Sutton, Dublin, and these charming people insisted that we all go back to their house for
dinner.
Our last day ashore, Saturday 21 st, was entirely taken up with obtaining and stowing
our fresh provisions. We couldn’t imagine how we would ever get through all this food. In
the evening there was briefing for the Skippers, followed by a reception and dinner at the
Viking Hotel. After dinner, turning down many invitations to parties, we started off back to
Helen and despite many temptations the majority of the crew turned in around 2300. The
remainder returning stealthily about 0500 managed to knock down our cutlery box.
Sunday 22nd June dawned bright and clear and all hands concentrated on getting
Helen ready for the start. Quite a number of visitors came on board to wish us God Speed
and all goodbyes having been said we cleared the dock at 1030 and headed seawards with a
N.E. wind blowing 15 knots. A beautiful day with brilliant sunshine and everything that
can float in Newport was out to see the start and apparently flying the Irish flag. Bord
Failte had certainly done a good job. Boats loaded with photographers were continually
charging down on us at about 20 knots, with cameras at the ready and 2 or 3 light planes
were buzzing around overhead similarly engaged.
Our start was at 1315 and we did not disgrace ourselves, being the weather boat;
mind you, one more coat of paint and we would have left some of’it on The Brenton Reef
Light Tower, which marked the weather end of the starting line.
The wind being N.E. by E. many remarks were made about the alleged downhill work
involved in crossing the Atlantic from west to east. We were close reaching, holding our
position very well and as night closed in, it was a case of sea-boots, sweaters and heavy
jackets - quite a contrast to the previous ten days. During the night the wind dropped away
completely while at the same time we were enveloped in fog, most unpleasant. Due to all
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the slopping about, the light genoa tore right down the leech but not to worry, Dermot
started in on repairs right away.
For the most of the next vital day we experienced very little wind until around 1830
it finally started to blow from the south-east - ahead again, but at least we were moving.
During the night it blew quite hard necessitating a change of headsails and rolls in the main,
to the accompaniment of torrential rain and brilliant lightning.
Tuesday the 24th turned out pretty miserable with a lumpy sea, not enough wind, and
of course the fog. Before the race the majority of boats decided that they would report
their noon position to each other dally and I must say that the reporting added a great deal
of interest to the race. It already became clear that we had lost a lot of ground when we had
been in the calm. The rest of the fleet except the Canadian Navy yacht had taken a more
northerly course crossing the Nantucket Shoals and indeed some had gone inside Martha’s
Vineyard, a risk we dared not take in the prevailing weather, but of course it was their home
ground. We also learnt that during the night’s blow Shearwater lost the top of her mast and
so was out of the race.
It is said that change is as good as a rest, but believe me the sort of change we got we
could well have done without. At nightfall without a puff of wind we were wallowing in a
lumpy sea and with fog so thick that the horn had to be sounded as per regulations. In
addition, we had the Verey pistol loaded with white starshells to hand and indeed it was
fired later that night when a ship was heard close at hand.
It is now Wednesday the 25th and apart from Sunday the sky has been completely
overcast all the time and day and night we are sailing mostly through fog. To-day around
1300 we had our first experiences of the ravages of chafe when the spinnaker halyard
parted at the masthead. Dennis went aloft in a bosun’s chair, despite the big swell, and all
was well again. Thursday the 26th brought our first sunshine and it was much appreciated,
particularly by our navigators, Ken Cooke and Perry. To-day we saw our first whale which
blew about three boat lengths away - quite impressive. Later on in the race we nearly
rammed one.
Sean Flood developed a very sore septic thumb. Perry seized on it with delight, produced
a scalpel and proceeded to do a bit of fancy knife work and bandaged up the result. Very
successful it was too, as right away Sean felt better and the trouble cleared in no time.
Last night was just perfect, a skyful of stars and the ship bowling along between 7 and
8 knots to give a 24 hour run of 184 miles.
We may now be paying the price of being in a high pressure area as the wind has
dropped 2 or 3 knots and even though we have set the big spinnaker, we are only making
3 knots. We have just taken the water temperature and it is an amazing 72 degrees which
indicates that we are in the Gulf Stream. Yesterday it was only 52 degrees, presumably we
. were in the Labrador Current. To go with the warm water we have a blue sky, blue sea and
brilliant sunshine. All hands were stripped to the waist and everything set alow and aloft "
including Ross’s and Bertie’s washing. When we received the noon position of the other
boats, it was clear that we had made up quite a bit of ground during the night. This called
for an extra tot, which we have already had anyway, so what, we will just have another one!
This was followed by lunch of grapefruit, corn on the cob, cornish pasties and coffee. The
weight may be coming out of the boat but it is only being transferred to the crew.
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After lunch an apparition appeared, long blond hair, topless briefs, a red tie and
smoking a big cigar, it turned out to be Ross in this tropical kit! Then we were joined
by a school of dolphin, these were magnificent creatures, shooting effortlessly through the
water, playing beneath our bow, blowing and whistling, turning on their backs and sides
and really enjoying themselves. One was accompanied by a baby which swam close
alongside keeping absolutely perfect station. It was a marvellous sight.
It was now Saturday the 28th and Bertie and myself came on watch at 0300 to a
really beautiful morning and to find the ship doing 6 knots under spinnaker, sneaker, main,
mizen and mizen staysail. At 0510 precisely the sun came up and what a beautiful sight:
first a slight rim and then majestically the whole orb, spreading a warm pink glow over
everything. This has been a most perfect day so far, sun all day and a spanking breeze
driving us between 8 and 9 knots. We were guarding 2182 KC and we heard one of the
other competitors Lisa Lee reporting to Halifax Radio that she was retiring from the race
due to trouble with her centre plate.
At 1335 a big surprise: Shamrock Jet 113 came over the radio and we had a chat with
Captain Billy Cuffe Smith. It was quite a thrill to make contact with one of our own Club
members in mid ocean.
What a night’s sailing, positively steaming along all night at 8 to 9 knots and the same
conditions held for most of the day. We were all out to reach 200 miles in the 24 hours
for the first time.
Being Sunday, the Skipper held a service, most appropriate, particularly the reading of
Jonah’s tribulations. This was followed by an open invitation to all hands to attend the
Captain’s Cocktail Party to celebrate a week’s sailing. I assure the reader that what followed
had nothing to do with the Cocktail Party, you do believe me don’t you? Fact is, the
spinnaker boom broke about 8" from the outboard end. No panic, in a very short time the
second boom was rigged and all was well but only for 30 minutes, when exactly the same
happened to the new one. Keeping the spinnaker full without a boom, we carried out repairs
and had the boom rigged again after about 45 minutes. Shortly after this we decided to
drop the spinnaker to check the halyard, just as well we did, as we found it was down to one
strand. A quick splicing job followed and this time we smeared lanolin over the top portion
of the halyard. This proved very effective, as we did not have any more trouble of this
nature for the rest of the trip.
As we had the big spinnaker down we decided to patch some small holes in it, so we
hoisted No. 2, which after about 30 minutes positively burst. Down came the remnants and
up went No. 3 but on the way up one of the hanks of the spinnaker net caught in it and
tore a hole in it. Down it came and up went No. 4 this time without any mishap - what am
I saying - it was only up for 30 minutes when the jury repairs to the boom gave way. I see
that in my diary for the day I wrote ’The blood stains on the page are silent testimony to
the fact that this was the "Day of the Spinnakers".’
It was during this period that one of the most amusing incidents occurred. Picture the
scene if you can - a wild night, the wind screaming in the rigging, the watch above bathed
in perspiration beneath their oilskins, fighting like made to retain their footing on the
wildly heaving deck and struggling to obtain order out of the chaos after the temporary
repairs to the spinnaker boom gave way. In the midst of all this the Skipper’s head appeared
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above the cabin entrance and a quiet voice exclaimed: ’Excuse me chaps, but there’s a rope
banging on the deck above my bunk, it is keeping me awake’. I draw a curtain over what followed.
Suffice it to say that permanent repairs were effected to both spinnaker booms and it is a
Compliment to the self control of the crew that the Skipper himself did not need serious repairs.
It was a pity that we had to experience such a run of accidents because for the past
six years we have been endeavouring to attain a 24 hour run of 200 miles. Our best so far
was 196 and if ever we had an opportunity it was now but due to the various mishaps it
came out at 198 on the log. We later learned that some smaller American yachts had
exceeded 200 in the day but that this was measured between positions. On this reckoning
we had done 210 miles but we don’t think that this is a legitimate way, as one gets the
benefit of any current.
During the night of Monday 30th June we passed position Point Able where we had to
pass to the southward, the idea being to keep all boats clear of ice. On Monday the wind went
ahead and freshened to the extent that it was necessary to shorten sail. And so the next
few days rolled by. It seemed to be the pattern that the wind would come from astern for a
period and then swing right around so that we would go from a run to a beat and back to a
run, the cycle lasting about three days.
All during this time it was overcast with lots of fog, so that the navigators were really
annoyed at the absence of opportunities for sights. At one stage we were contacted by a
British tanker who very kindly reported our position home and the fact that we were all
well.
Talk about downhill work, for a period of two days now we have had a solid beat, at
times, under shortened sail.
Marconi had kindly requested all ships with Marconi operators to keep a listening watch
for us on 2182 KC and presumably having heard us at ’roll call’, Manchester Exporter was
heard calling us. The Radio Operator, Mr. Tyreil, was from Arklow and they had been
collecting Irish news for us. We heard that dredging had started at Howth harbour, that
Fianna Fail had won the election and so on.
This was the first Irish news, indeed the first news of any kind, we had had since we
left, We were back in the world again. I should mention that at roll call on July 4th, Independence Day, Perry wished all the American yachts the compliments of the day and suggested
that they should have a drink, take a holiday and lower their sails for the day. They said
that they would do this - in Cork - and the drinks would be on us.
On Sunday the 6th, we spoke to the American vessel Admiral Callaghan by flag hoist,
he altered course and came up astern of us. By this time we had established radio contact
and he very kindly gave us a position check. We were glad to be able to confirm that he
was exactly where he thought he was! Monday the 7th and still not downhill sailing. However,
though we were close-hauled, at least we were on course, which makes a change from the
previous days of beating. During this prolonged beat, Helen sailed herself beautifully, one
only had to take the wheel when going about.
Perhaps some people might wonder how things were progressing in the food line, being
two weeks out. Let me give you last night’s dinner menu. Drinks beforehand, naturally, a
prime roast of beef, two reg., potatoes, dessert, cheese and biscuits, the appropriate wine
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during the meal and brandies after. Ah me! The rigours of a transatlantic passage.
There is no doubt Helen really liked being close-hauled. We made very good time today,
so much so that at ’roll call’ two Of the American boats asked us to repeat our position, as
we had pulled up quite a bit and they probably thought that there was some mistake.
During the evening we were delighted to receive a call from Captain Gerry Headon
flying a Boeing from London to New York. We spoke to him at length and Gerry duly
reported us to all concerned. Some anxious moments were experienced this evening when
the engine would not start to enable us to charge batteries. This was a little worrying as the
batteries were well down but Perry did some fancy crossfooting of wires and off she went.
Brandies all round to celebrate - (any excuse will do!)
Tuesday, July 8th. Just after coming off watch at midnight the wind veered right
round and fell away to practically nothing. Again we were stopped and the rain seemed
even heavier. It has been falling steadily now for the past two days, we must be getting near
Ireland.
Well, the rain finally stopped and what did we get - fog. Visibility is only about 100
yards and even though we have the big spinnaker hoisted we are only making 4 knots in
the light airs. Valentia Radio has just requested our E.T.A., difficult to predict in this sort
of weather. At roll call this evening we found that we are not doing too badly but it is really
galling to be so near to Ireland and have such light winds. We are about 360 miles from
Mizen Head.
All day Wednesday light winds and fog continued. The sun does its best but it is unable to break through and the navigators are really grumbling, not having had a sun shot
for two days. At roll call it appears that the majority of the boats are in a bunch. We heard
the Canadian Yacht Pickle reporting to Valentia that she was becalmed and would be so late
arriving in Cork that they would be unable to visit Dublin.
Dinner this evening consisted of lamb chops, two veg. potatoes, peaches and raspberries,
cheese and biscuits and coffee - not too bad for 17 days out!! Conditions remained the
same on Thursday but at around 1615 the fog finally lifted, the navigators went wild,
shooting like mad, and what do you know - we are right where we are supposed to be with
Mizen Head bearing 105° distant 120 miles.
Just now we spotted a floating object and altered course to intercept. It turned out to
be a goatskin buoy and the piece of rope still attached to it was covered with goose
barnacles. All hands, excluding the writer, intend to cook and sample them. Well, we
finally got some wind, so much so that we have given our E.T.A. to Valentia as 2100
Friday 11 th though of course, we hope that we can improve on this. Frantic activity
making everything shipshape and Bristol fashion, some were even ironing shirts - look out
Crosshaven.
The wind held all night but towards morning on Friday it started to lighten and we
were again enveloped in fog. At 0805 the writer heard a fog horn which was identified as
Bull Island and shortly afterwards the fog lifted and there was Mizen Head, bang on the
nose, about half a mile away, bags of credit to the navigators. And what happens next? The
wind faded away and at times we were down to ¾ knot. However the wind freshened again
soon and it looked like our E.T.A. was going to be very accurate. We passed through the
Gascanane Sound and had a good run along the coast but once again it fell away. What a
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calamity! We have been becalmed, absolutely stopped, for the last two hours which really
makes a mess of things.
It is now 2300 and we are ghosting along at 3 knots towards the Daunt which is 10
miles awayo I can tell you that the Mate was the recipient of all sorts of congratulations on
the tremendous job of stitching he did on the big genoa, as it is this sail that is keeping us
moving now. Though we seemed to be practically crawling the last few miles we finally
crossed the line at 0136 on July 12th approximately 20 yards from the Daunt Light Vessel
having logged 2870 miles. It was quite a moment, three cheers for the Skipper and the Mate
and a wave of elation and excitement swept through the boat. I somehow felt that there was
also a certain sadness, due to the fact that a really happy crew would be breaking up. In
saying this I pay tribute to our Skipper, Mate and crew, all of whom contributed towards
what may not have been the fastest but was certainly the happiest and most memorable
Transatlantic ’69.

HELEN’S TRANSATLANTIC RACE 1969
by Perry Greer
Shipping to the U.S.A.
Helen weighs 25 tons and we used two 1¼" dia. wire slings with polythene tube slipped
over them. Each were clamped at the mid point to an iron-bound wooden shoe which fitted
under the keel. We marked the position of the shoes on the keel with red anti-fouling which
showed up well under water against the blue bottom, and enabled the skindivers to position
them accurately. When being lifted by the 100-ton crane, the spreaders on the slings which
were located only by wire rope grips, slipped. I had pointed out previously that I was not happy
with them. A more lightly built hull would have been structurally badly damaged, but we had
only superficial scars. Later, heavier spreaders were made, and the slings were shackled to
them. This was a perfect arrangement, and I would not again use any other system. We used
the truck in which we haul her up as a cradle, and it worked well, though we chocked her off
independently on the deck of the Irish Spruce to provide for rolling of the ship.
Food
We reckoned that we could average at least 4 knots on the trip and allowing for 3,000
miles, this meant about 30 days. We then allowed six days additional food for emergencies
so we were catering for 8 men for 36 days. The rules of the race stipulated that at least 30
days food must be carried. I at first started to make provisioning lists based on our normal
stocking rates as used in shorter cruises. This quickly proved to give far too much, to the
point at which it would have been impossible to stow. The rates used on shorter trips were
obviously generous and when multiplied up became impossible. I then made out a number
of fixed menus, each meal on a separate sheet; 24 lunches; 24 dinners and 7 breakfasts. We
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allowed that we would repeat twelve of the dinners and lunches, and thus provide 36 meals
of each. Similarly the breakfasts would repeat weekly.
We have a small gas-operated fridge in the galley unit, and also a tiny electric deep-freeze.
Seven of the dinner menus were therefore based on fresh meat, the rest were of tinned meat
or fish. We carefully measured the amount of food required for each menu, and listed it on
each separate sheet. By collating these into an overall summary, we arrived at a final stocking
list. As there were eight in the crew, we split up into fours for meals, and because many of
the meals were pie concoctions, I had two pie dishes made which gave an ample supply for
four. This proved a very good arrangement, as it meant that each watch had hot freshly
cooked food.
As I mentioned before, for each meal we had a menu duplicated on a sheet, and these
were kept in a loose-leaf folder. As each was used, we removed the sheet from the folder and
filed it away. In this way, because each sheet had an exact list of the stores needed for the
particular meal, we had virtually automatic stock control. Though the menus were serial
numbered, we used them in any sequence thus fitting the complexity of the meal to the
weather, etc. Of course we had a great deal of food left over, but this was because we had
done the trip in about half the time for which we had provisioned. Eggs, of which we shipped
20 dozen, with no special protection, lasted well as did all the fresh food and were still okay
36 days after we left.
Navigation
We brought two sextants in case one got damaged and were glad we did for the horizonglass in one developed a crack for some unknown reason. This in fact did not affect its
accuracy but we would not have known this had we not had the spare to check it against.
For time we had a Junghans battery-operated quartz crystal clock and also a Brookes &
Gatehouse short wave converter for our Homer receiver, which enabled us to get time checks
continuously from station WWV etc. The clock was excellent, maintaining a rate of onethird of a second gain per day in all conditions. This is a much better arrangement than the
usual chronometer especially as it is battery operated and goes for a year on one little cell.
The trouble with Astro navigation, as far as I am concerned, is that in our normal
routine we don’t get enough practice. Some years ago I had a sight form printed which acts
like a check-list for each step of the working. This I find very useful and incidentally if any
member of the Club wishes copies, I would gladly supply them. The form plus the practice
of taking an occasional sight even when we are in sight of land at home when out for an
afternoon’s sail keeps me in order, though I must admit that I sometimes make mistakes,
but these are generally readily detectable when plotted. Ken Cooke and myself took
independent sights and thus we were able to be quite confident of our position.
After reaching point Able, we tried to follow a great circle course obtained by drawing
a straight line on a Gnomonic projection chart, and then finding the latitude and longitude
ordinates at about 200 mile intervals and transferring them to a Mercator Chart. We were
frequently headed off this course and each time the wind freed us again we would generate
a new Great Circle course in the same way and follow it until we were headed again.
Our Echo Sounder is a commercial model recording Ferrograph and being very powerful
is a great aid. We readily picked up soundings when crossing the Grand Banks; This was a
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very useful check on position. Similarly when we ran up on the continental shelf off Ireland,
we got a sounding in 95 fathoms. It was particularly useful in this case as we had been in low
visibility with no sights for two days, and the sounding combined with a D.F. bearing off
Mizen Head gave us a very valuable fix. Making a land-fall in thick fog could have been very
worrying without this aid.
Watch System
After much debate before the trip, we decided to have three watches with two on each
watch at a time, and to have watches of three hours. The duration of the watches was limited
in this way, as we felt that, particularly at night, longer watches would affect concentration
adversely. The Mate and I did not stand a watch, but were on call. I was responsible generally
for strategy, cooking, navigation, etc., but Ken Cooke helped with the navigation. Dermot
Luke, the Mate, was responsible for driving the ship, and the Mate on each watch backed him
when he was below. Dermot also relieved me at cooking, and the Cook did no washing up.
This was done by the watches in rotation.
The system worked very well, and each watch got a minimum of five hours continuously
in their bunks during normal night hours. All were up by 11.00 a.m., and also all were up at
the same time for meals, so that general work could be carried out, without having to worry
about noise upsetting the watch below. After all ship’s work was finished, in the afternoon,
those off watch could lie down if they wished, but we made it a rule that no attempt would
be made to avoid disturbance by noise. We have found previously that it is so easy to have
some member of the crew trying to sleep at any hour, and this places a restriction on the
activities of the rest; we thus adopted the practice outlined. It certainly gave much more
time for normal activities, and the usual chat and banter, and of course placed no restrictions
on radio, etc. All the crew wholeheartedly liked the system after experiencing it, and agreed
that they would work the same arrangement at any time in future. Watch details are shown
on a separate sheet.
Weather
The fact that we got practically no weather forecasts was an entirely new experience.
Arrangements had been made by the Race Committee that weather ships Juliet and Delta
would give special forecasts over a period of a few days each. These periods were selected
apparently based on the speed of the faster yachts, who therefore had the opportunity of
hearing them over much of the trip. The slower boats, however, had no sooner got into
the range of a particular weather ship, than she ended her series of broadcasts, and so we
had to do without. No other station was heard, and we didn’t get the B.B.C. 1500 metres
broadcast until the 5th July, when we were about 900 miles from Cork.
It might be thought that there would be little value in receiving forecasts when one is
committed to a position. This, however, was not so, for just to the north of our track there
was generally the centre of a high, so that we were in the southern sector and experiencing
head winds. Had we been to the north of the high, and we might have moved there had we
known exactly what the position was, we would have had westerlies strengthened by a
series of depressions further north and moving rapidly north-eastward. Many of the larger
yachts, all of which took a more northerly course, practically rode these depressions across
the ocean.
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We found later that many of the yachts received and taped the weather facsimile
transmissions. These were then played back slowly, decoded and a weather map drawn.
This was a pretty smart bit of work and indicative of the ability and enthusiasm of our
American competitors.
The weather charts herewith were taken from the Irish Times covering the period 1 st
to 7th July. Our position and track has been marked on the charts, together with the wind
experienced by us at the time. The wind cycles right round the compass are well illustrated
as is the fact that a more northerly course would have been very beneficial. Of course, without
information at the time, we could not have known this, and our reason for staying southward
was that the Gulf Stream would be stronger and more certain in this position.
General:
Troubles experienced were mainly that we broke two spinnaker booms - why, it is
hard to understand; both had been in use since Helen was new, and there was no strain on
them as far as we could see, except compression. Both broke close to where the outboard
metal fitting ended. At this point there is a sudden transition in the strength. We have
tapered the metal fittings now being fitted to the new booms, so that we will have no such
sharp transition in strength in future. The spinnaker halyard also chafed at the mast fitting,
despite the fact that it had not chafed in seven seasons, and something approaching 30,000
miles of sailing. It is really hard to understand, but there must be much more movement,
which causes chafe on a trip like this, though it was not noticeably different from any
ordinary cruising.
Our designed water line length is 32’6", but being below our marks it is actually more
than this. Our R.O.R.C. rating is just over 32 ft., but in this event we were on the C.CoA.
system. After measuring, weighing, and carrying out inclining tests, the results were fed
into a computer which gave us a rating of 38 ft. This was judged to be in error and the
computer had another go. This time it rated us at 42 ft. This was the rating on which our
handicap was based, and it worked out that we had a time allowance of 2½ days on the
Scratch Boat. As we arrived about seven days behind her, we certainly did not do very well.
Perhaps it was largely due to our taking a more southerly course than the others. The
Canadian Navy Yacht, Pickle, took a rather similar course to our own, and she did not do too
well either, though, in fact, we were able to save our time on her. In total, we logged 2887
miles, and the average speed was close to 6 knots°
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HELEN OF HOWTH
WATCH SYSTEM
3 WATCHES - 2 ON EACH

I
TIME

DURATION DAY 1 DAY 2 [ DAY 3

I
2100-2400
0000-0300
0300-’0600
0600-0830
0830-1200
1200-1500
1500-1800
1800-2100

3 hours
3 hours
3 hours
2½ hours
3½ hours
3 hours
3 hours
3 hours

A
B
C
A
B
C
A
B

C
A
B
C
A
B
C
A

B
C
A
B
C
A
B
C

DAY 1
A
B C
3
3
3

3
2

3
3
2

2

SLEEP/HOURS
DAY 2
DAY 3
B C A
B C
A
3
.

3
3

3
2

2

3
3

3
3

3
3
3

2
2

2
2
-

Notes:
In addition to above, we had Skipper + Mate on Day and on Call at Night.
Meals:
Watch on the 0830 to 1300 duty has breakfast at 0800
Watch on the 0600 to 0830 duty has breakfast at 0830
and turn in from 0900 to 1100.
Lunch Served at
Dinner Served at

1300-1400.
1900-2000 in 2 sittings of 4.

Sleep:
Each night 2 watches get 6 hours sleep continuously, remaining watch gets 5 hours
continuous and all get a total of 8 hours between 2100 and 1100.
Emergency Call:
If extra hands are needed during night, skipper and mate can be called and/or the
watch which has been down the longest.
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WlNIFREDA’S CRUISE IN THE IONIAN ISLANDS
¯ by 34. F. Villiers-Stuart
Soon after we arrived in Malta last year, I was sitting in the cabin, and was surprised to
overhear the following conversation from two English voices speaking from the quay.
1st voice "I’ve seen that boat before somewhere". 2nd voice ’Yes it was in the boat yard at
Whitehouse’. I immediately went up to see who ~uas talking and there was Vernon PragneU
whom I had met in Belfast. Vernon used to own Cuchulain when in Strangford Lough. He
is now Hon. Sec. of the Royal Malta Yacht Club. He agreed to look after Winnie for me and
proved to be a tower of strength, so when we arrived out this year in July, she was in great
order, all shipshape and Bristol fashion.
Sal, Piers and Sue had bummed their way out by cheap and devious methods, David and
I also arrived early in the conventional plane to store ship and have a hooley with Tom and
Diana in Jack London also to celebrate the arrival of their son and heir. So when Virginia
and Rollo came aboard in the early hours of Sunday July 20th we were all ready to go. At
1100 we motored round to Taxbiex for water, cleared Customs at Valetta, and by 1500 were
under way with light variable northerly winds, sun beaming on bright blue seas and temperature in the eighties. After an uneventful and comfortable passage, often with six bods being
towed on the end of a rope to keep cool, we made a reasonable landfall and were alongside
the well-lit quay at Argostoli at 2230 on Tuesday 22nd July, 55 hours out.
The rest of the cruise was tremendous, unfortunately I have not time to write it up.
There is only time to say that nothing but superlatives can be used to describe the Ionian
Islands as a cruising ground, scenery, harbours, anchorages, people, climate and places of
interest, Were all perfection. The Italian coast was dull, with very few harbours of refuge if
needed. Taormina in Sicily was fascinating and well worth a visit if only to ascend Mount
Etna, which needs a full day and warm clothes at 10,741 feet.
SUMMARY
Argostofi (Kephalonia lsl.)
Climastia
Cape Katastari (Zante)
Zante Harbour
Katakolon (for Olympia)
Zante
Krioneri Pt.
Port St. Andrea (Ithaca)
Port Vathi (Ithaca)
Lepanto 0
Anemokambi (Gulf of Krissa)
ltea (for Delphi)
Trizonia lsl.
Port Petalas
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Miles
333
12
15
18
25
33
3
31
9

Hours
55½
3
3
3
5½
9½
½
6
3¾

101
5
22
54

2~A
1
3¾
IOIA

Astakos
Kelamos Isl.

10

2½

12

4 ¯

101/2 3
3½
1
5
1
5
1

Meganisi Isl. (Port Athenia)
Vathi
Skorpio
Port Vliko
Levkas. (Searching for dinghy)
Paxos Isl.
Corfu
Santa Maria D’Leuca. (Ialy)
Colonne (Italy)
Taormina. Cape Schiso Mole (Sicily)
Malta

24

6

34
32
81½
72
123
140

7
15½
13
25½
23

1207½ 227¾

PUTTING WINGS ON A SWAN
by Brian Dalton
14th June. At 1400 we slipped lines and motored out of Kolding Harbour east down
the fjord. Overcast, and with a slight headwind we picked our way down the tortuous
broom-buoyed channel towards the Lille Baelt (Little belt), the smallest of Denmark’s three
outlets of the Baltic. Helvick was sold, and with a winter of letter writing behind Finola, a
new Swan 36 glided under the throb of a trusty Volvo diesel. The cruise to join the celebrations of the world’s oldest club in Cork had begun.
On board for the shakedown cruise in Danish waters were Americans Jon and Candy
Rohde with Hans, a Dane of much sailing experience. Jon was on leave from Cholera research
in rioting East Pakistan and had served as sailing consultant extraordinary since he came to
our hospital in Boston as a medical student. There followed days of bare-back work under
blue skies, the extent of which caused frequent denunciation of the dealer’s legitimacy.
Glorious Danish beer often from unheralded local breweries always saved our blackest
moods. After fitting out at Julesminde, Horsens and Snaptun, the crew departed, Rohdes
for Asia and Hans to rejoin us later. My wife, Lise, came aboard having visited her family. In
the sheltered, tree-lined waters of the Lille Baelt, Finola motored south in calm and current
to collect our next crew, Frank and Nancy Wheelock, who at that moment were flying from
Boston. Their assigned meeting place was Middelfart. Looking for a place to tie up, a yacht
club steward directed us with confident signals to nose into a narrow berth between pilings.
Kindly, or if not unkindly, visualize, wife in bow...creeping forward...signals dogmatic ....
the hull jams between the pilings...the new gear lever sticks .... the air blue...nearby crew stop
whatever they are doing to watch .... extricated .... persistent signals are silently ignored as we
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mutter our way to a spacious quayside. A latterday Confucious would probably say ’fool
signalling on shore only trusted by fool at tiller’.
21 June. The Wheelocks arrived by taxi alongside punctually at 1315. Within minutes
Finola headed out of the harbour and Lise served Smorrebrod in the cockpit under a hot
sun. It was soon confirmed, that they would never keep a straight face when later describing
the starting place of their cruise. Grazing cows and tree-covered slppes belied the importance
of these waters as commercial arteries. In the more open stretches we had already felt the
special smack of high winds on shallow seas, but here it was lazy sailing. A peaceful night at
Asserts was repeated by another at Aeroskjobing. The ease with which a yacht crew can step
ashore to excellent meals close to their boat in tide-free neat harbours called seductively to
keep us in the Baltic, like Circe to Ulysses. But we had to leave the arms of Scandinavian
harbours if there was to be any chance of being in Cork in time for the cruise i~, company.
23rd June. Departed 1530 and hoisted main and genoa clear of the entrance before
a quartering easterly 3. Rounding Skjoldnes L.H. on the western tip of the island of Aero at
1715, the new course was south for the Kiel L.V. with an east 5 on the beam. It was St.
Hans Aften, the Danish Midsummers Eve, but too far off shore to see the huge bonfires
which reputedly dispatch the witches to Germany and the celebrant couples into mutual
exorcism. At dusk a squadron of German Naval vessels composed of former American and
British destroyers blinked to one another snobbishly and scattered. Radar reflector up...
safety harnesses for the watch...visibility closed in...sea rose with freshening easterly. Kiel
L.V. sighted fine on the port bow and at 0025 it’s multicoloured sector light swallowed in
fog. A course change to 232° took us up the narrowing Kieler Forde needled by the sirens
of commercial craft. Trusting our DR we reached the buoyed channel and felt our way by
compass and taffrail log along the edge, hoping all other craft had radar. The thump of
engines all round...the strange comfort of a row of porthole lights on a parallel course ....
angry toots from tugs with tows...the waves of fog .... and all with wind. At the last buoy a
turn to starboard to search the quiet waters off the Brittish Kiel Y.C. for an anchorage. With
the shore lights just visible, the anchor was let go at 0130 and a stiff night-cap served.
24th June. At 0830 a launch brought the club harbour master, Cpl. Doherty, a native
of Donegal alongside to extend the renowned hospitality of this club. He declared it his
first sighting of an Irish flag in these waters and also enjoyed the name, an allusion to
Legendary King Lir’s daughter. Hans and his friend Klaus joined us so we departed to review
the fleet assembled for Kiel Week, historically the Kaiser’s great pleasure. In port were
hundreds ’of yachts, several white school ships, and the naval vessels of 12 countries all
dressed overall, the ’washing’ whipped horizontal by a stiff easterly. In sinister contrast, the
opposite shore revealed the indestructible ruins of U-boat pens, now a permanent landmark
as further demolition would threaten the city. Circling, while waiting for the signal light to
permit entry to the canal lock at Holtenau, we observed another yacht which chose to
anchor and was dragging being hauled off the shore by a passing pilot boat just in time.
Inside the lock with several other small craft, we secured to oil-smeared pontoons and
helplessly saw our white lines turn black. On the lockside the sluice master with singular
determination demanded money because the agent telephoned earlier had not arrived. We
later found this direct payment to be quite a saving and contrary to all accounts no inconvenience resulted. With a force 6 astern under genoa alone we joined the procession of
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traffic west bound with boot top covered and the required 3rd substitute flying with the
courtesy German flag. In the opposite direction passed ships of all the world’s merchant
marine in steady file. Occasionally we were overtaken by these famous long ’1 ow barges
which ply the rivers and canals of the continent. Many sported the single patch-work
multi-nation courtesy flag. The side channel at Rendsburg offered a stop for supper and
sleep with a 0300 resumption of our journey to the western end of the canal at
Brunsbuttelkoog necessary to catch the ebb tide in the Elbeo
It had been raining and misty for most of the journey, but when the lock gate opened
to discharge us into the estuary, we were confounded by a white wall - fog! It was 1200,
so reluctant to loose a day or more in view of the indecisive forecast, we motored on. By
1400 Cuxhaven was abeam in the improving visibility to be followed by the light vessels
Elbe 3, 2 and finally 1 at 1830 when the course became 315° to Helgoland. The wreck of
a large freighter near the channel spoke clearly of the danger of these sands and flats. With
flat sea and calm the famous island survivor of so much bombing came into view at dusk.
Our arrival at 2130 was supervised by a dour official in a long raincoat. However, with paper
work over he was charmed by bacchus and joined in an hilarious funny story session in three
languages,
Next morning with Teu ton determination his bloodshot eyeballs appeared over the
companion way to honour his promise to stamp our passports. He was sympathetically
rewarded with 2 Dramamine tablets. Fog saved us the certain misery of putting to sea, so we
cautiously explored the new car-free village for tourists. By 1400 the fog had lifted so the
North Sea was duly faced as we entered the strong currents round the island. In a heavy swell
Poseidon extracted tribute from some and promises from the rest. With watches set a
routine began and gradually recovery with free admission we had ignored the classic advice
not to overindulge before a passage. The westerly force 5 allowed a long beat in cold rain
towards Riddle of the Sands ground at Norderney then out again. Radio beacons were disappointingly weak, however our DR allowed reaching the Tershellinger Bank L.V. by 1855
next day. The sea was now kinder and the visibility good By moonlight we proceeded
towards the Dutch naval port of Den Helder via the Molengat approach through the shallows.
Here the several sets of range lights proved confusing and provided moments of anxiety
about grounding as the rising swell indicated the bottom coming up fast.
28th June. Unchallenged we entered an empty inner harbour and collapsed into our
bunks at 0130. A sunny morning revealed hull, foredeck and jib covered in oil, a souvenir
from the north sea, however it was removed by kerosene. Ashore our presence was unchallenged as the base was open to the public for Navy Day. However, patrolling sentries were
agog but hospitably silent to see our ladies exit!in their turn from wonderful hot showers in
the port control building. After lunch we surged up the Marsdiep on a rising tide with every
buoy critically in sight to reach Den Oever lock to the Ijsselmeer. The flat water accentuated
the sky-filled seascape well known to the Dutch masters. By evening we were in the splendid
yacht basin adjoining the isolated old port of Enkuizen whose trading glory grew in the days
of the empire. It is beautifully preserved and well worth a visit Once again a superb meal
from the ladies but the days of our best cooks were nearly over as Nancy would leave in
Amsterdam with Frank for London and home, while Lise would return to Denmark by air
for our daughter’s 3rd birthday. The church bells serenaded our departure next morning as
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it was Sundayu A 7 knot close-hauled passage quickly took us to the hard-to-discern
entrance to Amsterdam and by 1515 we were tied up behind the railway terminus, surely
the most central yacht basin in the world. A celebration dinner of Rijsttafel in the best
Indonesian style included toasts to everyone.
Following rest and sightseeing, the voyage was resumed on 1 st July when Michael, a
third Dane, joined ship. Finola and crew were glad to leave our rocking berth by the
Noordzee Kanaal and join the traffic to the sea. Amongst ships of every description in the
yards and docks, we noticed a rusting Caroline seduced and abandoned no longer the queen
of rock and roll.
The remainder of the voyage in waters well familiar to the membership involved stops
at Schvennigen, Ostend, Calais with departure from the French coast at Le Tonquet carefully
to avail the currents and glad to be finished with the shallow ditch hopping in the narrow bit
The English landfall was near Hastings homing on the Royal Sovereign LV. Customs were
cleared at Cowes, by luck escaping an unforecast force 9 storm in the Channel. Then after a
few days rest on the Hamble river, two of us continued for Cork, departing 11 July with
stops at Brixham and Yealm before rounding Land’s End to arrive in Crosshaven on the 15th
with 1318 miles logged since Kolding.
Next day we joined the fleet as it rounded the Old Head of Kinsale and after taking
part in the great cruise-in-company Finola ended her first season by returning from Sneem
to Dun Laoghaire Harbour calling at Crosshaven, Dunmore East and Wicklow.
SUMMARY
Log at
Midnight

Ports
Kolding
Julesminde
Julesminde
Horsens
Snaptun
Middelfart
Assens
Aeroskjobing
Kiel
Rendsburg (Kiel Canal)
Helgoland
North Sea

Date
13 June
14 "
15 "
16 "
19 "
20 "
21 "
22 "
23 "
24 "
25 "
26 "

North Sea
Den Helder to Enkhuizen
Amsterdam
Scheveningen
North Sea

27 "
28 "
29 "
1 July
2 "

488.5
528.5
559.5
6005
652.2

3 "

682°5

Ostend

28
36
52
59
86
108
148
198
222
288.5
340

0.

Comments

night arrival in fog
underway 0300-2130
departed Helgoland
1400
6°2 kn, average
Den Helder 0130-1345.
3 days ashore
Drilling rigs not
marked on chart
Arrival in yacht
harbour 0530

Ports
Calais

Log at
Midnight
751

Date
4 July

English Channel

5 "

Cowes

6

827.5

"

896

Hamble River
English Channel
Yealm River

8 "
11 "
12 ~’

902
975
1090

Falmouth
Atlantic
Crosshaven

13 "
14 "
15 "

1135
1210
1318

Comments
A day beating
against the current
worked the tide for
a change
just ahead of a
force 9 blow

Slept in Brixham hbr.
0700-1100
Longship L.H.1610

During the cruise to Sneem and return to Dun Laoghaire Finola covered an additional
437 miles, making a total of 1755 for the season.
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THE WEEK AT CROSSHAVEN
R L. Berridge
Many members could not take part in the cruise or only joined in after we had left
Crosshaven so a few words on the scene there may be welcome since it was quite a unique
occasion. By the Saturday evening, July 5th, the new pontoon at the R.C.Y Co was finished,
almost, and the launches, speedboat ferries, moorings and services organised and a practice
run was planned for that evening with dinner and dancing in the marquee Then word
came from Valentia Radio that Ondine had passed the Fastnet and was expected to finish
that afternoon. Yachts put out to meet her and in a light, following breeze and brilliant
sunshine she crossed the line at the Daunt L.Vo to average 9.1 knots for the race. She was
escorted into the river by a big fleet, after a short period aground it being dead low water,
and the practice became reality and we were off° Later that evening Kiaola H finished to save
her time by 40 odd minutes, followed in the small hours of the night by American Eagle in
third place,.
The wind dropped and there was a long gap till the next batch of Class A boats came in
on Tuesday. From then on the moorings filled up, racers and cruisers came in, visitors from
the R.C.C. and I.C,C., for the cruise and just visitors. Somehow, best known to himself, the
berthing master Johnny Minchin and Tom O’Byrne fitted them all in and attended to all
their wants. The club was a hive of activity, the sun shone and the winds were light. The
pontoon proved its worth as ferries shot up and down the river and punts came in alongside
and yachts to complete with stores and water The speedboat ferries weaved in and out
incredibly avoiding disaster. The travel agents did a roaring trade and the telephones were
never out of action. The Americans discovered "Paddy"
As the week passed and more yachts finished the pattern of results in the race became
clearer. With antycyclonic winds reaching far out into the Atlantic the first boats home
easily retained their lead. At one time we even wondered would they all be in before the
prizegiving on Saturday evening July 12th As things turned out Agisymba, the limit boat
from California, made it on Saturday morning and saved her time to gain third place in
Class C. Prominent among all these fine yachts was the green hull of Helen of Howth the
only Irish entry and we must congratulate Perry and his crew on the very stout effort they
made
Warning was given to the club from the Daunt LV by radio through the Air Sea
Rescue Coordination centre at Haulbowline as each yacht finished, thus enabling her to be
met, day or night, and piloted into the river and to her berth and her wants immediately
attended to. In one case something slipped up and of course it had to b.e Dyna, Commodore
Clayton Ewing, C.C.A. who slipped into the river unheralded on Tuesday evening. Luckily
we were able to catch up fast. The cruising yachts arrived in the river with no prior notice
but were soon spotted and brought to their moorings The I.CC members made it their
special job to look after them.
By the week-end Crosshaven had never seen such a brave sight From Drake’s Pool to
the river mouth every mooring was occupied and some yachts were rafted up. The continual
movement of ferries, dinghies, Cadets racing, yachts underway under power and sail, and
the crowded yacht club, lawn and pontoon gave the scene life and colour On the Sunday
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Above. Clayton Love, (R) Admiral R.C.Y.C. in Killala. Cork Harbour Cruise.
Below. Sonata, Integrity and Sule Skerry. "(Photo¯ Cork Examiner)

Cork Harbour Cruise as seen by participants.

the flags went up as yachts dressed overall and in the afternoon the wonderful review of 1 O0
yachts all around Cork Harbour took place, a sight we shall probably never see again. For
months we had planned for this and it proved indeed worth while.

A DIARY OF THE 1969 CRUISE IN COMPANY
by a Member
Saturday, July 12th, 1969.
We arrived at Cork harbour in thick fog. We had been sunbathing all the way from
Kinsale and thought this a poor welcome until a highly efficient and speedy launch contacted
us and guided us safely into the Crosshaven river, where the fog cleared. What a sight met us!
A staggering collection of yachts - American, Italian, Argentine, British, Irish, Canadian,
Finnish, South African, moored bow and stern all the way up the river. Just as we had tied
up in one of the few vacant spaces, an American voice ’Say, kind sir, we seem to be in a spot
of trouble here - you are in the place we were put yesterday.’ But when there were four
boats rafted alongside us half an hour later, two Irish, one British and the American, we
realised this was what we came for and the party was about to begin. No trouble.
In the evening we went to the prizegiving ceremony in the City Hall in Cork, and began
to meet the Americans who had raced across the Atlantic, the R.C.C. contingent who were
collecting and a wide assortment of I.C.C. and Royal Cork members. The programme for the
evening was prizegiving followed by eating and drinking followed by dancing° It was the end
of the Transatlantic Race and the beginning of the Cruise in Company, Clayton Love, as
Admiral of the Royal Cork Yacht Club was in command and it was quite a night. The
Taoiseach honoured the occasion with his presence and seemed to be enjoying himself
tremendously. The band was terrific (provided you didn’t want to talk), the variety of dress
of the American girls was very exciting, and by midnight the Town Hall was rocking to its
roots to the Holy Ground. Other memories of that evening were: travelling back to
Crosshaven sharing the boot of a car with Ann Worth; later on listening to an Admiral (a
real one) singing some extremely nautical ditties under the cabin lamp; and nearer dawn than
midnight, as we turned in, a continuous whistling and hollering by crew members trying to
get a ferry to their boats.
Sunday, July 13th. The Inaugural Ceremony
Sailing instructions were as follows:CORK HARBOUR CRUISE
To mark the start of our celebrations the R.C.Y.C. accompanied by yachts of the
combined club fleets assembled at Crosshaven will re-enact some of the original
fleet exercises as carried out in 1720 and subsequent years. In these days the fleet
was limited to 25 yachts and drill was carried out under sail. With a possible fleet
of 60 or 70 yachts and the immense difference in size and speed, it is feared that
chaos would ensue if the cruise was carried out under sail. So, sad to say, yachts
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will proceed under power.
Morning. Crosshaveno Yachts will dress overall where possible.
1430 hours.
Crosshaven, The Admiral on board KiUala will slip moorings, hoist foresail and fire
one gun, The fleet will prepare to get underway
1435 hours
The Admiral will proceed down the river and will strike his ensign and hoist a red
flag to starboard crosstrees and fire one gun from each quarter. The fleet will get
underway and proceed independently to a rendezvous off Dognose Buoy~
Dognose Buoy.
The Admiral will strike his red flag, hoist his ensign and fire one gun. The fleet will
take station in two lines astern, The following order will be observed.
Killala - Admiral R C YC.
Port Quarter
Starboard Quarter
Dyna, Commodore CC.A
Black Cygnet~ Commodore RoC.C
Antilles, Commodore NY.Y.C
Zest Commodore I oC..C
Arvor
I[1,M~ F. Ouvre, Y.C. de France.
Visiting Commodore
remainder of the fleetAuretta, Vice-Admiral R.CY C. will bring up the rear Moonduster. Rear Admiral
R CoY Co will accompany the fleet under sail If he should get ahead of the Admiral
he will be fined a bumper The Admiral will lead the fleet under power up the main
channel to the Spit Light
Spit Light°
The admiral will hoist Dutch Colours to his starboard spreader and fire one gun
from each quarter. The fleet will give chases e g, form single line astern, and will
cruise past Haulbowline Island and into Monkstown Bay
Haulbowline Island°
On passing the Battery on Haulbowline, the original site of the battery and clubhouse of the R~CN C the fleet will dip ensigns The battery will reply by hoisting
a signal to wish long life and success to the RC.Y C On receipt of this all yachts
will drink a toast to the R..C Y.C. In the event of an Irish Naval Vessel being lying
alongside, yachts will dip ensigns to her
Monkstown Bay.
The Admiral will haul down his Dutch Colours and fire one gun~ The fleet will
reform in two lines astern and the Admiral will lead the fleet abreast Cork
Verolme Dockyard and turn to port past Monkstown PieL round Monkstown
Bay and return down the main channel
The Admiral will hoist the following signals at this stageRed Flag at Starboard Crosstrees. Yachts may toast their own clubs°
Dutch Colours and Red Flag at Starboard crosstrees The members of the R.C.Y.C.
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Above.
Below.

The old club-house of the R.C.Y.C. at Cobh.
Cork Harbour Cruise, passing Haulbowline. The Hon. Secretary’s Shortwave.

Above.
Below.

Part of the fleet in Castlehaven.
Dr. Clowes at the helm of Shearwater, arriving in Adrigole.

will toast their honoured and distinguished guests for their part in assisting the
R.C.Y.C. to commence their 1970 celebrations.
One Gun and Red Flag at Starboard crosstrees. Skippers will toast their crews
and crews their skippers, if still on speaking terms after the North Atlantic.
Yachts will lower their dressed overall flags.
Two Guns and Lower Red Flag. Yachts will make sail and proceed to Crosshaven
independently.
Early morning fog in the river cleared by midday. Much effort and ingenuity went
into dressing yachts overall and we got under way at 1430. Crept down the crowded river
dead slow and formed a long column astern of Killala, Zest and Dyna. The sight of about a
hundred yachts, fully dressed, motoring slowing across the harbour is never to be forgotten.
The magnificent schooner Integrity was the showpiece and everyone made sure to keep clear
of her bowsprit. At the Dognose as we gathered confidence and speed, helmsmen began to
get a little harassed by the rush of bow waves all around. The Finnish boat Runn hoisted a
huge blue-crossed spinnaker, presumably giving her right of way over the rest of the fleet?
Around the Spit Bank buoy and up the Cobh Road the formalities of the occasion
commenced. The battery beside the old premises of the Royal Cork Yacht Club fired salutes,
the bells of the Cathedral played Auld Lang Syne and the yachts replied with every sort of
audible and visible signal to hand. Parachute flares, whistles, sirens, guns, hooters - the lot.
The sailing instructions were very explicit on the recommended procedure, at this point,
of drinking toasts. They were not quite so explicit about what to do when the whole fleet
wheeled to port off Monks,town in the middle of Monkstown regatta. Some of the hard racing
crews looked a bit disconsolate as they picked their way through the melee, but it seemed to
be quite accepted that the procession had absolute right of way over everyone. It was a
tribute to the concentration and seamanship of all helmsmen that such an unpractised and
unusual manoeuvre was carried out with only one contretemps, but a pity that the one
damaged was the naval yacht from Italy, Stella Polare.
The old Royal Cork Yacht Club building looked deserted and sad as we went back past
it, undressing ship and hoisting sails. The fog came down again just as we got into the
Crosshaven river. We could have saved our breath apologising to the East Coast Americans
about such unusual and inclement weather - they seem to be well acclimatized to fog.
Monday, July 14th
The Commodore’s Zest was one of the casualties evident this morning. She broke her
propellor shaft while towing Moonduster and was dried out alongside the pier for repair. It
turned out nothing could be done, and she completed the cruise without a motor. There was
a steady stream of yachts heading for Kinsale from Crosshaven and they had a warm day
with a gentle breeze. Life was good on our boat after a magnificent lunch, coffee and brandy
until the owner’s wife discovered that the ’little black boat’ overtaking us so fast was not
using her engine. Suddenly the poor crew were rushing about the foredeck changing this and
adjusting that. Cruise in company, my foot! It turned out that the ’little black boat’ was
Blithe Spirit, a new 45-ft. Sparkman and Stephens glass fibre creation in Class 1. Appearances
can be deceptive at sea.
Although no formal party had been arranged for (he evening, the Kinsale Yacht Club
was ’At Home’ to visitors, and a lot of the fleet came into Kinsale. The Club was well patron-
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ized and many crews tried the cuisine of the Kinsale hotels as a change from galley grub. A
calm foggy evening. Masthead lights on yachts all around looked like weird heavenly bodies.
Adele, C.C.A., was alongside us and crewman Jock Kiley had a chat on the radio with someone in his home town 2,700 miles away. It all seemed rather strange.
Tuesday, July 15th.
’Rebuilt the engine twice on the way down and it still won’t go’ was Rynn Stewart’s
explanation as Harmony sailed into Kinsale just as we were leaving.
It was a grand sailing day and although many of the boats went around to Castletownshend to be there for the party on Wednesday, we were one of twenty-six moored off the
pier at Unionhall this evening.
As we sailed in at 1330 we admired Phalarope going out under shortened sail and
bouncing gracefully on the mud as she tacked.
It was as well that the wind dropped in the evening, because this fleet of yachts moored
haphazard at Unionhall could become a glorious tangle in a blow. As it was, the boats ranged
about quietly with the tide and faint breeze and there was a lot of coming and going of crews
between boats for eats and drinks - just what a cruise in company should be.
Wednesday, July 16th. The Day of the Cocktail Party at Castletownshendo
We had all day to get from Unionhall to Castletownshend by sea, and several shore
parties set off from the yachts to make the journey overland on foot, but first we had to
get the boat spic and span for a visit by Ralph Swann, R.C.C. Commodore. After a short,
sharp sail we got into Castletownshend and found an unbelievable number of yachts already
there. We anchored well clear, and from accounts we heard later, were fortunate to have
done so~
This cocktail party was given in the beautiful grounds of Brigadier Desmond Somerville’s
house overlooking the harbour. A more perfect setting for such a party would be difficult to
find and it was a calm sunny evening. How do you describe a really wonderful cocktail
party? There seemed to be endless supplies of drinks and delicious eats in a marquee at one
end of the lawn. At the other end of the lawn a low wall over which you looked out to sea
and in the foreground the expanse of Castletownshend harbour with ninety-two yachts lying
at anchor. All over the large lawn, the entire assembly of the Cruise in Company gathered,
for the first time in their full shore-going rig. It was a memorable occasion indeed.
Thursday, July 17th.
There were fourteen yachts moored in Barloge at lunch time this day! Two rafts of five
each and the others lying separately. We might have fitted a few more, but you normally
think that Barloge is crowded if there are more than two boats in it, so it was as well that
more of the fleet in Castletownshend didn’t sail around, as we did, in the morning.
Hot, sunbathing weather and we felt quite proud to be showing our visitors this lovely
spot. Various trips up to Lough Hyne in dinghies and a good deal of visiting between boats.
A happy gathering. In the evening the whole fleet had scattered to various anchorages all
around Roaringwater Bay.
Friday, July 18th. The Day of the C.C.A. Cocktail Party at Schull.
A fresh blow from the south this morning and anyone who was not already at Schull
had a lively sail around. Eric Healy had heard that several of the visitors were interested to
see over Asgard and he had a tea party thirty strong, mostly Americans.
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Above. Party afloat.
Below. On Castle I., Long Island Sound: Nick Frederickson C.C.A., John Power R.C.C.
Elizabeth Sandford, Mungo Park, Jock Kiley C.C.A, Bunny Bumes C.C.A. Sitting: Anthony
and John Guinness.

Part of the fleet - above at ,Schull, below at Glengafiff.

Rain all day and the wind stayed flesh in the south. But the weather did nothing to
damp the spirits of the C.C.A. cocktail party held in the garden at the back of Barnett’s
Hotel. The Americans had brought over two small barrells of best Barbados Rum, one for
I.C.C. and one for R.C.C., and these were immediately broached, adding immense impetus to
the party. The barrells were beautifully bound with brass and carried an inscription commemorating the occasion. After the cocktail party, a really excellent buffet supper in an adjoining
tent. The Americans were acting host with great vigour and this was the evening that many
of us became acquainted with the visitors in whose company we had been sailing all week. It
was astonishing for example, to find that John Hutchinson and his wife and daughter had
sailed Agisyrnba from California through the Panama Canal and up the East coast to the start
of the Transatlantic Race.
Later on this evening O’Keefe’s pub seemed to be the centre of the action with a lot of
staunch cruising people chatting and drinking in the courtyard (still raining) simply because
it was physically impossible to get inside. Later still, the weekly Friday night dance in the
Schull town hall was invaded. Whether the locals appreciated us or not may never be known
but they made us welcome and we had a mad musical scrummage. It was great to get out
again and let the rain cool you off!
Saturday, July 19th
Some of the boats went around the Mizen into Bantry Bay this day and got a bumping
on the way but there was a good gathering at Crookhaven in the evening.
At lunchtime there was a small fleet lying off Mungo Park’s Castle Island - Rob Roy,
Adele, Pennyroyal, Sule Skerry and, of course, Kitugani. One picture that very few people
saw was the Admiral of the Royal Cork sailing his 505 dinghy across Roaringwater Bay away
from the cruising festivities and towards the Dinghy Championships at Baltimore.
It was nearly dark when we reached Crookhaven but we had time to join the crowd in
the pub before a young Garda rather nervously took it on himself to call a halt. But it had
obviously been a good evening and it was not without reason that a good luck telegram to
one of the Fastnet Race competitbrs included the advice .......... "don’t stop at O’Sulllvans".
Sunday, July 20th
Admiral Fisher in Fresh Breeze was feeling his way towards the Mizen in thick fog this
morning having sailed from Coruna to join the cruise in company. Suddenly the fog lifted
and he found himself just off the Mizen in the middle of thirty yachts. He told us afterwards
what a moving experience it was for him.
There was a large gathering in Bearhaven this evening and Humphrey Simpson gave a
17th birthday party for his daughter on Kittiwake. During the party the news of a successful
touch-down on the moon by Apollo 11 came through and caused great excitement and
hooting of sirens.
There was also a memorable impromptu party in Adrigole. The mist was down on
Hungry Hill and the five rafted yachts were deep in the water, laden with the crews of some
twenty others. As if it had been stage-managed, at the height of the party, into the harbour
sailed Shearwater straight from America. What excitement! She is a regular sparring partner
of Adele’s in home waters and had been dismasted shortly after the start of the Transatlantic
Race. Back for a new mast and straight across to Adrigole. How did he know we were in
Adrigole?
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Monday, July 21st. The day of the I.C.C. party.
At 0800 we got the exciting news that the Apollo men had been out for a walk on the
moon and were back’ resting in their capsule. Stimulating, frightening, and a long way from
Adrigole harbour.
The fleet at Glengarriff was dressed overall in honour of the moon men, as we sailed in
this afternoon, and made a wonderful picture, tucked in against the wooded shores. Mist and
drizzle all evening, but everyone in good spirits on account of the party on beautiful Garnish
Island. Sad though, in retrospect, that the weather did not permit us to sit around the formal
pool or loiter on the well-tended paths of this unique botanic garden, instead of shuttling
between the bar in the Italian pavilion and the supper tent on the lawn. But the private setting
good company and.good victuals easily made up for the steady precipitation and persistent
midges. Our Commodore in making a presentation to Clayton Ewing referred to the coincidence of two unprecedented landings by his compatriots - two space-men on the moon and
two hundred yachtsmen on Garnish - on that unique, happy and ever-memorable day.
Tuesday, July 22nd
There were not many early risers but sooner or later we all had to face a slightly damp
thrash out of Bantry Bay. Some went on to foregather in Derrynane but many settled for
Castletownbere or Dunboy .... Here~ there was much visiting between yachts, the evening being
calm and dry.
Wednesday, July 23rd
The day dawned clear and still. The boats in Dunboy harbour made a wonderful picture.
Some of the crew men had been sleeping in the open by a fire at the ruins of the old Dunboy
Castle. Fifty yachts (and six trawlers) were counted going through Dursey Sound this day
and most of them bore away for a glorious run up the Kenmare River to Parknasilla. We did
this, but went instead to Kitmakilloge where we were quite alone in the evening. Some
reached across to join the party at Derrynane where many pounds of lobster were washed
down by many bottles of wine.
Admiral Morrice McMullen took a number of American skippers to fish at his old
home at Waterville during the day and they were entertained royally by Jack Mulcahy in
the evening. A giant lobster had been bought and cooked as a present for Adele, and Bunny
Burns returning to his boat from Waterville in good form let out a fearful roar at finding
such a terrible beast in his ice box.
Thursday, July 24th
The Last Party
We had gone mountain climbing in the morning to condition ourselves for the R.C.C.
party, but our mountain looked puny when we saw it beside its brothers having sailed across
the Kenmare River. The whole fleet was anchored close together in the ’bag’ at Sneem when
we arrived. Helen ofHowth had been deserted by her racing crew at this stage, but was ably
manned by Dick Watson, wife Pat and daughter (in pram on foredeck).
The R.C.C. party was an outstanding success. It was held on the sunken lawn beside
the Parknasilla Hotel, a marquee at each end and between them a huge table burdened with a
really impressive display of food. The approach was down a flight of stone steps at the foot
of which the R.C.C. flag officers greeted each guest. Expert organisation, born of years and
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Above.
Below.

Clayton Ewing - Commodore C.C.A., Jack Lynch Taoiseach and Dennis
Faulkner, Commodore I.C.C. (Photo. Cork Examiner)
John Guinness, Rear-Commodore I.C.C. carving the joint.

Two views of the improinptu party at Adrigote.

years of practice was combined with generous’co-operation by the Parknasilla Hotel (thanks
to Frank Lemass and Tommy Hogan) to give everyone a wonderful time. For a start it was
blessed with a beautiful evening. We all realised that this was the scattering. We were making
the most of it, confirming friendships and making tentative plans for cruises in future years.
We broke up at a late hour wishing one another "fair wind home", "Good luck in the
Fastnet" or "Come again soon".
After Parknasilla, the yachts went their various ways. A hard southerly blow on Friday
forced several back into Sneem but Pierre du Pont bashed through Dursey Sound in his
chartered Christmas Rose. John Guinness headed north, sailing virtually non-stop to Howth,
and Peter Odium in Rinamara followed him up the west coast at a more leisurely pace.
During the following week almost every south coast anchorage contained remnants of
the Cruise, quietly recuperating and heading for home. It had been a great success. A nice
balance of activity ashore and afloat, a healthy mixture of good and bad weather and a
magnificent cruising ground.
List of yachts participating in the Cruise in Company, giving overall length, rig and
name of owner (or charterer).
IRISH CRUISING CLUB
Acari
Aisling of Arklow
Anne Again
Auretta
Casquet
China Bird
Diane II
Emanuel
Finola
Fionnuala
Gay Gannet
Gigha
Helen ofHowth R.C.C.
Huntress
Jaynor
Killala R.C.C.
Kitugani
Laputa R.C.C.
Marie Victoire
Marula
Namhara
Phalarope (see C.C.A.)
Rinamara
Segura
Shortwave

37’ sloop
36’ ketch
29’ Sloop
33’ sloop
36’ yawl
38’ cutter
22’ sloop
27’ sloop
36’ sloop
42’ sloop
28’ sloop
28’ sloop
53’ yawl
25’ sloop
42’ sloop
41’ ketch
35’ sloop
43’ cutter
40’ cutter
36’ sloop
41’ Sloop
40’ yawl
48’ yawl
43’ Sloop
32’ sloop
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W.P. Mosse
J. Tyrrell
R.B. Cudmore
H. Cudmore
P. Donegan
H.P. Beck
W.H.D. McCormick
D. Luke
B. Dalton
R. Courtney
J.M. Wolfe
Dr. R. J. Fielding
Mr. & Mrs. R. Watson
P.A. Dineen
I. Selig
Col. R. L. Berridge
M. Park
G. Kirnber
E.P. Sutton
J.C. McConnell
M. O’Flaherty
Prof. J. Kinmonth (P.O.)
P.D. Odium
A.H. Masser
A. Dunn

Silver Wing
Sinloo of Arklow
Sonata
Sula’s Wing
Sule Skerry R.C.C.

34’ sloop
31’ sloop
52’ sloop
25’ sloop
43’ yawl

Tjaldur R.C.C.
Tumbelina
Vandara of Arklow
Whill
Wild Goose of Moyle R.C.C.
Wynalda
Zest

39’ sloop
38’ sloop
36’ ketch
31’ power
36’ cutter
33’ sloop
50’ sloop

A. Daly
R. de Quincey
C. Doyle
Cdr. A. Wylde
J oHo Guinness
(Rear-Commodore)
Dr. R. H. O’Hanlon
D. Daly
P. Clark
H. P. Goodbody
H. W~ S. Clark
B T. Smyth
J° D. Faulkner
(Commodore)

CRUISING CLUB OF AMERICA
Adele
Agisymba
Antilles
Blithe Spirit
Carina
Christmas Rose I
Christmas Rose II
Dyna

45’ yawl
35’ sloop
50’ ketch
45’ sloop
48’ sloop
38’ sloop
30’ sloop
52’ sloop

Elske
Evian
Foolscap
Integrity

47’ yawl
45’ sloop
47’ yawl
60’ schooner

Jacques Coer
Katama
Katrina
Kialoa II
Kishiya
Kittiwake

30’ sloop
42’ sloop
35’ yawl
73’ yawl

Kytea II
Maureen Mhor
Phalarope (see I.C.C.)
Premise

47’ yawl

power
40’ yawl
35’ yawl
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Capt. R. Mr Burnes
Capt. J. M Hutchinson
Capt, P. Chubb II
Capt. F, Morse
Capt. Richard S. Nye
Capt. Pierre S~ du Pont II
Capt W P. Carl
Commodore Clayton
Ewing
Capt~ A o J. Wullscheger
Capt. Charles Ullman
Capt. Arthur E o Hanson
Capt. Arthur W
Herrington
Capt William Brewer Jnr,
Capt~ Fred Adams
Dr Hans Rozendaal
Capt. John B~ Kilroy
Capt. W. Mason Smith
Capt. Humphrey B,
Simson
Capt. Guy U. Goodbody
Capt. E. C. Endt
Dr. Richard Warren (P.O.)
Capt. Robert Ager

Runn
Shearwater
Stormy
Tavit
Xanadu II

43’ sloop
47’ yawl
57’ ketch
80’ power
47’ yawl

Capt. Michael Berner
Dr. George H. Clowes Jr.
Capt. C. Bruynzeel
Capt. C. P. Shutt
Capt. E. Bates McKee

ROYAL CRUISING CLUB
Alexa

30’ cutter

Amadea II
Ar-Men
Betty
Black Cygnet
Caromy
Chal
Easter
Fifer Filly
Fresh Breeze
Ismana
Margaret Catchpole
Marinda

42’ yawl
29’ sloop
26’ yawl
30’ sloop
35’ sloop
31’ cutter
35’ sloop
33’ ketch
48’ ketch
31’ ketch
35’ yawl

Monica
Morva
Nausikaa
Pennyroyal
Pym
Ramrod
Raumati
Rob Roy MacGregor
Sally Forth
September Song
Star Gazer
Swanilda
Wei-Hai
Wimbo

38’ sloop
56’ sloop
32’ sloop
35’ sloop
37’ sloop
45’ cutter
25’ sloop
33’ cutter
46’ sloop
40’ sloop
36’ sloop
42’ sloop
28’ cutter
43’ Sloop

ROYAL CORK YACHT CLUB
Asgard (Guest yacht)
ketch
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Capt. C. McMullen
(Vice-Commodore)
N. Brown
A. Garrett
M. Richardson
F.R.H. Swann (Commodore)
P.C. Kennerly
P. McG. Corsar
Dr. J. Ives
J.E.M. Ayoub
Admiral R.L. Fisher
J. Russell
C.Pritchard-Barrett (P.O.)
Air Vice-MarshaU
J. Marson
N.R. Bailhache
Col. L. H. Landon
Dr. P.E.G. Burnett
J. D. Power
Dr. J.C.S. Holmes
U. Stephenson
D. Beswick
C. Power
Dr. Gould
D. P. Kayll
C.R.N. Bishop
J. H. Trafford
Air Com. B.R. Macnamara
G. P. Clay

Coiste an Asgard
(Capt. G. Healy)

Happy Morning
Martell
Sarnia
Vivi
Whooper

30’ sloop
36’ sloop
36’ sloop
sloop
40’ sloop

D. O’Hanlon
J. Goor
J. Sisk
B. Murphy
Co Fox

CRUISE IN COMPANY
by R. L. Berridge
How it all started and those who made it work.
A cruise in company was a new concept in Ireland which made one wonder how acceptable it would be to our members. It originated in a roundabout way. The R.C.YoC~ had a
Trans-Atlantic race as top priority in their 250th anniversary celebrations Translating this
into practice proved more difficult than expected owing to the two-year cycle of Fastnet and
Bermuda races, 1970 was the wrong year° It was not till the C.C.A. suggested jumping the
gun by one year and also took the unusual step of agreeing to sponsor, the race themselves
(they normally only sponsor’the Bermuda Race) that the project got underway°
It was my good fortune to be detailed by the R.C.Y.C. to make the first personal
contacts and to be given a very free and elastic brief° We had already heard that the C.C.A.
did not wish to have another race on to Cowes from Cork so, at the back of my mind was
the idea of a cruise in company on the Irish coast. We met in a blizzard early in March 1968
at Commodore Clayton Ewing’s lovely house on the Chesapeake~ Four of us sat around a
log fire and made our plans, Clayton, Bunny Rigg, Richard Nye Jr. and myselL
Almost immediately Clayton came out with the idea of a cruise after the race and I at
once assure him that the I.C.C. would jump at the opportunity to participate. We then
agreed to invite the R.C..C. as well thus planning the first ever meeting afloat of the three
clubs.
The I.C.C. were asked to prepare a provisional programme. We wondered about
numbers. The C.C.A. were sure of a good response and I considered that each of the clubs
over here would have some 15 or so yachts attending. How wrong can one be.
On my return to Cork, Clayton Love Jr., Admiral R C.Y.C. proposed that they make
all the plans for the race and asked the I.C.C. to be responsible for organising the cruise. It
would be tedious to detail the many plans which had to be made. Bunny Rigg and Porter
Schutt of the C.C.A. cruise committee paid us a visit in August 1968; I am sure they wanted
to find out what they had let themselves in for. I feel that we satisfied them and planning
had reached a stage where their advice was most helpful.’lhen last Spring we had the pleasure
of entertaining the Commodore and Mrs. Ewing and Porter and introduced them to Cork.
Their enthusiasm and that of the R.C.C. gave us great encouragement.
As usual in the I.C.C. plenty of help was forthcoming. Denis Doyle, Raymond Fielding
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and I formed a small executive committee and I could not have had more energetic and
capable colleagues. The Admiral of the R.C.Y.C. gave us every assistance from his able
race organisation. The first essential was the printing of the cruise programme and Tom
Barker came in on that. Bord Failte covered the printing of it and Aer Lingus delivered it
to New York. John Guinness had the idea of using Garnish Island for the I.C.C. party and
he and Liam McGonagle obtained the necessary permission, the first time the island had
ever:been used for a gathering of this size and type. We are very grateful to Piaras F.
MacLochlainn, Parks Officer of the Office of Public Works for his help and to Mr. Murdo
McKenzie and his staff on the island who so willingly put up with the major disruption of
their lovely gardens and assisted in every way. Paddy O’Keefe helped with transport
arrangements and Perry Goodbody with sale of tickets. The Commodores of the Kinsale
Yacht Club and the Baltimore Sailing Club gave invaluable assistance in arranging the
rendezvous in their home ports. Admiral Morrice McMuUen joined our committee on
behalf of the R.C.C. and he and Peter Guinness did endless work. Captain Paul Chavasse R.N.,
Brigadier D. Somerville and Charles Bartlett C.C.A. were entirely responsible for the
splendid reception and rendezvous at Castlehaven, where 90 yachts attended. As at all I.C.C.
functions, Aidan Dunn and his crew on board Shortwave rallied round and carried out the
most difficult task of manning the landing pier at Garnish island. Our Commodore had the
misfortune to break his propellor shaft on Zest during the Cork harbour parade but nothing
daunted he went alongside, removed the propellor and worthily represented the Club both
afloat and ashore throughout the entire Cruise.
Cruising in Company in Retrospect
Looking back there are things which we might have done differently or more
effectively. If it should ever be repeated we will know better next time. Possibly there
were too many big parties and rendezvous. With the number of clubs taking part and
each giving a party the cost to skippers mounts up. With the first estimate of numbers we
thought it might be possible to carry a large proportion of the cost from club funds, but
this soon proved impossible and the only alternative was sponsoring which somehow did
not fit in with the spirit of the cruise. In fact the idea proved so popular that numbers attending became almost unmanageable but we felt that it was only right that no limit should
be set. There was room for all everywhere.
The evenings between major rendezvous when 15 to 20 yachts got together in Derrynane
or Adrigole or elsewhere and an impromptu raft and party assembled were memorable
occasions, giving more opportunity to get to know people and their yachts away from the
formality of the bigger occasions.
It is something which surely ought to be repeated, perhaps not on quite the same scale.
What about the 50th anniversary of the I.C.C. in July 1979?

A Brass Plaque to commemorate the cruise will be available from the Hon. Secretary, cost 30/,. It is.2" x 37’ with the
three burgees and space for yacht’s name. Owners should order from the Hon.Secretary not later than February.
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ZEST OF STRANGFORD - 1969
by the Commodore, Dennis Faulkner
Zest is a masthead sloop designed by Robert Clark and measuring 49’ x 34’ x 11 ’9" x
7’9". She was launched in May with the intention of taking part in one or two of the
local Irish Sea Races in June and then leaving Strangford Lough early in July to see the
end of the transAtlantic Race in Cork. Unfortunately, a week or so after launching, when
motoring back to the moorings one fine and sunny evening, an oil pipe on her Perkins
4/108 engine burst and serious damage was done before the engine was stopped. It was well
on in June before this could be put right and the new engine installed and we had not been
able to take part in any of the local races.
We left Ringhaddy on July 4th, with John Fisher, Norman Hughes and Paul
Osterberg as crew, and had a fast and pleasant sail down to Cork, spending the first night
in Arklow and the second in Dunmore East. I was greatly impressed with the improvement
to this harbour. The next day we caught the tail end of the very damaging gale, which had
hit so many yachts in the Channel the day before and which had completely escaped the
forecasters, and had a fairly hard sail from Dunmore East to Ballycotton and, thereafter,
a very fast one to Oyster Haven, where we anchored at 2200 in that beautiful anchorage.
We went round to Kinsale next day and towed a tourist motor boat from just outside the
entrance into the town with a broken-down engine° Next day we went round to Crosshaven
and carried out a second rescue by picking up a large dinghy with six people aboard,
between the Daunt and Roche’s Point and towing them to Crosshaven. Robert Shanks
joined us here, Paul Osterberg having left at Kinsaleo
I do not propose to say much about the joint cruise as this is fully covered elsewhere,
but I cannot pass without saying how impressed we were and, indeed, everyone was, with
the incredibly high standard of the organisation and entertainment which was laid on in
Cork: the moorings, the ferry service, the social programme and even the weather, were
absolutely superb, and great credit is due to all the Cork people who were responsible for
it.
My crew for the cruise-in-company and back to Strangford was Peter and Ann Bunting,
Dermot Davey, my daughter Catherine and my wife Janet for part of the cruise. We spent
several scorching and glorious days at Crosshaven meeting many interesting people and
the programme terminated on Sunday with the procession round Cork Harbour led by the
Admiral. A brief mention must be made of this, at the risk of repeating what has appeared
elsewhere, for, half-way through the procession, when leading the starboard line and towing
our sister ship, Moonduster, the propellor shaft sheared and the third boat in the line,
Dick Wye’s new Carina, quickly came up and took over the tow of the two sister ships.
This was all done so smoothly that no one, apart from those involved, knew anything
about it, and certainly the procession was a very fine sight. The shaft breakage was due to
one of the three flexible mountings of the engine failing and allowing the shaft to get out
of line. Nothing could be done about this in Cork in time for the start of the cruise two
days later, despite a tremendous amount of effort and help by Denis Doyle and the
Crosshaven Shipyard. Thereafter we continued with the cruise as a pure sailing boat, apart
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from a tow on two occasion s and, certainly, there is a lot to be said for having no engine
and we decided that, perhaps after all, Moonduster had something!!
The cruise really was enormous fun and tremendously successful and I feel sure greatly
fostered international friendships. It was the first time that I had cruised along the southwest coast, as distinct from making a passage along it, or racing, I was most impressed with
it as a cruising ground.
My original intention had been to return to Strangford Lough from Sneem via the west
coast but, as we had an appointment at West Highland Week one week hence, I decided to
go back the shorter way by the south coast, so that we could go on the slip at home for a
couple of days to have the new shaft fitted. In the event we left Sneem on the 26th and,
with the help of a tow out of the Kenmare River by no less than three Club Members, we
had a magnificent sail back to Strangford Lough, carrying the spinnaker for some 300 miles
and arriving on the evening of the 28th. Fate had again been very kind in that we had arrived
at the top of Spring tides and were thus able to go straight on to the slip to fit the new shaft,
launching again on August 2nd.
We left Ringhaddy later that day, bound for West Highland Week and had a somewhat
exciting sail in darkness and a very fresh breeze through Gigha Sound that night, anchoring
in West Loch Tarbert and then going on to Crinan next day for the start of the Week. Here
we met Rinamara again, last seen a week earlier when she had been one of the boats to tow
us out of Kenmare River; she had then turned north and cruised up the west coast. For the
benefit of anyone who has not taken part in West Highland Week I must say that it really is
tremendous fun without being too serious and the social life is every bit as good. Briefly, it
consists of a race on the Tuesday from Crinan to Oban: the next two days racing at Oban
over about twenty-five mile courses and on the Friday, racing from Oban to Tobermory
and finally, Tobermory Regatta on the Saturday and a dance at Tobermory pier that night,
stopping, :officially, on the stroke of midnight! - needless to say that was really only the
beginning, but it did end sometime through the week-end! The crew for West Highland Week
consisted of Janet and our two older daughters and my nephew, David, plus Jim Hunsdale,
who has been with us for a long time. While this was an adequate crew for cruising, at times
we found it just tough enough when carrying spinnakers and, particularly, in one case when
we were luffed very hard indeed by one of the international Eights, both of us carrying
spinnakers!
We cruised on up the West Coast and one of the highlights was a visit to the Shiant Isles,
where I had never before landed. We took the dinghy right through the cave which goes from
one side of the island to the other and in fine weather this is very well worth while. After
Stornoway the wind, which had been south-easterly virtually ever since we had left home,
obligingly went round to the north-west and, once again, we had fast reaching inside the
islands right down to Loch Seaforth in Harris, where we had not previously visited. We
anchored in Loch Marriveg, ~ completely land-locked anchorage on the south side of Seaforth,
and next day sailed almost to the head of the loch and completed the distance in the dinghy.
The Narrows at the head separating the Upper Loch are very spectacular with a tide running
like a mill race. We sailed on south to Loch Eport where we had been once or twice before
and where we spent the next couple of days. Eport is not advisable without the large scale
chart which is now, unfortunately, out of print, but if one has this chart it is a fascinating
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place
From here we had our first taste of windward work for some time and with six rolls in
the main and a small genoa we had quite a hard but pleasant tIip to Loch Scresort in Rhum
and next day beat on round Ardnamurchan in a near gale, anchoring that night in Oban.
From here we had a very pleasant sail home with a stop at Jura in a whole gale It really was
fascinating to anchor in two fathoms right in on the weather shore in Craighouse bay with
the anemometer reading a fairly steady 45 knots for a good part of the night. Next day we
sailed on south again, well reefed, but the wind had gone round to about nor’west and so
it was very fast indeed We held this wind all the way to Strangford Bar, finishing with the
hardest work of all, beating through the Narrows with winds steadily in, excess of 40 knots.
We completed the season with some more sailing m Strangford Lough at week-ends,
racing in one or two of the local regattas, and finally with the local IC.C. Rally in Audley’s
Roads on 6th September, which was most successful and enjoyed by a great many people.
Despite a rather depressing start, due to the mechanical problems mentioned, 1969 turned
out to be as enjoyable a Season as we have had ’The log reads a little over 1,500 miles, despite
not having been far afield, almost all of it was under sail, mostly in fair winds and with warm
weather and a great crew! What more could one ask for?
It is a great honour to have been elected Commodore and I was very proud of the
Club and pleased to hear so many complimentary things said about it by so many people,
particularly during the Cruise.
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LIST OF MEMBERS
The letters (H.P.R.) are inserted
after the names of Honorary
Port Representatives.

Name & Year Elected
Anderson, A.W. 1961
Andrews, David O.B.E., M.Sc., J.P.
1959
Archer, William M. 1965
Arnold, R.C. 1955
Batmforth, M.B. 1966

Barnes, Dermot 1955
Barr, Robert
Bassett, Major C.S.
Beck, H.P. 1963
Berridge, Lt. Col. R.L. (H.P.R.)
1946
Berridge, Mrs. Cicely D. 1965
Beckett, John D. 1963
Begley, William 1950
Blaikie, James A.,
Booth, E.M. 1967
Bourke, John P. 1965
Bourke, J. Roger (H.P.R. Shannon)
Boyd, J.M. 1963
Bradley, Desmond 1957
Braidwood, W.S. 1963
Braidwood, Mrs. 1963

If no Telephone exchange is
given it is as in the address.
Five or six digit numbers
indicate Belfast Cork or
Dublin exchange.
Address (Phone Number)
Balmacara, Deanfield,
Londonderry. (3348)
Belfast Mills, Percy St., Belfast 13
(Office: 22451; Home: Bangor 60631)
16, Harberton Park, Belfast 9.
(669943)
13, Malone Hill Park, Belfast
(667377)
c/o Alex Robertson & Sons
(Yachtbuilders) Ltd.,
Sandbank, Argyll, Scotland.
53 Sycamore Road, Mount Merrion,
Dublin (882703)
Heather Lodge, Kerrymount Ave.,
Foxrock, Co. Dublin. (893269)
Charlestown, Ardee, Co. Louth
10 Murdock Court, Middlebury,
Vermont, U.S.A.
Ashleam, Monkstown, Co. Cork
(Glenbrook 841022)
do.
52, Sydney Ave., Blackrock, Co. Dublin
(889826)
87 Tritonville Road, Sandymount,
Dublin 4 (684947)
58 Springhill Road, Bangor, Co. Down
(Bangor 2209)
Melmore, ShankiU, Co. Dublin
(863094)
27 Belgrave Square, Monkstown
Co. Dublin (805225)
Corbiere, Ashbourne Ave., Limerick
(Office: 45444, Home 45479)
12 Osborne Park, Bangor, Co. Down
"Mostyn" Grove Lawn, Blackrock,
Co. Dublin.(Office:53351, Home:882552)
3 Dufferin Villas, Bangor, Co. Down
(2382)
do.

Yacht

Tons
T.M.

Lapwing

3%

Ocean Dove

8½

Petrel II

10

Cu-na-Mara

9

Catalina
China Bird

5
13

KiUala

19

Dara

4

Venetia

5

Iduna

4

Cruiskeen

15

Bramwell, Dr. B.R.
Bridges, Mrs. M.C. (H.P.R.)
1936
Brindley, Aidan C. 1954
Broderick, K.J. 1943
Brown, J. Firday 1959
Brown, W.P. (H.P.R.) 1963
Bryce, Robert G.
Bunting, Peter J. 1962

Bunting, Mrs. E.A.M.
Bumes, Robert
Burnham, Lt. Cdr. E.A., R.D.,
R.N.R,,
Butler, J.C. 1959
Butler, Scan, Mr. Justice 1957
Chadwick, T. 1944
Charles, R. 1948
Clapham John F. 1965

Clark. H.W.S., M,B.E.,D.L, (H,PoR.
Portmsh) 1951.
Clarke, Don. 1965

Clegg, J.A. 1963
Cobbe, T.L. 1939
Coe, R. 1957
Cole, Derrick 1968
Clarke, S.H.R. 1967
Collins, H.A.B., 1963
Collins, J.B. 1954

KiUinchy, Co. Down
Bow Hall, Castletownshend, Co. Cork.
(36)
Pendennis, Gordon Ave., Foxrock
Co. Dublin.(Office:78617, Home:893444)
Kilcoran, Knapton Road, Dun Laoghaire
Co. Dublin (803397)
151 Seafield Road, Clontarf, Dublin 3.
(335789)
212 Shore Road, Portaferry, Co. Down
(318)
St. Benedicts, Thormanby Road, Baily,
Co. Dublin.
Faunmore, 58 Demesne Road, Holywood;
Co. Down (Office: Belfast 21892j-Iome:
Holywood 3744)
58 Demesne Rd., Holywood, Co. Down
(Holywood 3744)
1103 Grove Street, Framingham, U.S.A.
Wild Thyme, 10 Green Lane, Bevere,
Worcester, England. (Worcester 27630)
Belgrove, Cobb, Cork (811342)
Bonnie Doon, Coliemore Road, Dalkey
Co. Dublin (806187)
Lissen Hall, Swords, Co. Dublin
(Office: 28 0381, Home: 201220)
13 Ham Road, Shoreham-by-Sea,
Sussex, (Home: 3421, Office: CHA 1644)
3 Clanbrassil Tce., Marino, Co. Down
(Office: Belfast 25475, Home: Holywood
2933)
Gorteade Cottage, Upperlands, Co.Derry
(Maghera 216)
6 Belmont Park, Derry
(Office: Derry 2112, Home:Brookhall
365)
Craigside, Langley Ave., Bingley, Yorks.
Newbridge House, Donabate, Co.Dublin
(350343)
Craigie, Monasterevan, Co. Kildare
(Kildare 25300)
5 Stillorgan Pk., Blackrock, Co.Dublin
(881240)
Aghmarta, Carrigaline, Co. Cork
Clanallen Manse Road, Kilkeel, Co.Down
Mulberry, Glenamuck Rd., Carrickmines,
Co. Dublin.

Dinah
5-0-5

g; .;

Aletta

2

Hy-Brasail

(P.O.)

Black Soo

5

Sue

20

SteUa

5½

Happy Morning 6

Huzure (P.O.)

8

Franzi

5

Daphne
(Dragon)
Wild Goose of
Moyle
Caru

10

Sinbad of
Abersoch
Charm

11

Quiver IV

21

5

6

Collins, W.J. 1937
Cooke, Ki. 1959
Courtney, Ross 1948
Cresswell, R.S. 1949
Crosbie, Commdr. George 1930
Crosbie, T. 1930
Crosbie E. 1957
Cross, T. Fergus 1940
Cudmore, Fred 1947
Cudmore,
Cudmore,
Cudmore,
Cudmore,

Justin R. 1966
Fred (Jun.) 1966
Peter F. 1966
Harold 1956

Cudmore, H. (Jun.) 1959
Cudmore, Ronald 1964
Cudmore, Richard B. 1966
Cunningham, Brian 1967
Curry, John S. McA.
d’Alton, M.M.A. 1956
Dalton, Brian 1967
Daly, Dominic J. 1968
Davey, D.W.H.
Dawes, Miss K. P. 1963
Dearie, Douglas 1965
Denvir, Miss Joan 1956
de Quincey, Roger
Dickinson, L.B.
Dineen, Patrick A. 1965
Donegan, Patrick, T.D. 1968
Doyle, Denis N. (Vice-Commodore)
1956

Weir View, Sunday’s Well, Cork.
(Office: 20636, Home: 24038)
"Salia", Dublin Road, Sutton, Co.Dublin.
(Office: 771801. Home: 322348)
Ross More, Claremont Rd., Howth
Co. Dublin.(Office:44686, Home 323090)
Lynton, Dalkey Ave., Dalkey, Co.Dublin
(803163)
Garrydale, Tivoli, Co. Cork (51665)
Woodlands, Montenotte, Cork (52420)
do.
Montenotte House, Lr. Montenotte
Cork. (Office: 20595, Home: 22396)
Westcourt, College Rd., Cork
(Office: 24019, Home: 42662)
Westcourt, College Rd., Cork.
Westcourt, College Rd., Cork.
Westcourt, College Rd., Cork.
Cartriff, Douglas, Co. Cork.
(Office:24019, Home: 33016)
do.
do.
Uplands, Shanakiel, Sundays Well, Cork.
(43043)
36 Dhu Varren, Portrush, Co. Antrim
3 Farnham Park, Bangor, Co. Down
Kilda Lodge, Killiney, Co. Dublin
(Office: 61481)
282c Newton St., Brookline, Mass.
02146
Currabinny, Carrigaline, Co. Cork.
Pier House, Cultra, Co. Down
(Holywood 2287)
9 Courtenay Place, Lymington, Hampshire
"Rosario" Sidney Park, Cork
Mount Bernard, Cobh, Co. Cork
(811504)
Baltimore Hill, Baltimore, Co. Cork.
(52)
3 Carisbrook Tce., Bangor, Co. Down
(2164)
St. Munchin’s Bakery, Nicholas Street,
Limerick (44604)
St. Etchans, Monasterboice, Drogheda
Lauriston, Douglas Road, Cork (23706)

Fiormuala

13

If

12

Setanta

10

Auretta

Ann Again

7

Excalibur
(P.O.)
Glenshane (P..O.)
(Glen)
Finola
13
Tumbelina

12

Emmy
12’ National
Sinloo
of Arklow
Seaboard

8
10

Huntress

5

Casquet
Moonduster

11
20

Doyle, Frank, 1966
Doyle, John G. 1967
Doyle Thomas F. 1930
Doyle D. Conor 1966
Duff, J.C. 1946
Duff, J.M. 1949
Duma, Aidan (Hon.Secretary) 1963
du Pont, Pierre,
Dwyer, Kevin F. 1966
Dyke, Stanley, W. 1965
Elliot, W. Mayne 1932
Eves, F. Maitland 1967
Falkiner, Dr. N. 1953
Fannin, Robert N. 1959
Farrell, Thomas V.
Faulkner, J. Dennis (Commodore)
(H.P.R. Strangford Lough) 1960
Felix, Bernard 1963

Fielding, Dr. R. J. 1956
Finnegan, John J. 1966
Fisher, J.D.F.
Fitzgerald, C. J. 1944
FitzGerald, David H.B. 1966

Fogarty, John J. 1967
Foley~ Brigadier P.F.
Foley, Mrs. Barbara
Fowler, Robert J.

Lauriston, Douglas Road, Cork.(23706)
Springfield, Shankill, Co. Dublin (862631)
Ardmannagh, Glenbrook, Co. Cork
(841199)
do.
37 West 75th St., New York 23, U.S.A.
11 Queen’s Park, Monkstown, Co.Dublin
(804414)
2 Nutley Road, Ballsbridge, Dublin 4.
(Office: 770733, Home: 691158)
Patterns, Rockland, Delaware 19732,
U.S.A.
Glenkeen, Glanmire, Co. Cork (821075)
Benwell, Crosthwaite Park, Dunlaoire
(807918) Co. Dublin
35 Beectdield, Hilldale, Parbold, Lancs.
(Parbold 708)
Ganaway, Ballywalter, Newtownards
Co. Down.(Phone: Millisle 213)
24 Upr. Fitzwilliam St., Dublin (62131)
117, St. Assam’s Ave., Raheny,
Dublin 5. (335388)
Glenflesk, Carrigeen Park, Cork (24866)
Olinda, Craigavad, Co. Down
(Office: Belfast 744261, Home:
Holywood 2783)
"La Tour D’Ivoire", Bd. de Lattre
de Tassigny, 83 Toulon, France
(Home: 92.61.36,Office:92.69.7)
Mizen, Douglas Rd., Cork.
(31006 & 51848)
9 Belgrave Road, Monkstown, Co.
Dublin (806150)
Rathturret, Warrenpoint, Co. Down
(3667)
24 Patrick Street, Cork
Mount Pleasant, Loughrea, Co. Galway
(Home: Loughrea 148; Office: Tynagh
214)
8 The Crescent, Middleton, Co. Cork

Sonata

21

Naomi(P.O)
Naomi(P.O.)
Shortwave

Sheena
(Heron)
Nyali

6½

Felise

13

Zest

23

Skreo

4

Gigha

7

5-0-5

Pegeen

6½

Nora Sheila
Englyn

French, Miss D. (H.P.R.) 1934

Garden House, Baltimore, Co. Cork. (41)
do.
Gorteen, Gordon Ave., Foxrock
Co. Dublin (64798)
Port Oriel Estate, Clogherhead, Co.Louth

Faulkner, Mrs. J.K.

Olinda, Craigavad, Co Down.(Holywood 2783) Zest

23

Fryer, Patrick J.H.
Fuller T. 1936
Geldof, Robert 1968
Glover, Dr. W.E.
1963
Glover Mrs. Lilian 1963
Gogarty, Desmond (H.P.R.) 1960
Goodbody, HPerry 1958
Gomes, H.R. 1967
Gordon, Hugh 1965
Green, Ronald 1963
Green, Mrs. Margaret 1963
Green, Chris., H. 1964
Green, Michael 1964
Greer, P.H. Ll.D. 1951
Greer, Howard 1966
Guinness, J.H.(Rear-Commodore)
(I-I.PoR.)1961
Guinness, Mrs. M.J. 1966
Guinness, Peter 1963
Hall, R.C.Ao 1952
Hall, Mrs. Nancy W. 1965
Hanan, Thomas J. 1937
Harman, S.T.S. 1949
Harte, Edward D.
Healy, Capt. George F. 1968
Heard, Mrs. Ruth 1967
Hegarty, Brian 1957
Hegarty, Dermot 1959
Hennessy, Dr. Noel St.J. 1957
Henry, F.J.M.B.,F.R.C.S.I. 1936

Craighdu, Vico Road, Dalkey,
Co. Dublin.
Grianan, Skibbereen, Co. Cork (6)
18 Crosthwaite Pk., Durdaoghaire
Co. Dublin (802818)
49 Wentworth Road, Vaucluse,
Sydney 2030, New South Wales
do.
"Lamlash" Mornington, Drogheda
Co. Louth (8740)
The Glen, Cobh, Co. Cork
(811322)
12 Main St., Crawfordsburn, Co.Down
1 Willow Tce., Booterstown, Co.Dublin
(Office: 45551)
Plymouth Hoe, Stoney Road, Dundonald
Belfast (63175)
do.
do.
do.
22 Greenfield Road, Sutton, Co.Dublin
(Office: 771801, Home: 313195).
do.
Censure House, Baily, Co. Dublin
(323123)
do.
Chapel Farm, Great Missenden, Bucks.
Lisaniska, Monkstown, Co.Cork (841083
do.
Kenmare, Kill Lane, Foxrock, Co.Dublin
(895831)
Lichfield, Ballintemple, Co. Cork
(31053)
Glencar, Coolfadda, Bandon, Co.Cork
(41286)
Shanganagh, Albert Rd., Glenageary
Co. Dublin (801528)
Stone Cottage, Killiney, Co.Dublin
(803709)
Cairn Gorm, Baily, Co. Dublin (323421)
2 Killeen Terrace, Malahide, Co.Dublin
(350603)
Roosky, Co. Roscommon
(Roosky 24)
Match Box, Mount Anville Rd., Dundrum,
Dublin 14. (984956)

Vertue

5.

Tyrena

11

Corran

5

Ain Mara (P.O.) 10

Helen

11

Helen of Howth 29
Amazon
(Heron)
Sule Skerry

18

Roane (P.O.)
do.
Kuramo

14

Duckling

9

5

Master of Yacht
Asgard
28

Aisling
Jacqueline

8

Henry, Dr. George R. 1961

6 FarmhiU Drive, Goatstown, Dundrum
Dublin 14 (983200)
Heron, Barney 1965
Castletown, Celbridge, Co. Kildare
(288349)
Hicks, Savell O. O.B.E. 1961
Cuan Hills Farm, Ballydorn, Killinchy,
Co. Down (Office: Belfast 57251 ; Home:
Killinchy 468)
Weatherly, Claremont, Howth, Co°Dublin
Higginbotham, J.W. 1964
(322086)
5 West Bar, Banbury, Oxfordshire, England.
Hilliard, C.E. 1961
Hogan, Thomas P. 1967
Monkstown Castle, Co. Dublin (803676)
Dunstaffnage, Stillorgan, Co.Dublin
HoUwey, G.W. 1948
(880998)
Eski Shehr, Cabinteely, Co.Dublin
Hollwey, Lt. Col. J.B. 1939
(893255)
Horsman, Henry F. 1952
Templerainy House, Arklow, Co.Wicklow
(22349)
Hunt, C.K. 1963
30 Upr. Merrion St., Dublin 2
12 Sheridan Drive, Helen’s Bay, Co. Down
Hutchinson, William R.
Irving J.F° 1960
9 Courtenay Place, Lymington, Hampshire
England
15, Cunningham Drive, Dalkey, CoDublin
Jacob, Basil B. 1956
(Office: 503222, Home: 806614)
9 Arrartmore Rd°, Donnybrook, Dublin 4~
Jameson, J. Patrick 1968
(680371)
Frazerbank, Strathmore Road, Killiney,
Johnson, Terence 1960
01160)
Jones, A.G.H. 1965
ithe Barn, Rowberrow, Nr. Winscombe,
Somerset, England
Kavanagh, Commander Peter 1965
Kerlogue, Railway Ave., Sutton, Dublin.
(323396)
19 Piney Hills, Belfast 9, (660869)
Kelly, Dr. Malcolm
Spindrift,
Shore Road, Portmamock,
Kelly-Rogers, Capt. J. C. O.B.E. 1953
Co. Dublin. Office: 46851, Home: 350028
Kennedy, Hugh P. 1963
7 Mount Eden Park, Malone Rd., Belfast 9
(Office: 226941, Home: 660500)
Drumsna, Co. Leitrim (9)
Kennedy, George O’Brien
3 Towerview Crescent, Bangor, Co.Down
Kensett, David J.
(62128)
Kiley Jock
109 Essex Road, Chestnut Hill, Mass.
02167, U.S.A.
Kilkelly, Lt. Col. R_P. 1954
Cavalry Club, 127 Piccadilly, London W. 1.
Hillside, 14 Stoke Rd., Nayland, Nr.
Kirnber, Gurth 1957
Colchester, Essex (Nayland 337)
70 Ladbroke Road, London, W.11.
Kinmonth, Prof. J. B. 1966
(727-6045)
127 Rathgar Road, Dublin
Kirkham, T.G. 1929
Marlay, Proby Square, Blackrock,
Knott, H.B. 1964
Co. Dublin (881063)

~

Arctic Sun

10

Mimosa
17 footer

(P.O.)

Arabel II

10

Tora

6

Anne Marie(P.O.) 16

Sea Saunterer 9

Sorcha

11

Arandora(P.O.) . 8..

Jolie Madame 6

Tosca II
5-0-5
Kerry Rose
Dinah
5-0-5

6

Laputa

15

Pamela

6

Knox-Gore, Col.W.A.C.D.S .O. 1954
Landon, Capt. E.G. 1959
Lappin, Peter
Large, Richard T. 1958

Lawless, Peter D. 1964
Lee, Reginald 1961
Lennox, George A.
Leonard, Alan G. 1964
Leonard, Miss Elizabeth M. 1967
Leonard, Gerald B. 1964
Livingston, William David 1965
Livingston, Mrs. Bridget 1965
Love, Clayton 1950
Love, Brian 1963
Love, Mrs. T. 1963
Luke, Derek 1959

Luke, Dermot 1955
Lyden, Brendan P. 1968
Lyness, David
McAuley, F.D.M.Ch., D.O.M.So
1961
Macauley, W.P. 1963
McCann, George 1968
McCleery, H. 1953
McConneU, J.C. 1958
McConneU, John H. 1965
McCormell, Mrs. M. 1959
McCormick, W.H.D.(H_P.R.) 1956

3 Windsor Terrace, Dunlaoghaire,
Co. Dublin (805378)
Crannog, Banagher, Co. Offaly
Home :.B~anagher 24
Shangri-La, Laytown, Co. Meath
(Drogheda 7208)
Rosehill House, Carysfort Ave.,
Blackrock, Co. Dublin. (Office:
61236, Home: 880574)
Heydene, West fields, N.C.Road
Limerick.
Beaumont Cottage, Waltham Tee.,
Blackrock, Co. Dublin (880610)
8 Worwood Gardens, Belfast 4
(656989)
24 Maryville Park, Belfast 9 (669883)
35 Buccleuch Place, Edinburgh 8.
(Newington 8509)
Craigaveagh, Sketrick Island, Killinchy,
Co. Down.
89 High St., Cowes I.O.W.
do.
Seabank, Clifton Terrace, Monkstown
Co. Dublin (801314)
do.
do.
Windward, Strand Road, Sutton,
Co. Dublin. (Office: 53351, Home:
322507)
Fairways, Carrickbrack Rd., Sutton,
Co. Dublin (Office: 771801, Home:
322634.)
Carrigaline, Co. Cork
Applewood, Glen Road, Craigavad,
Co. Down. (Holywood 2730)
44 FitzwiUiam Square, Dublin
(61717)
Ballyward House, Manor Kilbride,
Blessington, Co. Wicklow
Rathmore Ave., Bangor, Co. Down
Island Bane, Killinchy, Co.Down (355)
Darwin House, Cunningham Road,
Dalkey, Co. Dublin (Office: 773141)
do.
do.
Brooklyn, Greencastle, Lifford, Co.Donegal
(Office: Derry 4081, Home: Greencastle
5).

Sea Bird (P.O.) 4½

Motihari III

5

Ianthe

Sarita

12

Lamita(P.O.)

5

do.

Emanuel

Eventide
Juffra

Heather Bell

52

Marula

10½

Diane II

McCoull, M. J. 1960
McDowell, J.R. 1963

McFerran, K. 1931
McFerran, Neff 1965
McGonagle, Liana 1959
McGuire, Edward D.
Mcllwaine, A.D. 1960
Mcllwaine, Mrs. Y. 1963
McKee, Michael (H.P.R.) 1962
McKenna, David C. 1964
Mackeown, J.A. 1959
McKinley, Fergus 1953
McLaverty, C. 1961
McLaverty, K. 1961
McMfllan, Alistair 1968
McMuUen, L. 1940
McNally, R.J. 1964
McNeill, John C.
McSweeney, Patrick 1968
McVicker, Jack T. 1967
Macken, J.J. 1949
Mackey, K. 1964
Madden, Arthur G. 1961
Maguire, B.C. 1950
Maguire, M.J. 1958
Maher, Patrick J. 1959
Mahony: J.A.C. 1958
Mallagh, T.J.S. 1957

5
Beana
47, Earlswood Road, Belfast (54917)
Rosheen Bawn
Cherryhill, BaUymullan Rd,
Crawfordsburn, Co. Down.
Office:28221, Home: Helen’s Bay 3165)
Dangan, Carrickmines, Co.Dublin(893153)
The Peak, Killiney, CoDublin (803556)
Fingal, Strand Road, Sutton, Co.Dublin
(322848)
Triad
Windwhistle, Cultra, Coo Down
(Holywood 3085)
17
Sheenan
Barra, Crawfordsburn, Co.Down
do.
Marie of Howth 5
104 Seacliff Road, Bangor, Co.Down
(Office: 22734, Home 2692)
4 Vigo Street, London W. 1.
Antoinette
5
57, Leeson Park, Dublin (67964)
Sarcelle
6
Beechfield, Sydney Ave°, Blackrock
Co. Dublin (888376)
2
Dauntless
77a Brownhill Rd., Chandlers Ford,
Eastleigh, Hampshire.
Durward
2
30 Deramore Drive, Belfast 9
"Treborth", Corr Bridge, Howth
Co. Dublin (324042)
Rainbow
The Dell, Gordon Ave, Foxrock,
Co. Dublin (893298)
Hy-Brasail (P.O.)
42 Mount Prospect Ave, Clontarf
Dublin 3. (335814)
La.dybird Cottage, 49 Warren Rd.,
Donaghadee, Co. Down. (3649)
Pride of Kerry 14
"Dunmuire", Woodview, Douglas~ Cork.
33a Windsor Ave., Belfast 9
Aileen(Dragon) 3
White House, Dalkey Ave., Co.Dublin
(806897)
6 The Close, Mount Merrion, Dublin
(881352)
Hazeldene, Marina, Blackrock, Co.Cork
(31348)
Northfield, 36 Herbert Rd., Hornchurch,
Essex. (48754)
Willow Brae, Castlepark Rd., Sandycove,
Co. Dublin.
2
Fafner
Ballinglanna, Douglas Road, Cork.
(Office: 25252; Home: 33966)
Cloghroe House, Blarney, Co.Cork
(85121)
8
Mac Lir II
2 Clonskeagh Road, Dublin 6.(971013)

Marshall, A.H. (H.P.R.) 1963
Martin, Brian M. 1966
Martin, F.D. 1954
Masser, A.H. Ll.D. 1959
Masser, K.A. 1966
Mellon, D.E., M.D. 1947
Miller, C.G. 1955
Minchin, John 1960
Mitchell, E.D. 1959
Mitchell, P.D. 1956
Mollard, Robert E.
Montgomery, A.M. 1957
Montgomery, E.J. 1955
Moore, Godfrey B. 1946
Morck, Dr. P.B. 1958
Morck, Mrs. P.C. 1962
Morehead, R. 1950
Morris, Arthur 1961
Morris, R. Wall 1958
Morrison, R.Ian 1957
Mosse, W.P. 1964
Mulhem, James T. 1958
Murphy, W.J. 1963
Murray, Capt. Brendan, 1964

Nixon, W.M. 1963
O:Brien, Eric 1948

Rockmount, 20 Warren Road,
La Petite
Donaghadee, Co.Down (3553)
MamseUe
11 Jordanstown Road, Newtownabbey
Solitaire
Co. Antrim.
2 Eaton Brae, Corbawn Lane, Shankill,
Adastra (P.O.)
Co. Dublin (863410)
Edros, Baily, Co. Dublin.
Segura
(Office: 79801; Home: 323162)
Waterford Ironfounders Ltd., Waterford
Cantabile
(4831)
5-0-5
5 Vergemount, Clonskeagh, Dublin 6
Janet
(973075)
Shortalstown, Kfllinick, Co. Wexford
Calloo
(Murrintown 8)
Currabinny, Carrigaline, Co. Cork
Pride of Leap
(831296)’
Carrowdore Castle, MiUisle, Co.Down
Felma(P.O~)
(Millisle 234)
21 6th Avenue, Atlantic Highlands
Brindaban
New Jersey, U.S.A.
27 Sion Road, Dalkey, Co. Dublin
Osina
Brocca, 5, North Avenue, Mount Merrion,
Dublin. (Office: 56701; Home:881045)
78, Northumberland Road, Dublin.
Caravelle
(Office: 61201, Home: 67852)
18 St. Catherines Park, Glenageary,
Co.Dublin (881045)
Frankfort Lodge, Merrion Ave., Blackrock, Samphire
Co. Dublin (880852)
do.
Leeward, Marina, Blackrock, Cork (33297) Windward
Clonmore Glebe, Piltown, Co. Kilkenny
Evarne:
(Fiddown 8)
Melbeach, Monkstown, Co.Dublin
Vandra
(Home: 804843; Office: 76331)
Spindrift, Carrickbraek Rd., Baily,
Querida
Co. Dublin (323106)
Denedin, Bermetsbridge, Co.Kilkenny(5)
Acari
Hillside, Upr. Mounttown, Dun Laoghaire,
Co. Dublin. (Office:77592, Home:801420)
15 Cleve Hill Blackrock Road, Cork.
17 Mount Prospect Ave., Clontarf,
Dublin 3.(Office:4585 l(Ex. 558)
Home: 334422)
127 Stranmillis Rd., Belfast 9
(Office: 669491)
39, Fitzwilliam Place, Dublin
Thumbalina
(64511)
(Mermaid)

5
6
8
22
.;
12
4
6
11
11
3

1½
11
8
14
11

O’Byrne, T.E. 1951
O’Ceallaigh, C.1959

O’Ceallaigh, Mrs. M. 1963
O’Connor, Dr. M. 1957
Odium, Peter D. 1942
O:Donovan, W.J. 1947
O’Flaherty, Michael 1968
O:Gallagher, Malachi 1968
O’Hanlon, R.H., M.D. 1940
O~Hanlon, Mrs. B., M.D. 1962
O’Hanlon, Andrew
O’Keefe, Ray. P. (H.P.R.) 1937
O:Mara, Stephen 1960
O’Neill, J. Russell 1964
O’Reilly, Bernard C.
O’Reilly, John 1965
Osborne, J.A.,
Osterberg, Paul 1949
O’Sullivan, Jeremiah 1964
Park, Dr. David
Park, Mungo 1955
Patton, Henry A.
Payne, J. Somers 1961
Perrot, Thomas R. 1965
Pearson, J.D. 1950
Pierce, Dermot
Pope, A.E. 1948
Porteous,lames 1968
Pritchard, John P. 1966

Thorndale, Beaumont Park,
Ballintemple, Cork. (32614)
46 Killiney Road, Killiney,
Co. Dublin (806037)

Julia
Glenshane P.O.
(Glen O.D.)

doo

58 FitzwiUiam Square Dublin (67136)
Priory Lodge, Grove Ave., Blackrock,
Co. Dublin.
Eldorado, Ballintemple, Co. Cork.
Montone, Military Road, Killiney
Co. Dublin (803608)
12 Cyprus Lawn, Templeogue, Co.Dublin
8 St. James’ Terrace, Clonskeagh,
Dublin (62080)

InisfaUen
Rinamara

6
20

Moonbeam

Clarion of
Wight

17

do.

Firefly
16 Clonskeagh Road, Dublin 6 (62080)
Iolar
Landscape, Drinagh, Wexfor&
(Mermaid)
Office: 72, Home: 280
Oisin
"Monaleen", Torquay Rd., Foxrock
Co. Dublin (Home: 896009)
25 Glandore Avenue, Belfast 15
Oriel Villa, Clogher Head, Co. Louth
(Clogher Head 8)
9 Eden Quay, Dublin 1 (47040)
Segala
Knocknagreana, Milford, Co. Donegal
(73)
The Old Manse, Hillsborough, Co.Down(226)
Geraldine
9, Rock St., Tralee, Co. Kerry (91)
Capella
The Croft, Cunningburn, Newtownards,
Co. Down.
Kitugani
Corrig Breac, Baily, Howth, Co.Dublin
(322210)
Failte
Dunedin, Downshire Road, Bangor,
Co. Down. (2513)
Melody
4, Camden Terrace, Crosshaven,
(Nat.18’)
Co. Cork. (831128)
c/o Cement Ltd., Boyne Road,
Drogheda, Co. Louth.
Orana
Craig View.~ Howth, Co. Dublin
(322276)
126 Harley St., London.
Harbar
Roancarrig, Waterfall Road~ Cork
(Office: 41851 ; Home: 41143)
Bunnyconellon, Myrtleville, Co.Cork.
The Coach House, Helen’s Bay, Co.Down. Aspasia P.O.

11

4
4
11
12

1..2

7

12

Speidel Noel 1968
Starkey, R.V. 1939

"Coolmaine", Malahide, Co. Dublin

11 Sandford Ave., Marlboro’ Rd.,
Donnybrook, Dublin (971107)
Steadman, David 1967
123a Sydenham Ave°, Belfast 4(656145)
Stewart, Alan C. 1959
Curabinny, Springfield Terrace,
Alness, Ross-shire (329)
Stewart, Rynn 1968
12 Silchester Rd., Glenageary, Co.Dublin
Stevenson, John A. 1964
96 Pymers Mead, Croxted Road,
Dulwich, London S.E.21
Sullivan, C.St.J. 1955
9 Avondale Road, Killiney, Co. Dublin
(Home: 805877, Office: 79345)
Sutton, Eric P. 1968
Laurentic, Knockrea Park, Douglas Rd.,
Cork.
Sullivan, Michael R. 1967
1 Eglantine Pk., Douglas Rd., Cork.
(32734)
Taggart, Thos. N. 1966
Cuan Cottage, Skettrick Island,
Killinchy, Co. Down.
Tayler, Warren J. 1962
53 West Point Edgbaston, Birmingham 16
Thompson, S.F. 1956
Windyridge, Rochestown Road, Douglas,
Cork. (31137)
Tierney, John 1960
Amalfi, Eghnton Road, Donnybrook,
Dublin (692836)
Tomlinson, Michael 1962
Elmleigh, Neston, Wirral, Cheshire
Tomlinson, Mrs. Molly 1965
do.
Tughan, D.
16 Maralin Ave, Bangor, Co. Down
(60432)
Tyrrell, John (H.P.R.) 1940
56 Ferrybank, Arklow (Home: 2452,
Yard: 2403)
Tweedy, Dr. E.S. 1962
Everton, Sutton, Co.Dublin (323084)
Villiers-Stuart, J.H.I.(H.P.R.Helvick) Ballynaparka, vinierstown nro Cappoquin
1961
Co. Waterford (Villierstown 4)
Villiers-Stuart, M.F. 1957
Loughside, Greenisland, Co. Antrim
(Whiteabbey 2245)
Virden, Jonathan 1968
Glenlion Cliffs, Baily, Co. Dublin
Walsh, R.T. 1950
65 Merrion Road, Dublin 4°(691385)
Walsh, William 1968
Maryville, Crosshaven, Co. Cork.
Office: 52358; Home: 831261
Watson, Neff (H.P.R. Wicklow)
North Quay, Wicklow (Phone 2492)
(Hon.Treasurer) 1962
Watson, Richard 1962
29 Balkill Road, Howth, Co. Dublin
(322472)
Watson, Mrs. Patricia 1966
do.
Wayte, Ronald A. 1968
Villa Nova, Dundalk Rd., Carrickmacross
Co. Monaghan
White, Michael L.
70 Clifton Rd., Bangor, Co. Down
(Bangor 468 l)
Wilkinson, J.N. 1956
Glenhedr, Howth, Co. Dublin (323063)

Marionette of
Malahide
Bonita i;

10
6

Dolphin

8

Harmony

8

Jade

6

Kirrnew

5

PeUegrina

12

Maid of Mourne 12
Aisling o f
Arklow
Twayblade

15

Winifreda of
Greenisland
Sharavoge

13

Querida

9

5
5

Vivi 30 sq.m.

Catania

Leila
17 footer

6

Pritchard, Mrs. Mary G. 1966
Purcell, D.J. 1937
Reid, N.C. 1963
Riordan, Cashel 1947
Robinson, Dr. G. 1960

Roche, T.H. 1935
Rogerson, Frederick
Ronaldson, Charles E. 1967
Ronan, J.G. 1956
Rothwell, R. M. 1960
Russell, John F. 1965
Ryan, Senator Eoin 1957
Ryan, J. 1957
Scanlan, Edward P. 1966
Scanlan, Mrs. D.E. 1966
Selig, Ivan 1965
SeweU, Richard G.
Sheil, Leonard 1968
Sheppard, T. Lt.Comm. 1957
Sheppard, Gerald J. 1958
Simms, R.J.A.
Smiles, Alan 1958
Smullen, Brian Po 1968
Smullen, John D. 1961
Smyth, B.T. 1960
Smyth, F.B. 1964
Smyth, Karl 1964
Smyth, W.A.(H.P.R.Cultra) 1960
Somerville-Large, P.T. 1946

The Coach House, Helen’s Bay, Co.Down. Aspasia P.O.
3 Marlborough Road, Glenageary,
Co. Dublin (801849)
43 Ward Ave., Bangor, Co. Down (60093)
The Paddock, Templelawn, Blackrock
Road, Cork (33554)
15 Belgrave Square, Monkstown,
Whimbrel
Co. Dublin (Office:805581, Home:
807207)
Ros-na-Greine, Avoca Ave., Blackrock
Neon Tetra
Co. Dublin (881093)
Creevagh, Dundrum Road, Dublin t4.
Happy Return
(Office: 63949)
54 Clifton Rd., Bangor, Co. Down.
Cuskinny, Cobh, Co. Cork (811370)
Rosbarnagh, Newport, Co.Mayo (17)
Edendom, Craigarusky, Killinchy
Macfin
Co. Down (201)
(Enterprise)
4 Winton Road, Dublin 6 (65249)
c/o The National Yacht Club
Southern Cross
Dun Laoghaire, Co. Dublin
"Old Oast", Ellen’s Green, Rudgwick
Flarepath
Sussex.
do.
5a Windsor Ave., N., Belfast 9
Jaynor
Belfast (33878, office, Home:666064)
Annabog House, Ballybrack, Co.Dublin
Thalassa
(807029)
"Portelet" Haddington Park, Glenageary
Galley Bay
Co. Dublin.
Derrybawn, Military Road, Ballybrack,
Greylag of
Co. Dublin.
Arklow
Oakfield Lodge, Cuckoo Lane, Liverpool
25.
31 Waverley Drive, Bangor, Co. Down(3563)
28 Fifth Ave., Port Washington, New York,
U.S.A.
12 Eden Park, Sandycove, Co. Dublin.
Sea View, Corrig Ave., Dun Laoghaire,
Co. Dublin.
40 Balmoral Ave., Belfast 9.(66386)
Wynalda P.O.
646, Howth Road, Dublin 5.
Rebel
20 Hamilton Rd., Bangor, Co.Down
St. Michael of
Cape Clear
11 Balmoral Ave., Belfast 9(665265)
Wynalda P.O.
Vallombrosa: Bray, Co.Wicklow
Gannet
(862216)

12

3

20
5

6
12

15
16
5½
12

10
4
16
10
10

Wilby, K.A. 1964

Clonmannon House, Ashford, Co.Wicklow
(Wicklow 4189)
11 Croft Gardens, Holywood, Co. Down
Gribton, 12 Ralston Rd., Bearsden,
Dunbartonshire, Scotland.
Angel & Co., Elton, Nr. Peterboro,
England.
Robbs Wall, Malahide, Co.Dublin (-350505)
Bridge House, Skibbereen, Co.Cork.
53 Malone Park, Belfast (665815)
South Shore, Sheridan Drive,
Helen’s Bay, Co. Down (2208)

Sun Venture

Barton, Humphrey 1934 (1954)

4 Quay Hill, Lymington, Hants.

Rose Rambler 11

Barry, Gerald 1943 (1967)

Murrayfield, Wilton Lawn, Cork (42612)

Campbell, R.P. 1934 (1969)

Cuilin, Bray, Co. Wicklow (862634)

Verve

10

Cree, Donal, C.L. 1934

Pinehurst, Aviary Road, Pyreford, Woking

Gulnare

9

Faulkner, J.A. 1930 (1967)

Doon, Cultra, Holywood, Co.Down (2104)

Williams, W.Peter. 1968
Wilson, P. 1964
Wingfield, Robert T.
Wolfe, J.M. 1959
Wood Wolfe, C.F.W. 1958
Workman, J.R. 1954
Wylde, Commdr. A.L. 1961

18

Water Lily (P.O.) 32
Nan of Clynder 12

Gay Gannet

7

Ceara
Sula’s Wing

8
5

HONORARY MEMBERS

Ewing, Clayton Commodore-C.C.A. Wilderness Farms, Trappe, Maryland
21673 U.SA.

Dyna

Gray, A.P. (ex-officio-Hon.
Sec., R.C.C.)

BLue Cottage, Crondall Rd.,
Crockham Village, Hants.,
(Crondall 376.01-499-3761)

Rococo

5

Heard, R.D. 1939 (1963)

Stone Cottage, Killiney Hill Road,
Killiney, Co. Dublin (803709)

Vanja IV
Harklow

6
12

Mooney, A.W. 1929(1966)

Ardfern, Breffni Road, Sandycove,
Co. Dublin (804366)

O’KeeffeP.(H.P.R.) 1932 (1967)

Ardnagreine, Bantry, Co. Cork.
(33: Office: 1)

Paul, Alan H. 1958

Royal Ocean Racing Club,
20 St. James Street, London S.W.1.
(HYD 5252)

Years in brackets are those in which honorary membership was conferred on previously elected members
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